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PREFACE. 

The Church hay placed before us Gregorian Chant as the most perfect musical 
expression of her Liturgy. Obedience alone on our part would be an adequate 
response. Rut, as Saint Augustine points out (I)  " I t  is little enough to be 
drawn by the \\.ill; thou art drawn also by pleasure ... Or is it the case that, 
while the senses of the body have their pleasures, the mind is left without 
pleasures of its own?" H e  concludes that we need to be " dra\v~i by the bonds 
of the heart." 

Those who mould taste the delights of the Chant, which escape a superficial 
glance, require something more than a grasp of its rudiments. A knowledge of 
Gregorian forms and aestlletics is essential to an intelligent appreciation of this 
art and to an adequate rendition. \Ire slloulcl be a\vknard gropers, indeed, 
were we ignorant of the forrn of the tnoclertl compositions that we interpret. 
The same is true of the Chant. 

Strangely enough, this ancient art, so rich and so varied, with laws differing 
from those of today, is a modern discovery. Throughout the centuries when 
the Chant was disfigured and deformed by ignorant editors and rash printers, 
when the rare treasure of the Church had fallen into decadence, the study of 
Gregorian composition, in its forms and aesthetics was manifestly impossible. 
The theoretical writers of the Middlc Ages, such as they were, threw no light on 
the subject. The melodies tllernsel, es had to be restored to their original purity 
before any such study could be undertalien. Now, thanlts to the patient 
researches of musicologists, archeologists and paleographers, thanlts, also, to the 
official actions of the Holy See, the long concealed riches of this art have beer1 
reveaied to musicians. Evidently, the deformed melodies, being a mere 
caricature, could provide no basis for serious study. The restored melodies, 011 

the other hand, reveal amazing and unsuspected treasures of form and aesthetics. 
It is these reformed melodies and a penetration of the principles which were 
basic in their cornposition, that should draw us by the bonds of the heart. 

This booli makes no claim to originality. I t  is a brief study basecl on source 
material unobtail~able at this time in the English language. These sources are 
principally the fifteen volumes of the Pnliogl-@/lie fVzzrsi~.rrle of Solesmes, the 
two volumes of the A-omb~e Jfztsicrrl Gr<<~o~,ieu by Dom Andst! Mocquereau of 
Solesmes, the E s t l ~ ~ t i ~ z ~ e  Gye'gorie~z,lc of Dorn Ferretti, the lamented president of 

('1 Matins for L!-ednesday after Pentecost. 



the Pontifical Institute of Sacred Music a t  Kome and various studies by 
Dom J. Gajard of Solesmes and others, that have appeared in Kevienrs. These 
men wrote for scholars, for specialists. W e  borrow without scruple from those 
pioneers, Itnotving full well that they would approve this form of lend-lease. 
\Ye scatter their discoveries like seed to nourish the multitudes, hungry for 
something more than the usual trite rules of t11u1nb that can hardly stimulate 
the artistic sense nor draw by the bot~ds of the heart. I t  is, llo\vever, particu- 
larly those of our teachers whom we have in mind who, having taught Gre,rrorian 
Cha~zt, V o b n ~ e  One, to  children, seek, for the~nselves, a richer background in this 
art. T o  supply this need is both a duty and a pleasure. 

This book, then, is a sequel to  Music Fo;ou?.t/r  yen^ ~vhich laic1 a foundation, 
though of an elementary nature, in the principles and practice of the Chant of 
the Church, such as would enable children to sing the Ordinary of the Mass 
from the official Kyf-inle. This book differs from Vo/zu,ze One in thc fact that it 
is not intended for the use of children but for that of adults. I t  begins, 
llowever, ~vhere the other ends, arid assumes on the part of the student, a 
]<nowledge of the elementary principles described in the former volume. 
I t  deals with the compositions contained in the Lihet* CTsunlis, to the pages of 
which reference is made throughout. (I)  I t  deals with Gregorian forms and 
aesthetics, with modality and the laws that guided the composers in creating 
these melodies. These, in their correct form, reveal unsuspected treasures. 

The  treatment of this subject matter will be in no sense exhaustive. Our 
object is to suggest to the student what to  look for and where to find it in the 
pages of his Libsf- UszbrzLis. T o  dig out the pearl of great price requires 
something Inore than a hasty glance. \We wish to  .provide the thread of 
Ariadne that will guide the reader through paths of perso~~al  investigation. For 
the fascination of discovery is the only truly stimulating factor in any subject 
matter and is essential for a profitable study of an art. I-Iere, we are face to 
face with worlcs o i  genius, u n l ~ ~ l o ~ v ~ l  and, alas, u ~ ~ s u n g !  

\Ve hope, then, to  stimulate the appetite of the student for beauty that is not 
t\.holly of this \vorlcl and point the way to a knowledge that ~vill lead to love. 

I t  is a pleasure to express our gratitude to  the KR. Benedictines of Solesmes 
and to their Editors Mm. Desclee & Cie, for their kind permission to use 
the Rhythmic signs of Solesmes in this text boolc, and also to the Kt. Reverend 
Motisig~ior 1gi11o A:~gl&s, President of the l'ontifical Iustitute of Sacred Music at  
Rome, for permission to use copyrighted matter contained in the Estetica of his 
predecessor, Dom Paolo Abate Ferretti. 

JUSTINE \YARD. 

(I) The textbook to the pages of which we shall refer is the Liber Usualis, DesclCe, Tournai, 
I : e l ~ i u n ~ ~  i'iurn1)el. 801. 



PART ONE. 

UNITY. 

'' Free when Thy wings pen me, " 
The poet sang : that inner discipline, 
No bars restraining freedom, but within 
A mounting surge of contemplation, liberty 
Freely bending to pattern and to law, 
Worship as gold without a flaw 
Soaring light and fragrant as incense, then 
Drooping to earth in a prolonged Anten. 



CHAPTER ONE. 

THE LINKING OF WORDS AND INCISES. 

Many laws urlderlying the art of Gregorian chant are common to all forms of 
music. Fu~~damenta l  principles of rhythm, of phrasing, of modality, of form are 
familiar to all musicians and require no explanation. Otlly in certain specific 
lnarlifestations do these forms become peculiar to Gregorian Chant. 

One thing that is common to all serious music is the quest for unity. Details 
must be accurate, but if they prevail, an impression is given of dry, cluttering 
trifles. We  may analyse a composition for our oivn satisfaction, but our 
conception must sweep over the entire piece. if'ithin that unity there will be 
characteristic details not to be ignored, each offering its il~dividual contribution 
of delight to the melody, but these must be kept in the bacliground lest they 
assume undue importance. We propose, then, to study compositions as a whole 
and, from that broad perspective, give \\,hat importance is legitimate, and no 
more, to details of interior structure. 

SOME ELEMENTS OF UNITY. 

1. Words. 

These, as we have seen in Volume One, should be linked together, not merely 
laid down flatly, side by side. They are combined as a mason lays his bricks, 
united like links in a chain 01- like stitches in Itnitting. A diagram will make 
the system plain. In Fz&re r n, the words are laid down side by side, (ju.rtn- 
posed is the technical word); each ~vord is contained within a measure. 

11 .\ve I Mriris 1 stClla I DCi I Miter ( rilma. 11 

This is the least uniting of all systems. Each word is separated from the 
next and the phrase is choppy. 
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- 

On the contrary, if words are to be linlied together, they must be placed 
atride of the weasrl~es, thus : 

r---- I I r-- I 17 1- r-- 
A- I ve MA- 1 ris stdl- 1 la, DC- 1 I MA- ( ter 61- 1 ma. 

1 - 2  I - 1  I 1  I I  1 - 2  

F<c. I b. Words Linked. 

2 

The end of one word and the beginning of the next are inclosed together in 
one measure. The rhythms and the measures make a double link uniting the 
words as closely as possible. 

For a hymn with all the words linlzed, see A v e  i74ari.s .Stci/tr, Libev I'sz~trlis 
pp. 1259, 1261 and 1262. 

Find other examples of melodies where the corn1)oscr has taken pains to link 
the words placing them astride of the bar-lines. (It is needless to remind the 
reader that the rhythmic ictus corresponds to the first note of a measure.) 

2. Chironomy an Element of Unity. 

Chironomy, though merely an outward ma~~ifestation of rhythm, can contri- 
bute an important element of unity. For the principles underlying chironomy, 
we refer the reader to Gregorian Chant, Volume One. We need simply to 
remind him at this point that the arsis-thesis gesture links group to group, 
giving each of these groups its individual character according to its position in 
the phrase; and that the undulating gesture expresses a form of rhythm that 
links the words together eve11 more intimately than the arsis-thesis gesture. 

3. Unity among Incises. 

AS words are linked to words, as groups are linked to groups, so incises must 
be linked to incises, and not merely juxtaposed. The ending of one incise must 
be chained or knitted into the begirllling of the next one in such a fashion that 
these little musical fragments are felt by the ear to be a part of a whole, ?ot 
merely an isolated detail. The whole art of unity in rendering a Gregorlan 
composition lies in this subtle linking of incise to incise, of member to 
member. It  is not a principle which applies to Gregorian Chant alone, but 
which is common to all musical interpretation where artistic expression 
1s sought. 
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H O W  TO LINK INCISE TO INCISE. 

T h e  closest union occurs when the  last note (or notes) of one incise is 
contained in a single metrical group with the first note of the  follo~ving incise. 

See  Libel* Usualis p. 243. Ant$/zon, A//e/ziia, t l i x s  S Z L ~ I ~  P'ro. 
This  is an antiphon of four tiny incises. T h e  quarter bars on the staff d o  l~ot  

indicate a separation between these melodic fragments. T h e  a r t  of the  singer 
consists precisely in unifying them. Note how carefully the composer has 
prepared this unity by  forming a single group of the last note (or notes) of one 
incise with the  first note of the  next. 

Incise I Incise z Incise 3 Incise 4 
I 1 I---- 7 ' '---- 
Allel6- ia, t6- us sum 6- go, sAl- vum me fac Dolni- ne al- leli~ia, alleluia 
u .--. u 

c;i,. 2. 

W e  have a t  the point of juncture an  undulating rhythm. T h e  chironomj. will 
help in  defining this closest type  of link between ~ncises. 

UNDU1,ATING CHIRONOMY L I N K S  I N C I S E  TO INCISE.  

We shall have occasion t o  speak later of the  u~elodic / id n.hich malces of t h e  
whole cornposition a thing tha t  is magnetized by the  principal accent of t e x t  
and music. F o r  the  moment we cotifil~e our attention to the actual point o j  
j~nction between incises. This  point is called by D o ~ n  Mocquereau, the  
"articulation ". as though it were a joint, which is truly its character. 
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The question might be asked: does not the quarter bar indicate the 
taking of breath, and, if so, how can there be unity where division is plainly 
marked? 

We answer that the quarter bar represents a musical punctuation and need 
not necessarily imply the taking of breath any more than a comma so indicates 
Irr reading aloud. I t  is a place where breath ?/say be taketi rather than elsewhere 
when physically necessary. No obligation is implied, and the experienced 
singer will avail himself of this permission as little as possible. When a breath 
is taken at this point, it must be taken out of the value of the preceding 
note, for there is no pause a t  the quarter bar, no interruption in the steady flow 
of the rhythm. If a note is dotted, that is the precise length it should be given, 
and no more. 

The half bar (as after the word, BduzNze) indicates a pause, and a breath may 
be taken at this point but rapidly as the third note of the group, of which the 
other two are on the other side of the bar line, co:lstitutes a triplex group of 
pulses. The antiphon with its chironorny, follous: 

C 
S 
------ 

Al- Ie- I i -  ia, t u -  us  s u m .  4- go' 

SB1- vuln me fac Do- mi- ne, al- , le- 16- ia, al- le- 16- .ia. 

Exercises. 

Unite the incises of the following ,.Antiphons and write in the chirmorny : 

Liber Uszrnlis. Qui timet I)dt~ii?zu in  Page 254. 

A ~ijatb~knz ndstvtl lrt >> 285. 

,Ilagr~zji~xivit Ddnzlir~~s >> 186. 

Find other Antiphons where the incises are linlied together by means of 
common groups. Copy them with chironomy. Sing them, as also those listed 
above, maintaining the unity of the phrase as a ~rrholc. 



The  n e s t  closest link between incises is rvhere the end of one and the 
beginning of the next  is united by a coutnzotz rhj,t////~ (if not a common group 
within a rhythrn as  in Class I) .  In  this case, one incise ends on a thesis and the 
next  begins on the second thesis of the same r l ~ y t l ~ m .  

See L i h ~  Chz~nlis. A?~tz$hon, S ic  Ndl?~en Dd?tzirzz', page 254. 

This is an ;hitiphon of two incises. A t  the half bar, the  word U o ~ l r i ~ t i  (A-t) 
is followed by another thesis on the syllables hene(dictum); thus a co~nposite 
rhythm links the two halves of the antiphon. 

T h e  incises which ate  least closely linked are those nrhich end on a thesis and 
are follo~ved by another incise beginning on as  arsis. 

See Cibrr- U . s i . ~ n f l i .  page z 5 I. Anrz;b//otz : 11z:t-it / Id~/ l i i~?~s.  

Dixit -nus *-no- 

Since in this particular case, the celebrant sings tlie first incise, the cantor, the 
second, and the chorus, tlle third, tlie division between rllythms is not a serious 
defect. T h e  unity must be obtained in spirit rather than in the letter. 

This same atltiphon set to a different melody (p. 7 5 2 )  offers a similar difficulty 
of articulation between the first and second incises, but the secoritl is linked 
to the third bj. a cornmun group ( I )  to give unity to  the \vhole. 

Exercises. 
Classify the Xntiphons listed below accortling t o  their at-ticzdatiolz that is, 

according to the tj.pe of link that unites the various incises. Do they belong to 
Class I, I 1  or I I I ?  D o  they belong in part to  one category, ill part t o  another? 
Select a fen. of these to  copy out in rnodern notation and provide the 
chironomy. Si~g them all, striving to obtain as  ~nuc l i  unity in the \\.hole phrase 
as  the incises permit. 
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Libel. listcnlis. p. 323 I?z iZLa die. Also : ./z~cunrlrE~z.. 
p. 324 Ecce Dd~zi?z~s.  Also : Omnes sitieiztes. 
p. 3 38 Vk~ziet Dd?ni?z?cs. Also : Je~tisnZenz gn'zdtle. 
p. 340 0 Snpieiztine. 
p. 342 0 Oriens. 
p. 3 18 Hymn : Nzb?sc sri~zcle a(jbis S#i?*itz6s. 
p. 353 Introit : Rot-n'tc. 

We have seen in this chapter, that every effort should be made to obtain 
unity of the entire composition in all Gregorian pieces. The phrases are the 
only real separation. The AlIembers represent a punctuation and pause though 
a brief one the length of which i.; clearly indicated in the Solesmes editions. 
It should never be made lo?ger than what is marltecl. The incises, on the other 
hand, should be linl<ecl together as closely as possible. The closest of these 
links is the binding together by a common group within a rhythm. Tlie next 
closest is the bincling together through a common rhythm (but not a common 
group). The least close is the ending of an incise and a r h ~ ~ t h r n  with the new 
incise beginning on a new rhythm (an arsis). 

A good general principle to reinember is that a thesis unites \\.hereas all 
'arsis separates. 

Where the ~nelocly of a Ile\\- incise begins an ;t lower note than that i~h ich  
ends the previoub one, a thesis is illdicatecl : Fig. 6 a. and b. !!'here a melody 
rises, it is usually arsic : Fig. 6 c. If the first note of the new incise is not 
ictic, an undulation inay \yell be required : Fig. 6 cl. I f  thc new incise begins on 
an ictic note equal in pitch wit11 the last note of the previous one, it is a matter 
for the exercise of taste \vhethcr to use an  arsis or a thesis: Fig. 6 e. It will 
depend on the general melodic direction of the composition, 

CH I R O N O M Y  . O F  ART1CULA.I'ION. 

.A. Lower arid i rdc A. 
Ant. .D6rninus Jesus 

p. 661. 

.Ant. Astiterunt 
P 665, 

--- 
1 

... rd- ges tPr- rae 
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C. /?*her and ictic 
Ant.  DCus mius. 

p, 624. 

... E- ri- pe Ine de m i - .  nu .. . 
D. Higher btrf not icfic D. 

A n t .  Insurrexkrunt.  - . -  - 
13. 668. 

(See also : DivisPrunt f - - -  - -  - -  
p. 666.) --------.-- 

:... in me tC- stes ... 
E. ' Eqliat irt pitch and ;'tic E. 1 

Gradual. ----- 
P.  655. 

------.- 
Chri- stus &a- ctus est ... 

E. ' (Cunf.), 

All!. Si  ill digiro 

.. P. 5 j 2 .  

... DP-. i e- ji-, c i -  o ... . . Dd- i e- ji-,  ci- o ... 
Fig. 6. 

QUESTIONS. 

I. \Irllat manner of linking words produces the greatest unity? Can the 
sarne words be treated it1 various ways, and \vhich was the way rnost 
sought after by the Gregorian composers? 

z. What is the closest manner of li11ki11g one Incise to another? CVhat is 
the next closest? \I7hat divides most? 

3. What is a Link of Articulation? 

4. \Vhat chironomy is suitable for a rising ~nelotiv that is ictic after the link 
of articulation? For a rising melocly that is non-ictic? For a descending 
melody that is ictic? For one that is non-ictic? How will you treat a 
melody that neither rises nor falls after the Link of Articulation? 

5 .  \ IJl~at  type of chironomy links most closelyD What type separates most? 
Which is most desirable at the 1-inli of Articulation? Is there 
occasionally room for taste ant1 for cboice? 



CHAPTER TWO, 

DYNAMICS CONTRIBUTE TO UNITY. 

Protasis and Apodosis of the Phrase. 

The unity of the phrase is served by the rhythmic link between Incises, as we 
have seen. There is another potent power which is Djrnatnics. 

No other element of expression requires greater discretion in its use. 
Without it, however, the lneloclies are anaemic. \Vith it they bloom with health, 
life and vigor. 

If understood as a series of percussions or punches on individual notes, 
dynamics have no place whatever in Gregorian Chant. If used in a musicianly 
manner, dynamics are as necessary to healthy rhythm as is the circulation of the 
blood to a healthy body. They must flow through the phrase and, thus 
distributed and kept in motion, they become a potent element of unity. We 
have spoken in a general way of this function of dynamics in our first volume, 
but some applications of rr more subtle nature concern us no\i7. 

Speaking in general terms, an ascending melody tends toward a dynamic 
crescendo and a descending one, tobard a tliminuenclo. These are lende~n'es, 
#01 laws. We must not allow them to degenerate into superstitions. Each 
tendency in music is subject, in its application, to good taste and discriminating 
judgment. Let us leave mechanisms to mechanics and reserve music for 
musicians, remembering that Gregorian Chant is an art. 

An abuse of the tendency toward crescendo of a rising melody is to arrive a t  
the summit with a loud, explosive bump, as though one had knocked one's head 
against the ceiling. Such vulgarities are to be avoided, even a t  the price of 
softening, slightly, the final note of a rising passage. Even this last device may 
be exaggerated and becolne all affectation. What we shoulcl cultivate is a 
familiarity with nor~nal tendencies, and then apply them nvith taste and freedom, 
avoiding exaggerations and cultivating simplicity. 

Familiarity with the subtleties of Form, of Mode, of construction rvi~ich are 
characteristic of these compositions will aid us to penetrate their spirit and 
interpret them with a true sense of their expressive quality. The nuances that 
they require will come, then, from this intimate knowledge, sincerely from 
within, and not as a separate study applied from without. We shall never deal, 

these pages, with expressioll per se, but will attempt to throw light on certain 
musical truths which will enable the student to form his own judgment and 
taste. Expressio~l will flow spontaneously from this knonrledge. 
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Dynamics an Element of Unity Between Incises. 

The rhythmic link between Incises, the " Point of Articulation ", i l l  be 
rei~forced greatly by a discreet use of dynamics. As we linolv, dyliatnics 
belong to the phrase, and we must seelc to spreacl this n-armtli and power from 
incise to incise that there may be continuity of a dynamic character flowing 
through the whole composition. 

Let u i  return to the little Antiplion studied in the last chapter: Allel'liicz, 12224s 
sunr e s f ,  JI. 243. \Ve shall begin by seeking the ~nelodic clirnax of the ~vliole 
composlt~oll. This is usually found on the I~zghest note of lzccetzt, not necessarily 
an ictic note. In this case, we find it in the third Incise, either on " fac" or on 
the accented syllable of D6mine. Once we have chosen the melodic climax, the 
Gertcvcll Acceltt of the composition, we lead the melcdy up to that point by slight 
reintorcements of crescendo - gentle but firm - avoiding punclles, to the 
General Accent. From then on, the melody descends \\lit11 a gradual climi- 
nuendo to the end. 

Is the matter as simple as tha t?  Evidently not, but that is the first point to 
grasp - tlie shape of things. Later we shall brin: out the little wavelets of 
dynamic nuances that give so much light and eloquence to those curiously 
flexible melodies - here a shade of crescendo or din~i~luendo within the general 
dynamic tendency - a ray of light falling on an accent even in the midst of a 
long tlilnin~~endo, and many such subtleties, but the first thing to obtain is unip 
i?~ corzceptio7z and e.~ecz~tiotc. Unity of the whole phrase rn~lst precede the working 
out of counsels of perfection in regard to details. All are necessary for an 
adequate interpretation of the Chant, hu t  we must attend to first things first. 

\Vhen unity has been obtained and the little Antiphon which we are 
considering holds together firmly, the11 we can stop to consider the slight nuance 
of crescendo 011 the accented syllable of " nllehiia" in tlie first Incise, follo\ved by 
an infinitesimal shade of dirninuenclo to the word " sum ", but so s ~ ~ b t l y  suggested 
as hardly to disturb the phraseological crescendo rising with increasing life to 
the General Accent n-hicli acts as a magnet. From the pause on the worcl 
"Dduzine" there begins a long diminuendo, through which there passes a 
momentary dash, a new life on the first syllable of the word " alleebiitz ", a 
dynamic effect ~vhich must not stick out so as to interrupt the steady flow of tlie 
phraseological diminuendo, but appear simply like a discreet ray of light 
penetrating, for an instant, that long, quiet phrase. - .  

We do not expect the student to carry out all these delicacies of inter- 
pretation at  the present tirne. It is enough that he should understand the 
principles involved. \Ve have clloseli an  example that is brief and simple that 
the principles involvecl [nay be grasped. These same principles will apply to 
the greater compositions of the Gregorian repertoire. 
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Exercises. 

Returnirlg to the Antiphons studied in tlie last chapter, the student sllould 
pick out the general accent of the whole composition and marl; the dynamics 
p e r  the Antiphon. I l e  will then sing each composition striving to bring into 
mlief its melodic, rhythmic and dynaxnic characteristic%. 

To use the voice \vith varying degrees of dynamic shadings is no srnall part of 
the singer's art. It is essential to Gregorian Chant. If we insist L I ~ O I I  tlie 
application of these nuances to tiny compositions such as Antiphons, it is in 
~ r d e r  to lay a fou~ldation for the interpretation of tlie larger Gregorian forms 
which will follow. 

Protasis and Apodosis. 

These technical words represent an extremely simple idea: i. e., a beginning 
and an end. \\'hat Arsis ant1 Thesis mean to a rhythm, Protasis and Apodosis 
mean to the phrase. 

The Protasis of ( 1  phrnse correspollds to the Al-sis of n rlythrn, only on a 
larger scale, embodying in itself many rhythmic waves. 

The Apodosis corresponds, pbraseologically, to the Thesis ofa K/cllfh))i. 
The student wlio has experie~lced the energy, the lift, the life in an Arsis, will 

carry that idea without dtfficulty into the larger unit of the phrase. The same 
will be true of the quiet relaxation of Thesis ivhich will now characterize, on a 
larger scale, the :\podosis of the phrase. 

Gregorian Compositions of one Member. 

There are some very brief compositions in the Gregorian repertoire which 
must be sung straight through frorn beginning to end without a pause. 111 these, 
there is no question of a PI-otasis and ilpodoszs. 

Example : p. 637. Deirs mius, kipe  91ze LJE ta(i?zu peccatbris. 
Phrases such as this one require merely a crescendo aimed a t  the general 

accent of the melody (in this case, the accented syllable of tlie word "peccatdris "). 
Afterwards, a slight nuance of ritardando. A11 this with simplicity, nothing 
exaggerated. 

Gregorian Pieces of two Members. 
Where there are two lnernbers to a phrase, the first will be a Protasis, (arsic in 

character), tlie second will be an Apodosis, (thetic in character). 
Where there are more than two members, 
The first will be a P~otcists, 
The last, an Apodosic 
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The Metnber (or Members) between these two extremes may be either the 
one or the other. What determines their nature is the nzelocz'ic di~ectiotz. 

After the first Protusis, a continued rise in the m:lody will indicate a second 
Protnsis; a descending ~nelody, an Apodosis. Thus we may have in a ~nelody of 
three Members : 

I'rotasis, l'rotasis, Apodosis 

l'rotasis, Apodosis, Apodosis 

I n  a melody of four Members : 

Protasis, .4podosis, Protasis, Apodosis 
Protasis, Protasis, Apodosis, Apodosis 
l'rotasis, Protasis, Protasis, Apodosis 
Protasis, Apodosis, Apodosis, Apodosis 

What is the use of all these distinctions? Are they arbitrary? No. They 
correspond to musical verities and must guide the secret eloquence of interpre- 
tation. If observed, they give wings to song. 

Antiphons of two Members. 

Liber Usuulis, p. 239, AlleLzti~~ p. 1772, Placebo 
244, AL'/elziiu 1773, Ddfnine cuslddit 
249, A l/eIziia I 764, ExsuL'tabum' 
254, Qui tzwzet 1775, Opera 
z 5 3,  Ikfn'xna dpe~a I 802, Me susce$it 
624 nkus rtlehs I 8 03, O~~znes Sji~itzds 
636, E-rs~irge I 789, CrLdo vicidre 
13 I I ,  httz est 1797, IYJ Id60 
I I I 2, IYL pntiki~tiu I 2 I 0, Htxc est Virgo 

p. 259, Si t  izcinzen Dd~nirzi 

The student will examine these Antiphons, applying the principles explained 
in this chapter and the preceding one. I-le may find cases where the cornpositio~i 
could be treated as a whole with no attention paid to Protasis and Apodosis. 
I n  this analysis, however, we recommend that he treat each of these little 
*qntiphons according to the Protasis and .Apodosis of the phrase. The 
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e i n n i n g  will be phraseologically arsic, the ending pliraseologically tlletic. The 
mt Member will be full of energy and dynamism; the second urill be calm and 
&axed. This study of applied nuances should continue until the student has 
acquired the habit of thinlcing and singing in terms of phraseological rhythm, 
wtil such interpretation has become a second nature. Thus, by simplifying the 

through small compositions, we hope to lead the student gradually and 
asantly to the summits of that great and subtle art of Gregorian Chant. 

Once more, we insist that we are speaking of tendencies, not of rules. We are 
giving guiding principles which each artist will apply xvith taste ancl discretion. 

QUESTIONS. 

I. In what \\ray do Dynamics contribute to unity? 
What are the general tendencies in a rising melody as regards dynamics? 

In a descending melody? What abuses of dynamics are noted often in 
practice? Where dynamics are absent, what happens to a melody? 
When they are abused? 

2. How do we apply Dynamics to the point of Articulation between It~ci.ies? 
Give examples. 

3. In the phraseological sense, what parts of the phrase correspond to 
a rhythmic Arsis? What part to a rhythmic Thesis? \Vhat term is 
used to indicate a phraseological beginning? What term, to indicate 
a phraseological ending? 
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PHRASES OF THREE AND OF FOUR MEMBERS. 

For practical purposes, we need make no disti~iction between a long Incise 
and a brief Member. Their treatment is identical from a rhytllmic standpoint. 
We shall therefore consider some Antiphons composed of three little sections 
(Incises or Members as the case may be). 

The first of these will be a Protasis, the last, an .\podosis. The only problem 
for the student is to determine tlie character of the central fragment. I t  may 
he a second Protasis; it may be a preparatory Apodosis. Solneti~nes its 
character is clearly defined by the rising or descending melodic line. Sometimes 
its character is lnelodically neutral, and, here, the taste of the director, individual 
feeling, must prevail. For, we repeat once more, we are not studying a 
mechanism but an art. What is more important than analysis is interpretation, 
the expression that results from preliminary studji of a composition. We  
recomme~ld, therefore, that the student sing the following list of Antiphons after 
having marlied the Protasis and Apodosis, until they become tamiliar and then 
he may throw all the eloquence that will spring to his lips into his voice that 
mind and heart and voice may unite in tlie rendition. 

Sdna Ddmine I 794 Ecce AnciLLa 1 4 1 7  

f foc est pi-aeciptunz p. I I I I 

Antiphons of Three Members. 
\17hile we r e c o ~ n m e ~ ~ d  that the student mark the Incises (or Members), it 

is relatively unimportant what we call the melodic fragments provided we 
distribute tlie dynamics in a living way. In a general sense, we shall find that 
all that czscenu's, all that represe~its a melodic effort, is a Protasis; all that declines, 
that descends. that repreients relaxation of effort, is an Apodosis. 

We should also loolr for the place of the General Accent of the whole 
compositio~~, as mentionecl ill the preceding chapter. If it should be in the 
second Member, this will be an indication that this Member co~istitutes a second 
Protasis, even though it may taper off into relaxation after the General Accent. . . 

As we have already mentioned, the General Accent need not be on an ictic note. 
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Antiphons of four Members (or Incises). 
, 7  1 his study, in principle, offers exactly the same probletns as the study of 

compositions made up of three Members. 'I'he combinations arc more varied. 
U7e may have: 

I. Protasis, Protasis, ;Ipodosis, Apodosis 
2. l'rotasis, Protasis, l'rotasis, Apodosis 
3. Protasis, Xpodosis, Apodosis, Apodosis 
4. l'rotasis, ;lpotlosi.;, l'rotasis, Apodosis 

Each cornpositio~l n~ill begin with a PI-otasis a~ltl  \ \ i l l  end with an Apodosis. 
The problem for the student is to determine the character of the central portions 
of tlie melodj.. The same standards of judgment which applied to Antiphons 
of three Members apply with equal force to those of  four Members. We offer 
a list of ilntiphons of four Members which the student snould study and mark 
as advised above. I le  will find many otl~ers in  browsing througn the pages of 
the Libel. UsutzCis, but it is not curiosity that we \vish to satisfy hut artistic taste 
to stimulate. This taste, cultivated by means of smaller and more easily g.raspcd 
forms such as the ilntil~iiol~, can be applied, later, to the greater compositions of 
the Gregorian repertoire. 

17rom the list of compositions given above, the student should select a certain 
llumber for careful interpretation, observing the rules for tlie linking of Incises 
described in Chapter One, and the rules for the use of dynamics as an aid to  
unity, described in Chapter Two. 

4. vij~i .pci~tsn 1214 1 ::: If se i~z"c~occibit 3 84 
5. I'TZL rik?~ tes I;/i~gi?rcs 1 2 1 5  Regina cne'li 278 

To these rules, we may now add a counsel of perfection. It  should be used 
only by those whose voice control is adequate. I t  is this : 

The " point of articulation ", namely, the note on which an Incise (or Member) 
ends, should not be a dead note or merely a dying one. I t  should hold within 
itself a promise of resurrection; it must prepare new life. In order to do this, it 
must take on, in advance, something of the color of what is to come. This 

6. Lr@z'des pret ihi  I 247 13. Veni Ddr~zi~ze 327 
7. f c z t l ~  h i t ~ s  tt~ritisiit I 2 59 I 4. Itz spl'endd~~ibus 395 
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constitutes the most intimate of linlcs between ~nelodic fragments. I ts  execution 
requires vocal training of a high order. Otherwise the nuance that we shall now 
describe would turn into a sort of cough or hiccup. 

After depositing the  first Incise gently, the second half of the same note 
prepares the next  Incise and becomes a part of it  by a prophetic sense of what 
is to  come, conveying this sense to  the listener. If Incise One  is a Yrotasis and 
Incise Two a second Protasis, the note of articulation between tliern will b e :  half 
a soft ending and half the beginning of a crescendo. This nuance of new life 
must be executed with the utmost delicacy. Otfly an experienced singer can d o  
justice to  this element of expression. Ideally speaking, then, a note of 
articulation is : 

a) an ending 
b) a beginning 

One  note embodies these two characteristics. 
Thus, if the following Incise begins with a rising melody, the note of articu- 

lation ~vill  suggest, delicately, a crescendo. 
If the  follo\ving Incise commences with a descending melody, the note of 

articulation will prepare for this descent by a diminuendo, taking on the color of 
what is t o  come. T h e  note of articulation must be a musical prophet. 

Evidently, to  exaggerate this effect would be a greater error than to ignore it. 
However, it adds immensely to  the life and unity of a compositio~l when it can 
be  executed with art. 

P O I N T  O F  ARTICULATION B E T W E E N  INCISES. 

P~otas is  I. Protaxis /I. 
h 

Be- ne 6-mni- a fC-  cit;  slir-dos f6- c i t  
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Protasis. Apodosis (; 
* 

n I 

r ,  \ - , .\,. 1 --- 
Be- ne fun- dA- ta es - mi- n> 

- 

Apodosis 11. 

su- pra fir- marn p4- tram: 

Fig. 7. 
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PSALMODY. 

Flung back and forth across the choir from side to side 
I n  gallant game, ordered and rhythmic as the tide 
The verses mount their crest, then die away, 
Begin again, to mark the Hours of night and day. 

Potent the praise as surging wave succeeds to wave, 
Persistent game that echoing from choir to nave 
Soars and rebounds as verses mount the crest 
To break upon the shore eternal, where the best. 

Of players.join the game : answering Angels toss 
The verses back to earth across 
The net between Time and Eternity 
Alert in reciprocity, 
While all the Saints in heaven linked to saints below 
Echo from world to world the ordered ebb and flow. 
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PSALMODY. 

The  words used in the Liturgy of the Church in great part are taken 
from Holy Scripture or from the psalms, the majority from the latter source. 
The  psalms influence our prayer, not only ~vhen we sing these directly, but 
when we sing other compositions such as Introits, Graduals, Tracts, Offertories, 
Communions, Antiphons, Responsories, etc. We pronounce words taken bodily 
from the psalms, meditate on them, sing them, from end to end of the 
Liturgical Year. [lie need not insist further to  induce our readers to  look 
upon these treasures with respect. T o  loolc attentively is to love and 
to penetrate them (is an act of religion. IVe need only remember that the 
last recorded action of Our Lord before entering His Passion was to  sing 
a psalm to prepare for His coming agony. 

The  poetry of the psalms is an inheritance from the Jewish synagogue. 
Nothing, hon-ever, indicates that the mcloclies to  which we sing the psalms 
today have any relation to those used by the Jews. The poems form a body 
of religious lyrics xvhich the Church has adopted for the principal parts 
of her official acts of adoration, of praise, of penitence, of thanltsgiving. 
Some of the psalms are historical in content, some moral, some prophetical; 
among the latter are the " Messianic psalms " which treat of the corni~lg of 
Our I,ord, of His Priesthood, Ilis sufferings, His passion and His death. 
The  majority of the psalms are ascribed to David as author, others to  his son, 
Solomon, (about the year 1000 B.C.). Most of thein were composed in the 
Hebrew tongue but, after the Babylonian captivity, the common people no 
longer spoke Hebrew and the psalms mere interpreted or translated into Greek 
or Aramaic. 

The  liturgical offices of the early Church consisted of readings from 
Scripture, prayers and chants as  is still the case today. T h e  Church uses, 
in addition, some hymns and canticles from the Old and New Testaments, 
but the great body of our worship is based on the psalms. Psalmody, then, 
is an art which we need to grasp in all its forms. They are many. [Ye shall 
begin with the simplest. 

Simple Psalmody. 

T h e  simplest of all is the psalm sung from beginning to end ~vithout 
a refrain. This is called " i n  directunt" and is used wherever a psalm is sung 
without an Antiphon, which is very rarely. In its ornate form, however, we fincl 
it used in the Tracts of the Rlass. 
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Antiphonic Psalmody. 

The form ~vliich predominates in the Liturgy of the Church is the Antiphonic. 
An Antiphon frames the psalm which is sung by alternating choruses. The 
latter toss back the verses from one to the other. 

There are three principal forms of Antiphonic Psalmody used in the Church's 
Liturgy which we may classify according to their melodic style : 

I. Simple. 
2. Neumatic. 
3. Melismatic or florid. 

For the present we shall confine ourselves to the first of these, the simple forrn. 

Structure. 

Str~lcturally, the psalm consists of : 

A) An  Intonation. 

B) A Tenor or reciting tone. 

C) A Cadence. 

This schetne is repeated accortling to the number of verses in a psalm. 

A) 7 1 6  IP~~ONIZIZ'OIL unites the Antiphon to the psa1111. It takes one, two 
or three syllables of the psalrn text malcing of these syllables an artistic 
nlelodic link between ilntiphtr~l and psalm. The Intonation has evidently 
served its purpose at the first verse of the psalm and does not need to be 
repeated a t  subsequent verses which begin directly on the reciting toile (I). 

13) l i i e  Tenoy o~ 12ecitil~g Tolie is assumed to be on the Dominant of the 
Mode. (We speak of simple psalmody for the more elaborate forms have 
several Tenors on various tones). I t  is interrupted in the center of the verse 
by a illediant Cadence and concluded a t  the end by a Final Cadence. 

When a phrase is too long to sing on a single breath, it is cut by a " Flexe '" 
which is a slight inelodic drop of the voice with time allowed to steal a rapid 
breath, The Flexe is never found in the second half of the verse, but only 
in the part before the Mediant Cadence. 

( I )  This rule does not apply to the Canticles s ~ ~ c h  as the i l Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z ~ ~ a l  and Belaetiictus, where 
tllc Intonation is repeated a t  each verse. 
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C) The  Cadences are melodic formulae depending on the Modality of the 
music and on the accentuation of the  text. 

Each Mode has a number of characteristic cadences, some for the Mediant, 
others for the Final. T h e  Mediant cadences are inconclusive; they merely 
serve t o  prepare the continuation of the recitation on a similar tone. T h e  
final cadences are  conclusive in the sense that they must lead back to the  
first note of the Antiphon and make a n  artistic connection with it, thus 
corresponding to the service rendered by the Intonation a t  the start. 

For  a bird's eye view of these cadences, see Libcr Usualis pp. 113-117. 
T h e  reader will notice that the rnelodic formulae for the final cadences are  
far more numerous than those for the  mediant cadences. T h e  reason for 
this is obvious since the function of the final cadence is to  link the psalm 
I\ it11 the Antiphon. 

The Modes. 

There are eight Modes, each of which has its characteristic formulae and its 
innumerable variants of each. All these formulae and variants are  determined 
by the Antiphon. 

The Antiphon. 

T h e  Antiphon is the liey which opens the door to  the psalm. I t  reigns 
supreme, providing the leit-motif in a spiritual, literary and musical sense. 
I t  influences the selection of the Intonation and the Cadences. This  fact 
gives rise t o  a whole system of cross references indicated by  letters, nutnbers 
and asterisks in the Liber Usuulir. This system will be explained later for 
those who are unfamiliar with it. 

Poetry of the Psalms. 

In  psalmody, a good readit~g of the text  is ninety per cent of good 
singing. T o  read well, we need to appreciate the form of what we interpret. 
W e  must realize, then, that  the psalms are poetry, t h ~ ~ u g l i  not poetry in our 
modern sense. In  inany tvays our customs atid preconceptions need acljustinent 
before we can penetrate fully into the spirit of the Liturgy, both from a literary 
and musical standpoint. 

In  the psalms we shall find no rhyme and hardly any  meter. What  we 
must look for is a sort of balanced structure, a purallelisr~z. One phrase 
is set against another to repeat o r  to  reinforce its sense; to  expand the  
therne; or else to  reverse it by a contrast. In rhyme our ear seeks t o  rest 
in a balancing of similar sounds. In  parallelism, it seeks to  rest in a balancing 
uf  similar or contrasting thoughts. 
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In his valuable study of the Psalms, the Rev. Charles Callar G. P. gives 
the following examples, among many others : 

a) Lines where the second echoes the first; 
" Then was our mouth filled with gladness (JTetl'innt mdettce). 
And our tongue with joy ". (Find  cade~zce) Ys. 125, V. 2. 

b) The second line contrasts with or reverses the thought of the first : 
" They are bound and have fallen (AiIedirlnt cnde~zce) 
But we have risen and are set upright ". (Final cncleace) Ys. 19, V. 9. 

c) Thought expanded in second line. 
"Save me, 0 God (lbfedi~nt mdence) 
For the waters have come in even to my soul ". (Fi~zaZcadet~~-e) Ys.64,V. 2). 

From these few examples, we realize how important is the pause at  the 
Mediant, even for the poetic form. I t  is still more important for the musical 
movement and as a means of regulating the rhythm and the ensemble singing 
of the double chorus. 

General Movement. 

The feu@o of psalmody, whether spoken or sung, should be brisk. I t  
must neither drag nor sound hurried. Serenity combined with energy is 
required. 

Since the verses are recited or sung in chorus the syllables must be sufficiently 
even (as regards the fundamental pulse) for the singers to keep step. Equal 
in length, howe~er,  does not mean equal in weight or similar in color. I t  
does not: mean the cpelling out of the lines, syllable by syllable, like so many 
beads on a thread. It does not mean staccato, nor an individual ictus or1 
every note. Such practices make psalmody as odious as does the contrary 
fault, namely a recitation that is disorderly, where singers are not in step 
and appear to be engaged in a street brawl or a race to arrive first at the 
end of the line. Either one of these contrary faults takes all the piety out 
of the psalmody. 

As a matter of fact, we shall see that the equality of syllables is a relative 
matter, some taking longer to pronounce than others. Equality of syllables, 
therefore, is not a rigid law, though, as far as possible, it is counsel ot 
perfection. 

The psalms are partly declamation a n d  partly music. The Tenor is strictly 
declamation. The Cadences are f~zusic and must be rendered " cantando ". 
There is even room for discreet agogical shades to play over the cadences, 
making them more musical, rounding them out into song, yet without 
sentimentalitj.. 
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Tha t  the reader may have a sense of the general character of the psalmoclic 
movement, we shall quote from an article by Dorn Joseph Gajard 0. S. I<. ,  
choirmaster of St. Pierre d e  Solesmes, in the Revue GI,@ILEILIL~, of 1ihic11 
a translated summary was published in Mnter EccZesia (I). 

" I .  TIIE GENERAL MOVEA~I.:XT OF PSAL~IODY. 

l'salmody, wllether sung or recited, must be a t  once : 

a) alert and alive, 
b) regular and disciplined. 

IZ~~UZLZY and discz@ifzed, that  is t o  say, calm and tranquil, the words 
pronounced clearly, the accents well brought out, witbout Ilaste, taking time 
to enunciate everything normally, without affectation. 

But also czlert ntzd alive, i. e., a t  a pace that is rapicl but not too ~nucl l  so;  
nor yet  too slow, but giving the impre5sion of 5ornething advancing, marching 
on, - for nothing is more painful to listen to  than a \lorn, dragging psalmody 
that seems to spell out the words. 

Note, too, that  if, in theory, the syllables are equal in length, in fact they 
are  not so  because of a certain difference in weight (thus cozt-Zt~cr'~~~zt is longer 
tllan nniriza); because also, of the (zccei~ttratiolz which groups all the syllables 
around the accent. Evidently, we must pronounce ruoud's and not a mere 
series of lnaterially equal syllables. IHerein lies one of the chief difficulties 
of psalmody : it is made up of syllables which seem to be equal but which 
must not be equal in fact;  moreover the  movement must be alert and alive, 
supple and vi\.acious yet perfectly regular; accents must be firm yet  not 
too strong ... " 

Thus, in this apparently simple art. there are pitfalls. Most of these are  
caused by our lack of familiarity with the correct reading of Latin. A s  far 
as ~ s a l m o d y  is concerned, if not in the larger Gregorian compositions, we may 
  ell say that he who reads well has won nine-tenths of the battle. 

Assuming that  we are dealing with a group of singers it~esp~rienced in Latin 
reading, we shonld commence the study of psalmody by reading aloud a psalm 
in chorus. Let  the readers see a diagram on the Board : 

Full Half 
'Tenor l'aose Tenor Pause 

I l i s i t  1)6minus D6mino m6o S i d e  a dkstris mPis 
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March along through the psalm a t  a pace "alive and alert ", aiming at  the 
principle accent of the phrase. The first half of the verse will have the 
character of a Protasis, the second half, of an Afocl'osis. After the pause 
at  the Mediant, a pause 11lhic11 mill be rhythmic as n e  shall see presently, 
continue to march on at  exactly the same pace, this time aiming at  the 
principal accent of the final cadence. The I\ hole verse is a rhythmic unity. We 
do not stumble from syllable to syllable, but advance ~vith a purpose. T o  aid us 
in this n-orli, I continue to quote from the same article by Dom Gajard : 

"The pause at  the Mecliant is a fundamental element of order and discipline 
in psalmody; everything else depends upon it;  it regulates the whole movement. 
I t  must be at  once ; 

a) Long eno~igh to allolt. the taking of a quiet breath which will carry 
us to the end of the phrase. 

b) Brief enough that the verse be not cut ill two a~lcl its unity destroyed. 
How long exactly? 
Many solutions have been proposed but none arc very convenient. (Count 

two, count SOW, say Ave ,2iu)-in, repeat silently the beats from the last accent 
or from the next to last ... etc. etc.) 

I have proposed another system \vhicli seems simpler and better : it is to 
make this pause a question of ~ ~ J J ~ / L U L  - and that, in reality, is what it is. 
r .  

lhus  we hold the last ictic syllable for two beats, then pause during the 
time of a duplex composite beat and start singing on the following ictic 
syllable. A Diagram lvill make this system clear : 

qui ti-met i D6-mi- i num i i in inandii- tis 

The same system applies in reciting the psalms. Of course the \vhole 
movement is more rapid than in singing; the binary rhythm of the mendiant 
cadence will be shorter materially, but it will have the same ?-lythnric relrttiotz 
to the other syllabIes. I t  will take the forrn of a slight holding back 
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of the movement followed by the binary rhythm of the pause at  the 
mediant. " 

Cadence Silence S t a ~ t  
- 7.1-- .--- &-+--+-:- 

-- 
:---.--I------------ -h-;=-_exz-L--- 

So far Dom Gajard. His advise is practical and based on long experience 
For our own part we have applied this system for many years and have found 
no inconvenience in its usc. On the contrary, this central rhythmic pause keeps 
the choir together and its influence is felt as a stabilizing element, shepherding 
the flock of disjointed syllables and gathering the n.ords into an ordered pattern. 
'4s soon as the singers grow used to this measured pause, as soot1 as they 
are confident that they mill neither be hustled ilor permitted to linger, a sense of 
peace reigns among them. It is a habit rapidly acquired and, once acquired, 
never forgotten. As for the syllables, the ivords, the general movement of the 
phrase, these things take practice and taste. The taste mill grow with the practice. 

Dom Gajard says nothing about the measuretnent of the pause between vuses.  
\lie add a word on this subject: 

The mediant pause is relatively long because both 11al~-es of the verse are 
sung by the same choir. The pause gives the singers time to breathe. 
The pause between the verses, on the other hand, can be relatively brief because 
the new verse is taken up by the opposite choir where, presumably, the singers 
are ready. There is nothing to be gained by wasting time at  this point. 
Thus the pause between the verses is usually measured rhythmically, like 
that at  the Mediant, but is on& half as Lo~g .  This makes for variety in pauses, 
for attention and alertness on the part of the alternating choirs, for order 
and discipline and for an agreeable sense of form. \Vhatever may be the length 
selected by a choirmaster for the pause between verses, let him see that it be 
measured rhyth7~icczl/J/ to avoid confusion and give a sense of ordered 
movement. There is nothing less edifying in psalmody than disorder at  the 
mediant or between verses. If some of the other points raised by Dom Gajard 
demand long experience, that of the measured pause requires none. I t  will give 
the singers an immediate sense of ease and delight in singing and reciting 
the psalms. No more tumbling over one another, no more hesitation, no Inore 
disorder in stopping and starting. The very fact of accomplishing this first 
step in the discipline of recitation will make the following steps easier to acquire, 
it will leave the mind more free to meditate on the text and will lead to a better 
recitation of the entire verse wit11 its rhythm in which consists the strength. 
the balance and the charm of psalmody. 
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W e  would suggest that the first lesson in psalmody, for an inexperienced 
group, should consist in readingone psaZf~z, as suggested above, until the psalm is 
thoroughly familiar, giving the pauses their due rhythm. Then the same psalm 
should be chanted ~ e c t o  tono. All this should build up  sufficient ease in mere 
declamation to prepare the students for the details involved in learning the 
melodic formulae for the Mediants and the Finals. 

QUESTIONS. 

I. What  are the principal sources from which the literary texts of the 
Liturgy are taken? 

2. Name some of the Liturgical texts based on psalmody? 

3. Who were the authors of the principle psalms? 

4. What part of a psalclodic verse might be called a Protasis? What 
part an Apodosis? 

5 .  What relation does the Antiphon bear to the Psalm? How does the 
Antiphon influence the psalm and its details? 

6. What is the function of the Intonation? Of the E'lexe? 

7. How many times is the Intonation sung in an ordinary psalm? How 
often in the Canticles? 

8. What determines the Modality of a psalm? 

g. What proportion does the Mecliant pause bear to that between one verse 
and the next? 
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SIMPLE PSALMODY continued 
The Intonation, the Flexe, the Cadence of One Accent. 

The Intonation, as we have seen in the last chapter, is simply a melodic link 
uniting the Antiphon to the Psalm. The musical fragments that fill this 
function [nay affect two syllables of the text or even three. 

Rule for Intonations. 

Itztonnfion o f  Two syllables: the first two syllables of the text, whether 
accented or not, are applied mechanically to the notes or ileum of the Intonation 
melody. (Examples pp. 128, 129,  130, 1 3 1 ,  132, etc.). 

Into~zntio~~ cf Three syllables: the first three syllables of the text, whether 
accented or not, are applied, as above, to the notes or neum of the Intonation 
melody. (Examples pp. 208, 212 ,  214 ,  218). 

liemembering that the melody of the Intonation is a musical link between the 
end of the Antiphon and the beginning of the Tenor (or recitation tone), the 
student will note in Fig. 10. the relation of the Intonation in each Mode to 
the end of an Antiphon melody and to the beginning of the recitation or Tenor. 

INTONATIONS OF 02 SYLLABLES. 

>lode End of Ant. 

E L -  
I .  *,%-= 

Int. Tenor of 1's. 

Fig. 10. 



INTONATIONS OF 3 SYLLABLES. 

Mode End of Ant. Int. Tenor of 1's. 
-- - 

---f-----)---m--* - 
-a4--- 

-- -- -- - 

d- 
-- - .- -,-m--)--.,- - - 5. I- - ---.---- - 

4 

--I- --t--l----t--l- - 
8. -.-..-.- - ----- 
-- ---------- 

Fig. rr. 

Figures 10 a t ~ d  I I assume that the Antiphon is to be sung as a \rhole 
before and after the psalm. Actually, this taltes place only a t  Solemn feasts. 
On less important occasions, tlie Antiphon is merely intoned. A few notes 
uf the Antiphon follo~ved by the Intonation tu the psalm, are all that are 
accorded us at the beginning. \\'e hear the Antiphon as a whole on1>- a t  
tlie end of the entire psalm. 

The  student might, as an exercise, make a Diagram such as Figures 10 

and I I i~ldicating, for each Mode, 

I )  The Intonation of the i l~~t ip l ion .  
2) The  Melodic linlr of Intonation of the Psalm. 
3) The  Tenor of the psalm. 

I t  is admirable to note how ingeniously tlie composers created melodies 
for the Antiphons which could lead into the Intonation of the Psalm whether 
they were sung as a wtiole or merely intoned, that is connected by a tiny 
fragment. 

Exercise. 

To each of the Intonation formulae of Figures 10, and I I ,  sing the follo~ving 
phrases, distributing the syllables according to the Rule for 1fztotzatzbn.s. Sing, 
first, the ending of the Antiphon using the names of the notes. Use the 
intonations of 2 and of 3 syllables. 

l)ixit ~dlrriltzds 
Lnuda'te pzie7-i 
ISeliLus viv p i  tir~ret Ud;l/zl'ntcvz 
Confite'bor tihi 
Benedictus Ddr/zi?z~~s 
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T h e  student will meet with one more formula of Intonation of z syllables 
in the psal~nody of the Magnificat, Mode 7 (p. 217). This intonation has its 
rhytmic ictus on Do because, in reality, it is an enlargement of a simpler 
formula, the note S o l  being more or less unessential. 

Solemn. 
Forinula used the Magnificat Original lorn1 

F%-. 12. 

There is also an Intonation of 3 syllables in the psalmody of the Magnificat, 
Mode 2 (p. 214). Tlrese are the formulae for the Solemn Tones. We have 
listed them separately because it is advisable for the student to  become familiar 
with the simpler Intonations before practicing the elaborate ones. 

Intonation 'J'enor 

Mode 
2. 

Flexe. 

R71ien a line is too long to be sung on a single breath, it is cut by a Flexe. 

Rule for the flexe. 
When the note below the reciting tone (or Tenor) is a full tone interval, (see 

H and B) the flexe descends by a tone. When the interval below the Tenor is 
a half-tone, tile voice descends a minor third (see C and D) 

A 13 C D 

--- 
Fir. 14. 

Exercise. 

Sing the following pl~rases on the Tenor of the psalm and for each of the  
above formulae, and ap1)ly the rule for the Flexe in  A,  H, C and D. 

91hres h~iben 2 et ~rox pn/pciburzt ( I n  ekitu I.\? riel) 
Junlndzrs hduzo pui  uzisere'iz~r et co~z~lzo~i'nZ (Bet t t l~s  a i ~ )  
D+E! sit, ~lici'it pnzd&i-ib71s Icleltt 
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Yat.~itum cot. ejus sperd9-e in Ddr~tino Ideut 
Yeccdtor vidkbit, et imce tur  Idern 
Me~~zdri~z.~rtficit  nti~*abilium sud~,zrm f Conjte8or tibi) 
Fidilin d71r nia vt anddta ej'us 

After practicing these examples of the Flexe, turn to the psalms themselves, 
and practise continuing along the line of the Tenor without any hesitation 
whatever. The dotted note measures the strict litnit of the pause permitted at  
that point. I t  must not be tlie least bit longer. The breath is taken from the 
value of the dotted note. 

Cadences. 

The study of the cadences, both those of the Xlediant and those of the Final, 
is fascinating. The cadences themselves are I-elatively simple. The only 
coinplication for the student is the application of the text to the melodies. 

This has been greatly facilitated for us in the Libeu Uszdalis by the system of 
aids provided by the Benedictine Monks of Solesmes for which we can hardly 
be too grateful. 

* .  I h e  first line of each psalm contains the music in full with the text printed 
under the music. The subsequent lines of the psalm, are printed with tlie 
following aids for adaption of text to tnusical forrnula : 

I. The accents at the cadences are printed in 6ktck-fke Qye. 
2. Ii'here a note 1eai.e~ the Tellor litle, but is NOT an accent, the syllables are 

printed in italics. 
3. Another hint is given us at  the end of the Antiphons: the ~nysterious 

letters 1.3 u o u a e corresponding to a given melody. Itlhat do these letters 
mean? And what have they to do with the given melody? 

They mean " Suecz~l'd7-2t~tz, ,47/2e11 " in a strange sort of abbreviation. 
Libel, Ust~nZis p. 342 And. 114ode 2 0 01-iezs (and the others). 

E u o u a e .  

Sae- cu- 16- rum. A- men. 
Fig-. 15. 

This gives us the rnelody of the final cadence of the psaltn (2 D) while at  the 
left lla~id corller \ve are given the indication (a D). 
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Cadences. 
T h e  Cadences are based on  modality and on accent. There are cadences 

designed on a structure on oze accent. Others are desig~lecl on a structure 
of two rrccents. Some move directly from the Tenor to the Accent of the  
Cadence. Others prepare for that Accent with one or Inore notes which leave 
the Tenor line in a descending movement. 

General rule. 

\\'l~eu the  melody leaves the  Tenor line ascending, the accent is indicated. 
\Vhen the melody leaves the  Tenor line descending, a note of preparation is 
indicated. 

What  importance can this have? A good deal of importance, as  we shall 
realize n,hen we begin t o  adapt  texts  to  formulae. 

Cadences of One Accent. 

T h e  cadence of one accent rises directly from the reciting tone, thus : 

Mediant cadences of One Accent. 
(I$'ithout melodic preparation.) ' - 

Mode J--.---.- - 
2 .  ------ - I 

ll S 1 mi- nus 

1 mi- nus 
Us I 

Modes, 2,  5 a n d  8 are the only ones-having this form of cadence. 

E--m- .--a*- -- 
8. - 

F<q 16. 

I 
-'--n--mL- 
---- ---- 

D&- US 

D6- mi- nus 

- 
-- 
- 
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Mediant cadences of One Accent. 
(With melodic preparation.) 

ilfode 6. Cadellce of One Accent with one note of preparation. 

116- mi- no m&- o 
A -  t i -  t 1 -  1 -  o 

Mode 4. Cadence on One Accent with two notes of preparation. 

D6- i u ~ i -  120 mC- o 
PA- t i  et Fi- li- o 

Exercise. 
Practice the Psalm Din-it Dd?;rzi?zus up to and including the Mediant cadence 

in Modes 2, 5 and 8 ;  then in Modes 6 and 4. Do not hesitate a t  the cadence 
or a t  the preparatory melodic notes. Sing simply as though these notes were 
a continuation of the Tenor. Do the same for the psalms Con/Z;te'Dor, Beatus vit- 
and Lauddte pde?,i, always using Modes 2, 5, and 8, then 6 and 4. These are 
the easiest cadences. T h e  singer should be thoroughly familiar with them 
before attempting the cadences of Two Accents. 

Final Cadences. 
These are extremely varied, as the reader will realize after glancing a t  Pages 

I 13 to I 17 of the Libev Usualis. However, there is no difference between them 
and the Mediant cadences in point of structure or interpretation. There are 
cadences of one accent, and of two accents, with one or more notes of melodic 
preparation. In  order of simplicity, the study might be organized as follon-s : 

Mode 2. One accent with o?ze preparatory syllable. 
Mode 6. One accent with two preparatory syllables. 
Mode 8. One accent with two preparatory syllables. 
I'eregrinus. One accent with olze preparatory syllable. 
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There are no terminations of one accent without any preparation. 
A t  this point the student will want to  know the meaning of the indications by  

letters and numbers ~vhich are marked before each psalm, 
T h e  numbers indicate the Il!otJe. (Tone I ,  Tone 2, etc.) 
T h e  letters indicate the tone on ~vhich the final cadence ends. If it ends 012 

the Tonic of the Mode, a capital letter is used. Thus : r U indicates I;ir*st Mode 
cnu'lizg OIL  R e ,  tonic of the Mode, etc. 

Should not the ending always be on the Tonic of the Mode, since it  is  
the conclusive cadence? Not necessarily, since it merely leads back t o  the  
Antiphon which provides the final Modal ending. 

IVhen there is a letter in lower case, this indicates that the final cadence ends 
on a note othe?, than the tonic of the Mode. ( I  g indicates First Mode ending 
on Sol). 

Sometitnes more than one letter is seen after the number indicating the Mode. 
This indicates a choice of endings. T h e  choice is not left t o  the taste of t h e  
singer, however. Each Antiphon signals the desirable termination by  the short- 
hand signs : E u o u a e with its melody. 

Exercises. 

The student should now be able to  sing the same four psalms already listed, 
but entire with both halves of the verse, in iVIodes 2, 6 a n d  8. I t  is wiser to  
practice the simpler formulae until they have become familiar rather than to 
undertake the more difficult ones with consequent hesitation and stumbling. 
T h e  student will bear in mind the rhythmic pause a t  the Mediant and the half- 
pause betn.een verses. H e  will remember Dom Gajard's advice about the  
tempo, alive and alert, and the quasi-equality of the sj~llables so that nothing 
sounds jerliy or jazzed. A slight rounding of the accent a t  the mediant with a 
shade of nLnrg(znrEn a t  both cadences will bring out the contrast between the  pure 
declamation of the Tenor and the music of the cadences. Hut such an effect 
must be a mere suggestion, lest it degenerate into affectation or sentimentality. 
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SIMPLE PSALMODY, continued CADENCES OF TWO ACCENTS 

In the early Church, the psalms were sung by a solo voice. Tlie chorus of the 
faithful repeated the Antiphon between every verse of the psalm or between 
every couple of verses. This system has been abandoned, today, in favor of 
choral singing. However, when ive are dealing with children or with an 
extremely inexperienced group of adults to whom the Latin text of the psalms 
offers an almost insuperable difficulty, we have found the ancient system useful 
as a step of transition. T h e  Antiphons are easy for children to learn. While 
they repeat the Antiphon between the verses, the psalm itself becomes familiar 
to them. 

Example .  

Ant$hon (a brief one is best for this purpose) 

Ndtzt~~ . fe'cit Dd7uinz~s (P. 388) 6 F 
De f~zicz'u aeiztp.is (P. 412) 8 G 

(for Christmus time) 

Divisei.u~zt sihi (p. 666) 8 G 
Cuj t ( ihz~~t  (p, 684) 8 G 
Me71zeizto nzei (P. 693) 8 G 

(for Passion time) 

AlZelziia, tzZlehiAz, alZelziirz (p. 761) 6 F 
(for Easter time) 

The  children will sing one of these brief Antiphons before and after the psalm 
and will also sing it between each group of two verses during the course of the 
psalm. The  Teacher will sing the psalm, taking the psalm tone indicated by 
the hiode of the X ~ ~ t i p h o n .  (All those selected above are in the simple 
classificatioli of the last chapter.) 

The  children will gradually become used to hearing the ~ s a l r n  as sung by the 
Teacher, and certain children call be promoted to singing the psalm with her, 
then, finally, without her. For  this result to be obtained, the Teacher will 
confine herself to  o?tefstzL~/z for some time. Lnt~dc*tte$zie~i is brief and easy, but 
any otller one will do. 
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Cadences of Two Accents. 

These cadeilces are  based on the Last two accet~ts of the tes t ,  ~ \ I ~ e t h e r  these 
accents be tonic or secondary. 

Libel, UsuaLis, page 128. Mode I. 
T h e  Mediant Cadence of Mode I is a form~ila  of TI\ o accents. T h e  first of 

these accents is an elevation, that  is, the accent rises from the Tenor. T h e  
second is merely a part of a melody. I t  is only necessary for t l ~ e j r s t  accent t o  
rise in cadences of two accents. 

Note that  each of the two accents is printed in black-face type in the Libit- 
Usz~alis. T h e  student should make a diagram of the text  placing each of tile 
syllables in heavy type under the  corresponding notes of the  music. T h e  
inaximuin number of syllables that  can be employed in the two-accent-cadence, 
is s ix;  the minimum, four. Thus : 

1 1 ------ i==;zb p n - s  . .- 
-- 
--,------A - - 

i PA- tri e t  i Fi- li- o 
: nunc e t  j d m -  per 

DSmi-j nus e x  i Si- on 

T h e  reader may be astonished to see the last syllable of the \\.ord " D c j ~ ~ ~ i n u s "  
riven the principal accent of the fortnula. T h e  reason is this. " Ddnii;tzt~s en- 
S i o n "  \vould have too man). syllables under the first half of the formula. 
I t  would have required two  hollozu notes, which is more than the  formula permits. 
Therefore, a secondary accent (which falls on the final syllable of the  word 
Ddnai~zz~s) receives the  inelodic accent under this cadence. Such cases will be 
met n.ith frequently. R 7 e  must note, therefore, the rule; when there are too 
rna?zy sj~L'/nb/es for a formula of cadence, secondary accents are substituted for 
the tonic accent. - I I 

j D6-mi-  nus e x  Si- on 1 incorrect Form 
D6mi-: nus e x  Si- on Corl.ect Form. 

Since we find the accents indicated in blaclc-face type in the Libel. Usualis, 
me need not trouble our minds unduly with the rules of accentuation. For  those 
who desire to know these rules, we give a summary of those which are  listed in 
the I'ctit Traife' de Psal~rzodie by  L)om PIIocquereau. 
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Where the Aeeents are Plaeed. 

, Words of 2 syllables : always on the first (Ukzs. JIeus). 
2. LVords of more than 2 syllables : 

a) on the penultimate: (Redeilz#tor) or 
b) on the anti-penultimate : (fld1illzinzd.r). 

3. Hebrew words are accented as though they were Latin : (DdvidJerzlsaZeul). 

4. Words having no tonic accent themselves, such as prepositions, conjunctions, 
adverbs, etc., often receive a secondary accent when they appear in the 
cadences. The  syllable that carries this accent becomes, ziz n 7nelo~ii~. setzse, 
an element in a Tonic cadence. (Thus : atque, seczl'ndum, qudninm, etc.,) 

5 .  In  long words, secondary accents take the place of tonic accents as used 
melodically in the cadences. (Thus : i~zll;zicos, redeel/@tidneuz, /i~stz$cdtid- 
nibs, etc.) 

6. A monosyllable talres on the character of its place in the cadence: it will be 
accented if it falls on the place of a tonic accent, or neutral if it falls on an 
unaccented note of the cadence. 

7. In rhythmical poetry, the lost syLhbLe of 0 d a c ~ l i c  w o ~ d  bears a secondary 
accent. The  same rule applies in psalmody when this final syllable 
replaces the tonic accent i t 1  psalmodic cadences. (Thus: ghzz~i, profid- 
situm). We have already seen an application of this rule in the case 
of the word " D6mir~u.s " in Figures 19 and, 20. 

Exereise. 

Sing the following psalms applying the principles we have learned to thc: 
Cadences of Two riccents. A t  a first reading, sing only as far as the Mediant 
Cadence. 

Mode I. Dixit Bd7rzinus (p. I 2 8 )  
Con$tbor (P. 133) 
Bedtus vir (P- 140) 
Lnf~ddte pzierz' (P. 148) 

In case of any hesitation, stop to write out the text  under the melody 
in Diagram form. 

Mode 1. FINAL CADENCE. 

This Cadence is of One Accent with two syllables of melodic preparation. 
There are many variants of this final cadence, but these affect only the last 
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syllable and tlie student may practice t h e  one he wishes, or all in turn. Those 
marlced with a capital D end on the Tonic of the Mode (Re). Those that  end 
013 a note other than the  Tonic are  marked by small letters, ( thus:  f meaning 
F a ;  g meaning Sol; n meaning La). 

T h e  student should now sing the  psalms listed above as a whole placing 
before the psalm an Antiphon in the  First Mode, singing the Intonation 
(or link) the Tenor, Mediant Cadence, Rhytlimic Pause, Tenor, Final Cadence, 
Half Pause, continuing thus through the  psalm (save for the Intonation) and 
ending by  a repetition of the Antiphon. 

Final Cadenees of Two Accents. 

Mode 5 lias a final cadence of two accents without any  notes of melodic 
preparation. I t  is thus an easy psalm to sing (p. 138). 

Mode 7, also, has a cadence of two accents both a t  the  Mediant and a t  the 
Final, (p. 132, Dixit ndminus). These Seventh Mode cadences never end on 
the Tonic of the Mode. Curiously enough, the  psalmody in this Mode depends 
011 the Antiphon for its me!odic conclusion. It is this fact which gives the  
j)saImodic formulae of the Seventh Mode an element of mystery, of questioning, of 
surprise, most rernarliably so in Formula 7 d. T h e  student should practice singing 
all four Vesper psalms in tlie Seventh Mode, varying the  final cadences a s  he 
chooses. 

Peculiarities of Modes 3 and 4 in Their Cadences. 

In these two Modes we shall meet, not only cadences of two accents, but a !ray 
of treating them which differs from what me have seen heretofore. 

THE EPENTHESIS. 

Central and Anticipated. 

T h e  llollow note, called Epenthesis, which is utilized to  take care of a n  extra  
syllable (Dactylic as  compared t o  Spondaic) usuallj7 is placed centrally (Fig. 218). 
1x1 Modes 3 and 4, the cadences place this hollow note, not in the  center of the 
formula, but before it  (Fig. zrb). If'hy this is, we cannot say. Since this only 
occurs in cases of a descending clivis, we might assume that  the composer did 
not want to  separate the clivis from the  final note by  inserting an Epenthesis a t  
tliat point. A s  a matter of fact, wherever there is a descending clivis in a 
formula, the Epenthesis is anticipated (See I.  Dz. Fig. 22). 
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hlodc I. 

Anticipated Epentliesis Centl.al EpentEesis 

? 

ue- us DC- L1 !3 

D6- mi- nus D6- mi- nus 
F<y. 22. 

A 

H 

n I' 

Fi- li- o 

0 h a. 

Fi- li- o 

The  final cadence of &lode 4 presents a similar example of an anticipated 
Epenthesis. This cadence consists of one accent preceded by two syllables of 
preparation (p. I 50 Lnutlkte p z i e ~ i ) .  Note the accent of Dd7~zizi in the final 
cadence. 

The  Mediant cadence of the Third Mode is a cadence of two accents, the 
first having a central Epenthesis, the second, an anticipated one (p. 129). In 
spondaic cvords the accent fills on the clivis; in daetylic ones, the accent is 
anticipated. 

hIode 3. 
? ? 

The student should diagram the columns of mediants and terminations 
wherever the Epenthesis of Anticipation is used notably in Modes 3 and 4. 

F&. 23. 

- E-,-+- - - _ A _  

-- . -- 
-- 

Glb- ri- a 
et 

[- -mI=--n---c- 2-a-t-.-o----&- - 

-- - - - 

1,. 137. 

g--- 

. -  . E-- 
- .--- 

----- 

t i  et  : Fi- li- o 
11unc et j sbmper 

Mode ---.----I 
4. --- 

et con- 
in 

---- 

mC- o 
Fi- li- o 

- -- 

G16ria 

.-.+-$ " nip--- 
I. 

gre- gn- ti- 6- tie. 
sni- ad- Zun~ sag- cu- li. 

- 

D6-mi- no 
PA-tri et 
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Anticipated Epenthesis. 

.lion'e 3. Mediant Cadence of 2 r2ccents, the latter anticipated. 

Mode g. E. Final Cadence of I Accent, anticipated, and 3 syllables of 
preparation. 

--I---,-I-I- i 4- -' --- 

Laud A- 
e t  

LaudBbi- 
et super cai.10~ 

in cae- 
et  de  sterc6re 

-- 

t e  
Sit n6-men 116-mi- ni 
A s6- lis 6r- tu usque 
Excel- sus su- per 6mnes 

te nd- vzen 
22s-que in 

Ze and- ?/Zen 
gznd- Fi- (2 

Za et in 
L- pi- gens 

D6- mi- ni. 
sag- cu- lum. 
0 6 -  mi- 11i. 

6- jus. 
tCr- sa. 

piu-  pe- rem. 

---- P 
- 

p -  e- ri 
be- ne- 

ad oc- 
gCn- tes 

AILo(t'e 7. Mediant Cadence of z ilcceiits. 

- 
------ - 
D6- mi- rlum 

di- ctuln 
cL- sum 

D6- mi- nus 

-- 
- 
-- 

Int.  Tenor Cad. of 2 Accents 
! I 

- - - I n -  

D6-mi- num 
di- cturn 
cP- sum 

D6-mi- nus  

- - .--+- 
I I I I I ' b -  

---- 

Lau-dA- 

- -  --- 
te  

- -1- 
----- 

p -  e- ri 
be- ne- 
ad oc- 

gCn- tcs 
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Mode 7,  d. Final Cadetices of 2 Accents. 

Pause  Tenor Cad. of 2 Accents 
I 

-- 

Tones of the Magnificat. 

laudite 
ex  hoc nunc et 

laud~ibile 
et super cadlo 

There is no difference to be observed between the tones of the Magnificat 
and those of the other psalms, save for the fact that the Intonation is repeated 
before each verse (and not merely before the first as in the other psalms.) 
The simple tones, which are the more beautiful, are the same in modality. 

Thc Solemn Tones (p. z I 3-1 8) are more overloaded with notes. The principles 
of interpretation are the same as those already described, therefore they need no  
further comment. 

The psalms for Compline will be found on p. 21s-20. 

Conducting. 

n6- men 
us-que in 

n6- men 
g16- ri- a 

\Ye may remind the student, at this point that, in conducting the psalms, he 
should slow down slightly a t  the cadences, a mere agogic shade, which will 
bridge the link between the strict recitation of the Tenor and the music of the 
cadence. The cadence accents should not be pointed and hard, but gently 
rounded, the whole cadence really szr?zg-not spoken. 

Do- mi- ni 
sad- cu- lum 
D6- mi- ni 

6- jus 

It  is hard to use chironomy effectively for the part of the verse that is recited. 
The conductor may give the chisonomy of the Intonation - then carry the ha i~d  
quietly along during the Tenor to take up the chironomy again for the si11gi11g 
of the cadences (and in this we include, of course, the notes of melodic 
preparation). Above all, let the chironomy measure the pause at the mediant 
and the half-pause at the end of the verse. Once psalinody is well l<nou~n by 
the singers, no chironomy whatever is needed. The balanced parallelism is felt 
by each singer and the chorus, as a whole, is carried along as inevitably as the 
branches of trees swinging in a gentle breeze, or as waves succeeding each other 
on the sea shore. Then the conductor's task been successful. H e  may and 
should disappear. 
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QUESTIONS. 

Describe the various types of cadence that we meet with in simple 
psalmody. Give examples of cadences of one accent, of two accent5 
with and without melodic preparation. 

How are the accented syllables indicated in the Liher Usualis? The notes 
of melodic preparation? 

What is meant by an anticipated Epenthesis? Give an example. 

When a melody rises after the Tenor, what kind of a cadence does that 
suggest to you? When it descends? 

Are the syllables that are used in the formulae of Intonation accented 
or unaccented ? 

What do capital letters indicate when describing a psalmodic formula? 
Why are other than capital letters sometimes employed? 

Is there any particular pitch a t  which a psalm must be sung, or is 
the pitch relative and to be chosen according to the convenience of 
the voices? 

Must a psalm begin and end on the Tonic of the Mode? 

Give a description of the general movement of the psalms, the proper 
interpretation of the pauses and of the cadences. 

Is the psalm always framed by an Antiphon in its entirety? Describe 
what takes place when the full Antiphon is not sung before and after 
the l~salm. 

Il~terpret the follon,ing: I D ;  8 G ;  4 a ;  4 E ;  3 g; 3 a ;  5 a ;  I f ;  7 a ;  
7 G ;  z D. E u o  u a e .  
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GREGORJAN COMPOSITION. 

Drop down your dew 
0 heavens, on our parched and thirsty ground 

And through the sound 
Of melodies divine, renew 
Each drooping soul 

That all may gaze upon Infinity 
And by melodic contemplation touch the goal 
Eternal, worshipping the Blessed Trinity. 



CHAPTER SEVEN. 

THREE STYLES. 

T h e  Gregorian melodies are classified according to their degree of elaboration. 
Some are simple in the  extreme - a note t o  a syllable - others, again, 
are almost pure song. W e  give the classifications that  are usually accepted, 
although, in point of fact, the distinctions are academic for, in the melodies 
themselves, the styles frequently overlap. 

I .  Syllabic. 

z. Neumatic. 

3. Florid or Melismatic. 

T h e  considerations which induced the composer to  select one style rather 
than another were these : 

a) Thepel-sols for which the music was intended. 

b) T h e  place in the  ~vhole complex drama of Mass or Office which the 
music was to  fill. 

a )  The Persons. 

T h e  music composed for the Celeb2,nnt a t  the Altar  was written in the 
Syllabic Style, for the Priest was not assumed to be a trained musician. 

Music intended t o  be sung by the people was Syllable or mildly Neumatic, 
for similar reasons. 

Music composed for rendition by  the Schola, on  the other hand, was Neumatic 
and Melismatic since this group was assumed to be made up of competent 
singers with good voices and a musical education. For  the Schola, then, 
the composers created inelodies of a subtle and ravishing a r t ;  masterpieces 
of meditation and contemplation inspired b y  the scriptural text  : Graduals, 
=\Ilel~'~ias, Tracts,  Offertories, Responsories. In  ancient times, the Schola 
was made up  of clerics and many a deacon became famous for his beautiful 
voice, a fact which led t o  abuses, t o  vanities, jealousies, et nl, faults which 
may have been handed dolvn through the centuries to  singers who share the  
vanities without possessing the ar t  of the Deacons. 
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b) The Place. 

The composers \\?ere equally tactful in regard to the place a cornposition 
was to fill in the whole complex structure of the Mass or the Office. The  
music must be brief a t  times, a t  others, long, according to  liturgical demands. 
The Gregorian composer realized that whe:l words were many, music must 
be brief and vice vel-s~z. A inere recitation such as the Passion would not 
have been developed by them into an oratorio with solos, duos, trios, 
quartets and choruses, as did the great Each and others less great. The  
tact of these ancient composers as regards proportion was perfect. Each 
piece was created with a view to the place it was to fill. Thus : 

I .  Readi~zg-s fi.ont the Scr$ t z~~es .  (Gospels, Epistles) 

Prayers. (Collects, Prefaces, Pnte?, nosfel; etc.) were composed in the 
Sylla6ic Style. 

2 CAants for the 01-dina?y ofthe Mass. (Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Agnus, etc.) 
were composed in the Syllabic or Necluzatic Sfyles, for a t  such times, 
the Celebrant must not be kept waiting a t  the Altar; the music 
must not interrupt but accompany the Iloly Sacrifice. 

7 ,?Tusical Jfeditatzbzs szuzg by the Schuln. (Graduals, Alleluias, Tracts, 
Offertories) came a t  a time when there was no danger of interrupting 
the Celebrant. The  former came during the incensing of the Altar, 
the latter in the rather long period between the Credo and the Preface. 
These were composed in the Jlelismatic Style, and composers gave 
free vent to their genius. They developed the theme of the particular 
Feast. This, in the plan of the Church's liturgy, was a time of 
meditation, of spiritual riches, a moment of recollection and of joy. 
I t  was also a time of artistic satisfaction, for the Graduals, Alleluias 
and even the Tracts were the great musical pi2ces de risistnnce of the 
Mass. Clergy and people sat down to listen, Naturally, these Chants 
are long and composed in the ilfe'ECisnztzh'c Style. 

The  Introits and the Coinmunions are less elaborate, partly because 
of their place, partly because, originally, they were action pieces, as 
will be seen in a later chapter. Both were Antiphons with Psalms. 
Today, the Introit has retained the Antiphon, a fraction of the psalm, 
the Gloria Patri and a repetition of the Antiphon. The  Communion 
has lost the xvl~ole psalm and retains only the Antiphon. These 
compositions are usually Neuvzatic in slyle, occasi~nally allnost 
S yllahic. 
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TREATMENT OF THE MELODIC ACCENT 
IN THE THREE STYLES. 

. i s  we know, the Tonic Accent was a rise in pitch. I n  its treatment, the 
cornposers had three stlings to  their bow it1 the styles we have been considering: 
the syllabic, the  neumatic and the melismatic. Their resources were infinite. 
T o  make the distinction clear to  the reader, we reproduce a diagram f r o n ~  
Dom Ferretti's Esthdfique Grkgo~ienrze ( I )  showing the treatment of the word\, 
Awe Marin, in each of the three styles. A11 the examples save that of the 
Responsory, will be found in the Liber Usz~nl'is (pp. 1679, and 355). Another 
exalnple will be found on p. 382 in the Verse of the Responsory, 0 vzkgnuln 
vzysz'ei.ium. I t  is still another tleumatic treatment of the words Ave &IUYZ?Z. 

T H R E E  T R E A T M E N T S  OF THE MEI.ODIC ACCENT. 

E --- -- - 
Antiphon 
Syllabic 

- - - 
Responsory E_---___- 
Sellmatic --a------ 

Offertory 
hlelirmrtic =:--I 

A - 

- 
- 
- 
-C 

Ma- 

- 

=z 
Ma- 

- 
---f 

- 

Ma- 

/ 
-- - 
I- - 

ri- d -- -.@A- _--*z= ---- -- - 

ri- 

ri- 

T o  realize the subtlety of the ar t  of these ancient composers, we must 
remember that the accented syllable of the text  war in itself a melody in 
embryo. T h e  word gave a graph of the rise and fall ot the melody. T h e  
definite pitch of the intervals and their length was the creative ivorlc of the 
composers. On this latent melody represented by  the Latin words, in this 
design already sketched, they built u p  the melodic s t r u c t r ~ ~ e ,  always limited 

1 '; Op. cit. 
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in their choice of direction by the pitch of the words. As at1 example of the 
imaginative and musicianly fashion it1 which the Gregorian composers made 
use of the three styles, from the simplest to the most florid, we shall take the 
single word, Allehhia. The  melodies which we quote are all contained in the 
Liber UszknLis. The reader will find many others. 

I. Syllabic treatment. 2. Syllabic and Neumatic mixed. 3. Neumatic 
and Melismatic. In  each of these treatments, the accent is brought out as an 
elevation in pitch based on the design of the word itself. 

I-- 
-- - 

A l e -  1 a .  p. 761. 

Al-le- lli- ia. p. 229. 

A]-le- 1[1- ia. P. 219. 

'---.- 
I -  1 I -  ia. p. ~ ~ 8 .  

SYLLABIC AND NEUMATIC.  • -- -- T- 

A l e -  1 a .  p. 243. 

XI-le- 16- ia. p. 236. 

X1-le- lil- ia. p. 2 4 3  

Z;),';r. 29. 

Al- ie- 16- ia. p. 361 

Al-le- 1 ia. p. 329. 

1 1076. A l e -  I -  ia. P. 

Al-le- 115- ia. p. 1042. 

I;is. 30. 
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MELISMATIC. 
! 

[ -- e- 

Al- le- lli- ia. p. 1 1 5 1 .  Al-le- lli- ia. P.{::::: 
I 

C----$-.:- r--- 
I I' 

--- 

Al- le- lil- ia. p.'r 168. A -  e -  1 -  ia. p. 1217. 

! ! E ----- 
-- 

F h n l n  - 
! A  - 

Al-le- 16- ia. p. 1267. Al- le- 16- ia. p. 1223. 

Fk .  3'. 

For other examples see pp. 354, 441, 790, 794, 810, 827, 831, 891,902, 1029. 
As the musical treatment becomes more elaborate, the reader will notice 

that length is given now to the accented syllable, now to a neutral one, now 
to the weak final syllable. In this matter the Gregorian composers retained 
full freedom. No particular syllable demanded length. Only pitch, the rnelody 
of the word, reigned supreme. There was no fixed rule for the application 
of length to one type of syllable rather than to another. 

That the reader may realize the various styles and how they overlap and 
fuse into one another in tlie treatment of word-melody, we append the following 
diagram. 

S yllnbic 

Syllabic and 
Neurnntic 

I ia. I 
'L___ 

+ 
-- 

Al- 

IEZ- 
I -  
-- 

Al- 

E;'z;<r. 2. 

-- 
r--- 
- - 

le- 

--- 

I 
- 
- - 

le- 

- --- 
--.-----3-- 

- --- 
1i1- 

r--IrFz 
---- 

l i l -  

-- - 
- -- 

ia. 

- - 
ia. 

-- 

- 
-- 

- 
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Neumatic 

hlelismatic 

Al- 

I Al- 

Erz 
___C 

A1- 

2 q c  ---- 
le- 

-- I *--- - 
- I. -p*k=z IIIx Z I  

~ --- 

lil- ia. 

I -- - 

lil- I ia. I 

---- 
16- I ia. I 

Sometimes melodic development was given the accented syllable, at other 
times to the neutral or final syllables. A few examples of each type follow: 

MELODIC DEVELOPMENT. 

O N  A C C E N T E D  SYLLABLE. 

- - - I ia. 
P 

Al- 

-- 
-I- 

Al- 

Al- 

ON N E U T R A L  SYLLABLE. 

-3?+: :+fw 
le- 

le- 

le- 

lil- I ia. p. 8;: 

I 

16- I ia. p 944. 

1 -  I ia. p. 1164. 
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ON F INAL SYLLABLE. 

/ 

AIL le- 1i1- ia. p 244. 

Al- I le- 1 16- 1 ia. p. 249. 

C - -  ' - 

I -  le- 1 ia. p. 1 2 2 ~  

These examples, of which the reader will find many others in the Liber 
Usualis, will demonstrate the fact that the word provides a graph on which 
the composer created original melodies, yet, apart from the fundamental 
question of melodic direction, the syllables had no despotic power over the 
melody in questions of length nor in any other way. The melody reigns 
supreme as sovereign, yet it does not use its privileges like a despot. I t  rules 
with due consideration for the form and meaning of the text : 

(a) By bringing into melodic prominence the principal accents of words 
and sentences. 

(b> Hy constantly adapting its flexible formulae in the most subtle ways 
to take care of extra syllables, or missing ones. We shall draw attention 
to this phase of Gregorian composition when we shall speak of the fixed 
melodic formula and the art of centonization. 

(c) By establishing hierarchies of values according to which the text prevails 
a t  times, particularly in the syllabic chant, and, at  others, the music rises 
above all human words, translates moods and speaks of interior, spiritual 
truths which no words can deal with, so that the soul is carried as 
though on wings. This is true in particular of the neumatic and melismatic 
chants. 
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QUESTIONS. 

I .  In what three styles did the Gregorian composers write? Give examples 
of each. 

2. What were the determining factors in the selection of a style? 

3. In treating the Tonic Accent, which style did the composers use? 

4. Which syllables (accented, neutral or final) are given melodic development 
by the Gregorian composer? 

5 .  Analyse the Introit, Rordte cadi (p. 353) noting the syllables that are 
given a melodic accent and showing how the entire melody follows 
a graph set by the text. Do the same for the Offertory, ju6iLkfe 
(P. 486) 

6. Find and write out several Antiphons, not among those listed in this 
chapter, where the text is treated in syllabic style and where the 
accents are given melodic treatment. 

7. Take some word of your own choice and note how it is treated in the 
Gregoi-ian melodies. Diagram it as we have treated the word ALZeZuiu 
in the foregoing pages. Find and write out how this word of your 
choice is treated in the three styles, syllabic, neumatic and melisrnatic. 
In this research, you will find a number of cases that are exceptions 
to the rule. These exceptions, with their causes, will be dealt with 
in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER EIGHT. 

BREVITY OR LENGTH OF THE MELODIC ACCENT. 

Exceptions to the law of Melodic Accent. 

W e  have seen that, normally, the syllable of accent was higher in pitch than 
the surrounding notes, and this, in all three styles, the Syllabic, Neumatic 
and Melismatic. A t  the period when these melodies were composed, the 
musicians followed the rules applied by the Greco-Roman orators as to the 
acuity of the accent and as to a certain restraint in the size of the intervals used 
(the largest being a fifth); also as regards indifference to quantity. All this 
made the Gregorian Chant take on some of the characteristics of an  oratorical 
art, but only, of course, in the syllabic chants. 

In  their treatment of length, we have seen that the Gregorian composers used 
considerable freedom as to where to place it. If we are interested in tendencies 
rather than rules, we must go directly to the melodies themselves for 
enlightenment. The  theoretic writers of the Middle Ages will supply us 
with no data on the subject. An exhaustive study of the question was made by 
Dom Ferretti and described in his Esthdtique G~@rienne (I). A dispassionate 
investigation of the Gregorian repertoire as a whole was undertaken with a view 
to determining just how the Gregoriali composers conceived the phenomenon of 
accent and treated it as regards quantity. For his study he  used the Anti- 
phonary of Hartker, the most complete and authoritative manuscript that exists. 
We  give a summary of his conclusions : 

Syllabic Chants : 3000 Antiphons examined gave the following results : 

A. Accented Syllable and that which follows it have each a single note; 
in all, 5771 accented syllables. Of these : 

Brief : 5347 
Long :  424 

B. Accented Syllable has one note, the following syllable, a group of notes; 
in all, 2691 accented syllables. Of these: 

Brief : 2403 
Long:  288 
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Exceptions to the law of Melodic Accent. 

I .  Supe~,ior rzgths of the phrase as  n whole; entailing the sacrifice of 
individual word-accents. 

2.  Lrzzos of  a pal-ticulav f~zz~sical f o r m  or style. 
3. L a w s  of Modality. 

4. Llzws o J R h y h n  (particularly in cases of fixed formulae). 

The exigencies listed above constitute a group of aesthetic laws that over-ride 
that of the melodic accent. When there is conflict, the melodic accent 
gives way. 

Examples. 

I .  Supe7-ior r+hts o f  the phrase as ( a  whole. Tl'oorlL' czccent giires waj8.  

et cdl- les flu- ent et  ml-gno Re- gi 

Fig. 36. 

The words colles and ~ilagno have lost their melodic accent for the sake of 
building up a climax on the accent of fllient and of K+. 

See Dix i t  Ud~~zi?zus.  p. 252. T'ofn nrea, p.281. 

Q u i  thtzet Ddnzinum, p. 253. Veni, Ud?uine, p. 327 .  

2 .  L a w s  cf n pnrticz~lctr ?nusicad form or style. 

Esamples: The reading of the Epistles, Gospels, Collects and other prayers; 
the recitation of tenors in simple psalmody. Here all the syllables are sung 
recto tono and none are given melodic relief save at  phraseological punctuations. 
These liectili~zear liecz'iatio~zs are a form that excludes the possibility of a 
lnusical pitch-accent. On the other hand, there are ornate tenors in the 
13eumatic and melismatic compositions, such as the Responsories, Tracts, 
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Alleluia Verses, Graduals, etc., where we find a podatus of accent usecl, 
thus : 

I I I - -  
Responsory ( V e r s e )  -- --fFm-IT 3 - , - . ,  

I 9---r- - 

)T. Di- le- xi- sti I ju;sti- ti- am ct o-rli-sti 
/ I 

-- 
Tract (Verse) [--lph - 

4- rz 

gIIIq*-upIqq 
Allelilia ( V e r s e )  L& ,aI:- 

)T. Di- es 

4 - ----- 
.-.III-'.#-'- 

si-de- rat A-nima m6- a 
I I 

Sancti- fi-cA- tus il-lli-xit 

Responsories with ornate Tenors will be found on pp. 376, 377, 640 ancl 644 
(see the Verses). The  student will find other such examples in the Tracts 
and elsewhere. These constitute a melodic treatment of the accents that 
occur in otherwise recto to7z.o recitations. 

I'l'e return to the exceptions. 

3 a. .7#ozd(zic Cadences itz Sjdlabic Chcmt. 

These are rectilinear, each Mode having its o~vn  cadence, thus : 

Modes  I .  and 2. 3. and 4. 5 .  and 6. 7. and 8. 

3 b. Dactylic Cadences ia Sj~ll~zbic Chunt. 

Today, most of these are rectilinear like the spondaic ones. The  ancient 
classic formula, however, showed the care with which the composers tried to  
suggest a melodic accent by dropping the central syllable of the formula, thus : 

Modes  I .  and 2 .  3. and 4. 5. and 6. 7.  and 8. 

D6-mi- nus D6-mi- nus D6-mi- nus D6-mi- nus 
Ei;.. 39. 



Unfortunately, this ancient classic formula was replaced by the rectilinear one 
~vhich we find too often in our books today. For the latter, see pp. 254 

sae'cula; - 11. 260, Ddnzinunz; - p. 286, saecuZum; - p. 313, sne'culunz; - 
1'. 1097, Ddnzirzo; - p. 735, occisus est; - p. 568, Ddnzinus, etc. 

For the former and more beautiful cadence with its !ifted accent see p. 724, 
viaintianz; - p. 622,  slijer me; - p. 992, Zoczitus est; - p. 997, D~PFZ~?ZUS; - 
11. I 101, $dpaL'o; - p. I I 10, intiflkuat; - 11, I 173, Bdnzinu~n ; - p. I 195, sujer- 
Lz~crcitus sum. etc. These probably represent the original form of the Dactylic 
cadence in syllabic melodies. They have been restored in the monastic books 
of Chant; though not, as yet, in the Roman, though, as noted above, there are 
still examples in our boolrs of the classical form. 

In  contrast to the syllabic chants, of which we have spoken above, the 
neumatic and florid chants have ornate cadences which give the accents their 
rnelodic form, thus : 

4. .\'otes 01- incises of $)-cpa?rtrtio~z. 

For Sirnple Psalmody, we have already seen such fragments used at  Intona- 
tions and rnelodic preparations for Cadences of Accent. The syllables which fall 
on these notes of preparation, as those 1%-hich fall on the syllables of Intonation, 
are neutral. They may be syllables of accent or not : either way, they take 
their place under the notes of the melody, materially, one syllable for each note 
s r  ileum. Their function is not individualistic. They merge themselves in a 
fixed Inelodic formula, uiliting their forces to prepare in an artistic manner the 
cadence to follonr. 

Mode I .  I'rep. Cad. JIotle 2. Prep. CxI  

( di- 16-xit C- am I I c6- ram D6- o sh- o, 
a) 1 la- va-bo- rC- te imbu- la in pi-ce 
b) hfdri- as Aqua nil- me- ro pru- dentem 

Fz;<r. 41. 
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If we examine only the lines marked a we might think that we are dealing 
with a normal treatment of the Melodic Accent. But the lines marked b will 
reveal that, in this melodic formula, all the syllables are neutral nzateria p?inzn, 
and that these are notes and neums of preparation for a Cadence. 

The student will find out by experiellce that we need to diagram many of 
these little formulae before fully grasping their nature and their function in a 
melody. H e  may look up other examples similar to those already indicated on 
pp. 285, 493, 559, etc. The  Liber Usualis contains an abundance of such 
formulae. The  First, Second, Seventh and Eighth Modes are particularly rich 
in this respect and we leave to the student the pleasure of discovering and 
diagramming them. There is 110 better way of becoming familiar with the 
technique of the Gregorian composers. 

W e  list below a few formulae of preparation for cadences, giving one or two 
texts only that the student may complete the diagrams by his own research. 

Mode 8. Prep. Cad. Mode I. A Prep. Carl. 

pecci- vi I ti- bi 1 6- ra Pit-trem 1 mi.- am. 
vhlne- ra mC- a 

19%. g. 

Further evidence of the fact that these melodic fragments are merely 
preparations for cadences can be found in their susceptibility of reduction where 
sufficient syllables are not contained in the text, individual notes being 
compressed into a neum, thus : U 

(See Syllabic A- ni- ma v6stras. 
Example above, A) c 

-- 

al- le- , 16- ia. 
+-&. a. 

Other such melodic preparations for the final cadences of Antiphons will be 
found in great mumber by the student who wishes to pursue this study. W e  
suggest that he consult the index to  the Liber Usualis and look up the 
Antiphons, Mode by Mode, in a voyage of discovery to find out which of them 
have their cadences prepared by a fixed melodic formula. The  Author might 
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give a complete list of references, but to one who really wishes to obtain an 
intimate kllowledge of the melodies and their structure, personal research will 
bring a joy that no capsules of pre-digested knowledge can provide. I n  every 
art  and science, it is our own research that gives us real satisfaction and a 
fundamental grasp of the principles involved. This booli is intended as a guide 
post pointing the way. The  student who will follow along the path indicated 
will find his reward at  the end of the trail, besides much pleasure along the way. 

5 .  Notes of Prepup-ation at Itztonntio~z of A~ztz&2ons. 

This exception to the rule of Melodic Accent is similar in principle to that 
under Exception 4, dealing with preparation for Cadences. We  have, once 
more, a fixed melodic formula to which syllables are adapted mechanically 
without regard to whether or not they are accented. Thus : 

We have seen a podatus split apart to take care of two syllables of the text  in 
the preceding diagram (Di i i t  Do?ninus). What was possible in Mode 7 is 
impossible in many other cases where the podatus holds its own tenaciously. 
The accent of a dactylic word is then taken care of by an anticipated 
Epenthesis, * thus : 

Int. Spond.  Cad.  Dact.  Cad.  

Mode  I .  M o d e  7.  

gz= 

I - -  . -  
Mode  I-- 

I .  -- - - , -  ._- TI=- - I-' +-- - 

In vi- am 
\De  Si- on a) {Md- 

H6- di- c 
D6-mi- ne -- - {--- 

--- 
--- 

b) 

-- - 
Stel- la i- sta 
ne no- hi- scum 

- 
- 

m4 - - . 
-- -- ' "I-- - - 
Di- xit D6-mi- nus 

Thus this fixed formula changes its melodv out of courte3y to the text. 

hlbn-tes et  
De quinque 

He- 1-6-des i- 
Be- 5 -  ti pa- 

c61-les 

r i -  tus 
pi-ni- bus 

ci- fi- ci 
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There are a great many Antiphons in the Liber riszcnlis beginning with 
this formula of Intonation. The  student should find and arrange them in 
Diagratn form. 

At this point the question may occur to some readers : what profit have we in 
knowing which are notes of preparation and which, notes of accent? Can such 
lmowledge be translated into our singing? We answer without hesitation : i t  
should he so t?*unslated. If we are singing syllables made neutral by a fixed 
formula we must not attempt to give them the kind of expressiorl which is 
required by contrasts of tonic accents with neutral notes. Moreover, we sing 
with assurance whet1 we know the form of the piece we are interpreting. 
In modern music, does it not help our interpretation to ltnow whether we 
are playing a Sonata, a Rondo, a Theme with Variations or a simple Song Form? 
In the Chant, we shall not sing a simple formula of preparation as we would sing 
a melody written specially for the text in question. The  whole expressive 
quality mill be different. 

6. Exception to Law of Accent th~oz~~gh I/ZO&J,U. Q P Z O ~ L Z ~ M .  

To  our shame be it said that poor adaptations of ancient melodies to 
more recent texts are the cause of this unfortumate exception. The original 
melody written to,an ancient text gave the accent its due elevation, thus : 

Introit : Ecce nil71knit 

/ 

Introit : ,Salve .);znctcz P<zyeiz.r 
(bad adaptation) 

et  po- t6- stas it1 sad- cu- la 

Gradual : Constitzdes ebs 
Sts. Peter and l'aul 

? 

Gradual : Benerlictz~s es 
Holy Trinity 

(bad adaptation) 

su-per 6mnes tCr- ram qui in- tu- 6- ris 

Ferretti's Esthe'tique Gre'gorienne cites many other examples of these incorrect 
adaptations of an ancient formula to a more recent test. One can hardly read 
his account of the mistakes made be well meaning people without realizing with 
fresh force how important it is to understand form and structure in Gregorian 



Chant as in every other art. I t  may have been natural to have made blunders 
at  a time when the restoration of tile original melodies was in its infancy. T o  
make such bluilders now would be inexcusable, since the underlying principles 
of composition exemplified in these melodies have been brought to light. Their 
basic form is now known and recognized by all well informed church musicians. 

7. Contpositions o f  the Post-Classic PeriolE. 

During the time when the Gregorian Chants were in decadence and while 
new styles of composition were exercising their attraction, the liturgical 
compositions followed none of the rules which inspired the composers of the 
classical period and which we have described in the pages of this book. These 
compositions will not aid the understanding of Gregorian Chant (I). 

Moreover, due to their intrinsic form, there are cornpositions which must be 
considered exceptions to the law of accent in toto, thus : 

a) The Hymns where all the verses are applied to a common melody nithout 
regard to the varying position of the accents in the text. 

b) The Sequences and Proses, which are exceptions to the latv of melodic 
accent for the same reason as the Hymns. Though their verses go generally 
in pairs they are set to a common melody regardless of the law of melodic 
accent. 

8. The MeZorlic Curst~s or Cacleme of Five Sj~ZZahZes which we shall describe 
in a later chapter. 

QUESTIONS. 

I .  Did the Melodic Accent tend toward brevity or length in  the Gregorian 
Chants? 

3. IVas the proportion of brief accents greater in the syllabic or semi-syllabic 
chants than in the neumatic and melismatic ones? 

3. What proportional figures for syllabic chants are given in Ferretti's 
Esthc'fiq~~e? 

( I )  In searching for examples, the student may save time by inclosing within a clip pages 
907-985 of the Liber Usualis. H e  will find nothing of interest from the point of view of research 
in these pages. I n  a general sense, the Propel- o f  the Time (pp. 317.906; pp. 986-1110;) and 
T k c  Co~unzon of the Sai~zts, (pp. 1111-1272) are most useful. In  the Proper of the Saints 
(pp. 1303-1762) there are some ancient feasts, such a s  that of S t .  Andrew; Pul-zycation 
6. V. M., Sts. Phil$ anlzd J ~ z ~ ~ r e s ;  Sts. Peter und Paul; S t .  I o k n  the l lu f t i s t  ( N a t i v i t y )  ; 
St. Lawrence: A N  Sczints, ALL Solrls, but the greater part of this section contains little that the 
student will find helpful. 
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4. Did the composers retain their liberty in the treatment of syllables as 
regards their quantity? 

5 .  Give some of the Exceptions to the Law of Melodic Accent. 

6. iVhich of the Exceptions listed in this chapter seem to be legitimate one.; 
based on superior laws and which, if any, might have been avoided? 

7. Give some examples of each exception to the law of Melodic Accent the 
music of which is not included in this chapter but which come under 
the various headings : 

a) Superior right of the phrase as a whole. 
b) Notes or incises of preparation for Cadences. 
c) Notes of preparation at  Intonation of Antiphons. 

8. What mista!ce of adaptation was made in the Introit Salve Sancta 
Parens? What mistake, in the Gradual of the Holy Trinity? 

9. Which cornpositions exclude all possibility of Melodic Accent treatment? 
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THE FORM OF THE PHRASE. 

As a word consists of a melodic rise and a fall, so the phrase follows a similar 
outline. I t  takes the form of an Arch, curving up, then down. Sometimes, 
but less frequeritly, it curves do~vn, then up. 

I. The Arch Design. 

E,̂ caalu@Les of Melodic A ~chcs. 

a) Psalalns: each verse. 

b) Anfz$lzons : Vide'ntes stJlL~nt Mn'gi, p. 48 I. NorwzaL Arch. 
JerzisaL&m gkude, P a  338. 
VJni Ddnzzne P 327. 
Erce afzciLLa n d u ~ i n i  p. I 41 7. Reversed A ~ c h .  
Ecce Dduzinz~s veniet p. 324. 
StephcEnus autcnz P. 413. 

e) Gradual: 

f )  Oferfories : 

g )  ALZelziias 

h) Co7n~zunions 

Christus nktus est ndbis. 

Rorkte cadi 
ALL' fe Levn'vi 
Cogndvi 

Qui sedes 
De'us czii '(V. of Locus) 

Ave Mar*ict 
Bexedixisti 

p. 368. (2 small arches) 

P. 353. 
p. 3 18. 
P. 1239. 
P. 335. 
p. 1251. 

P. 355. 
P. 337. 
P. 354. 
P. 336. 
p. 3 52. Noral/zal Arch. 
P. 337. 
p. 322. Reversed Arch. 

The compositions listed above are examples of what will be found throughout 
the whole Gregorian repertoire. The student will find others scattered through 
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the pages of the Liber Usualis. The Arch, indeed, is characteristic of every 
type and style of composition, from the simplest to the most florid. Sometimes 
the melodies consist of a series of arches differing in size, small arches enclosed 
in large ones. They rise and fall flexibly like the waves of the sea, yet with 
a rhythm as firm as the oscillation of the tides, as the succession of the 
seasons, as the alternation of night and day. Their measured movement seems 
as inevitable as a force of nature. Circulating through all these curves of the 
melody, we feel the blood-flow of dynamics giving life and healthy color to  each 
pulse in due proportion, and drawing the whole melody into vigorous unity. 

The  singer must feel the grace and energy of these arches, cultivate an 
insight illto the life of these subtle, interlocking curves in their relation 
to each other and to the melody as a whole. His voice must float upon 
their surface, become entangled in their reciprocal relations, convey the sense 
of intensity and vitality by which they move the soul. 

Here, once more, a sense of form aids the singer. 

11. The Cireular Design. 

The Gregorian melodies take another form than the Arch, a form less 
common, perhaps, but no less characteristic. Ilere, the melodies rotate with 
a circular motion around a center where a magnetic note draws them toward 
itself and holds them together. \tTe might call these melodies Concent~ic or 
Ci~~cular. 

Exafnples of Concent;l,ic Melo~L'ies. 

a) Antiphons : 0 nn'lnifvibile Cortzmci.ciuf~z. p. 442. 
0 punm glovidsum. P- 1732. 
Exii t  s&mo. p. 426. 
Mn'gnum /ze~*editdtis. P. 444. 
Ego glbriam. P. 569. 
E t  dicibnnt. P. 475. 

b) Allelziia : p. 361. 
c) Introits : E x  ore infdntium. P. 427. 

Ddmhzus dixit. P. 392. 
Resu r~re'xit. P. 778. 

d) Offertory : ScdpuZis sszis. Pa 537. 
e) Communions : Exii t  sermo. P. 423. 

Vox in  Rn'nza. P. 430. 
Ego sum. P- 438. 
Hoc Cdrpus (to full bar) p. 573. 
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The student should look up other examples of melodies designed in 
Arch-form (normal and reversed) and of melodies in Concentric form. The 
former require more color, more dynamism in their interpretation than the 
latter which call for restraint, serenity, subtle half-shades rather than the 
vivid colors of the Arch-form melodies. 

111. Other Forms and Devices. 

Modern music has forms which we do not find in Gregorian Chant. On 
the other hand, the Chant possesses forms which are a t  least as interesting and 
perhaps more complex than those with which modern musicians are familiar. 

a) The Song Forrn is used rarely in Gregorian Chant (Form A-B-A) 
though we find an example in the Offertory, Deproftindis, p. 1076. 

b) The Rondo For~~a, on the other hand, is extremely common. The 
Responsories of the Office are all in this form. Some have a single refrain, 
others a double one. Take the familiar example of the Resp. Libelfa me Ddmine. 
p. 1767 : 

Melodic 17zate~iaZ 

First Theme ( A )  
First Refmipi (B) 

Second Theme (C) 
Second Refrain ( D )  

FOYIPZ oOf the Melody 

A-B-D-C-B-C-D-C 
Then : dz capo: A-B-D. 

TEXT on which Melody is designed. 

A. Libera me, D6mine, de  1n6rte aetgrna, in die illa tremCnda : 

H .  Quundu c(ze7i rnov&n:nlii ssunz' et t h a .  

D. Dunz venei*isjudiccir,e sadcz~ lum per ignewt. 

C. Tremens fictus sum Cgo, et timeo, dum dischssio vknerit atque vetitfira ira. 
B. Quando cadi nzoveizdi sunt et tbra.  

C. Dies illa, dies irae, calamititis et rnistriae, dies migna et  amire  valde. 
D. Dunz v ine~is  judicn're sa&~z~lum per is~zefn. 

C. Rgquiem aetkrnam d6na Cis, Dbmitle, et lux perpCtua 1Gceat Cis. 

,4. Libera me, Dbmine, de  m6rte aetCrna, in die illa tremCnda: 

B. Q u a ~ d o  cadi ~ J Z U V & Z ~ ~  sunt et t & ~ a .  

D. Du rrz vLnerisjudicn'~,e saei.ult~'llm per @em. 
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The  Refrains are an exact repetition of the thematic material. The  Verses (C) 
contain slight modifications : they represent a resemblance, not an exact 
reproduction, of the fundamental melody, in the manner of a theme with 
variations. 

Other Responsories having this same form (sorneti~nes with a single Refrain, 
a t  other times, with a double one), can be found as follon~s : 

Matins of Christmas : pp. 375, 376, 377, 382, 383, 384, 389, and 390. 

Matin of Holy Week : pp. 628, 630, 632, 638, 639, 640, 644, 645, (Unn h d ~ n  
and Senihes), 671, 673, 675, 679, 680, 681, 686, 687, 688, 716, 718, 722, 726, 727, 
728, 732. (Ast i tLuntand Aestz'l~~dtzlsszr;rl~), 733, 774 and 775. 

The  student will look up these Responsories and arrange them in diagram 
form, those of double Refrain in one Diagram and those of single Refrain 
in another. I t  is not necessary that he should diagram all these Responsories, 
but only a typical group of each form. H e  will notice that those with a Da cnpo 
are always the last Responsory of a Nocturne. This repetition gives an effect 
of solemnity to the close of the Nocturne. 

These Responsories are among the greatest masterpieces of the Gregorian 
repertoire. We hear them sung all too seldom i f  a t  all, unless we attend 
monastic offices. Even there, the Responsories are sometimes neglected or 
reduced to a rapid, careless ?,ecto tozo or a psalrnodic formula. The  student, 
for his part, cannot afford to be ignorant of these musical treasures. Their 
form is magnificent, their use of melodic formulae is ingenious and subtle, 
their luminous exposition of the Modes and their freedom in the use, 
alternatively, of Tonic and Cursive Cadences, maltes of them the delight 
of musicians. They are, indeed, the great musical masterpieces of antiquity, 
incomparable works of genius. They can no more be neglected by musicians 
than the work of Giotto could be ignored by an architect or a painter. 
They burn with that profoundly emotional quality full of restraint that we call 
find onlv in the works of an ascetic. There is n o t h i n ~  in all musical literature 

0 

of any time or any style, more tender, more tragic, more overwhelmingly moving, 
than the great Holy Week Responsories. Divinity itself seems to have breathed 
its own Spirit into those phrases. The  Sacrifice of Calvary calls for that 
particular expression which, once heard, can never be forgotten. Without 
it, the events are mute, hidden, unreal. With it, we relive the whole dolorous 
Drama, step by step and anguish by anguish, realistically, yet serenely. The  
soul of the Christian musician receives, here, its due nourishment, and not 
the mere half-loaf too often doled out to him. 

We shall come back to these Responsories in a later chapter. For  the 
moment, we urge the student to study them, one Mode a t  a time, and 
familiarize himself with their form. Later ive shall deal with the details of 
their structure. 
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IV .  Motifs and Rhymes. 

Does the Chant m;il<e use of leit-motifs or build up large musical 
cornpositior~s out of little motifs developed or  combined? I n  the lllodern 
sense, no. \\re shall. find, however, brief rnelodic fragments repeated either 
at the s a n e  pitch or on a different degree of the scale. W a s  this repetition 
a device for adding emphasis, or a Inere matter of taste, on the part of the 
artist? \\ie can olilv cite a few examples here. Others ivill l ~ e  foulid in 
Ferretti's Bsthetz'gzre ( I )  arranged logically as  questions and answers, affirmative 
or negative. T h e  student will also find the pages of the Liber. UsunZz'zs filled 
with examples which he  can collect and classify himself. 

A. B r i e f  FZg-zrres CO~/LJIZO?I t o  n.?l the MarZes. 

These appear on various degress of the scale and are  common to all stylcs 
o f  composition from the s i~nplest  to  the most florid. 

R. Brief  //zcises Repeated i?c Whole.  

See  Kyrie of Mass XVI, p. 59. Form A-A-A;  H-H-B; A-A-A-cocla. 

Kyrie  of Mass XVIII, p. 62. Form A - A - A ;  B-13-B; A-A-C. 
Agnus Dei. Mass XVIII p. 63. Form A-A-A. 
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C. Figures Repented 1.Vzthilt n dfelotb,. 

r .  Gradual 2. Gradual 3. Gradual, hlode 7. 
A A A  A A A  A  A  
n m n  I-, 1-1 r- + r-I 11 

-- €::me ---I------- - 6-23 --*-&'L - 

4. .4lleluia, hIode 3. p. 354. 5. Al. Mode 7. p. 831. 6. Al. Mode 7. p. 1014. 
A A  A A 1 1  A 

I n  6 - 
l b- II - -- 'i* 2- ' t .  

7. Alleluia, Mode 7. p. 1252. 
A A B 

7 - v  , I ." 
I .. €--%-- ' 

-I--'- b IL I .  

8. Alleluia, Mode I. p. I 168. g. Alleluia, Mode 8. p. I 183. 

A B A C  A A 

10. Alleluia, Mode 4. p. I 191. 
A A A 

E- I I t n- 

I I. Alleluia, Mode 4. p. 822. 

A A B E 
I 

-- 

12. Gradual, Mode 3. p. 604. 
A A A 
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13. Alleluia, Mode 5 .  14. Gradual, Mode 2 .  p. 347. 
A B A A  A A B  
11 11 n 1-1 

15. Alleluia, Mode 8. p. 361. 16. Alleluia, hlode 4. p. 428. 
A A U A A B . A  

r-- I r--- r-I 7- n 1- 11 
&T--- -- ~ ~ r w f ~ + ~ ~  ,-p - !;a 
- I.. 

17. Alleluia, Mode 8. p. 759. 
A A B 

F&. 49 (continued). 

As the singer recogt~izes these thematic repetitions, he will avoid scrupulously 
any cheap effects like echoes, yet he will not malie them dry and boring. 
A slzkht change of emphasis or (and) dynamics will be sufficient. They 
belong to the element I;OJ.~FZ and S f v a c t z ~ ~ e .  

The examples we have given above are pure melody; the composer coulcl 
have done something else, but chose cleliberately to repeat figures. We find 
repetitions also where tile text suggests a repetition either by exact dupl ica t io~~ 
o f  the xvords (as in the Offertory De Y?,qfzii.zcz'is, p. 1076) or for some more 
subtle reason that animated the creative genius of the composer leading him 
to bring out a ~nusical likeness in order to add efficacy to the text. 

Examples. 
A A B 

Ant. p. 492. 

D6mi-ne, s6lva nos pC- ri-mus. 

IVith means so simple as to appear naive the likeness is brought out between 
an appeal to the Lord, His saving power and the contrasting danger nrhich 
reverses the melodic direction. 
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D. Rhymes. 

In  another vein altogether, we find patterns, melodic or rhythmic figures, that 
are purely musical devices. They  give the melodies a certain folksong quality, 
\otnetlling resembling the innocence of a Fra Angelico panel. See, for example, 
the Antiphon Hotlie, p. 886 with its constant little rhymes, mi-fa-& ye, ve. 
Another example, one of the most charming of musical rhymes, is found in the 
Antiphon a t  the Magnificat for the Feast of Two or More Martyrs (p. 1160). 
We transcribe it in full that its lilting rhymes a t  the end of the phrases may appear 
clearly to  the eye as well as  t o  the ear. T h e  freshness, wonder and innocent joy 
of this little ~nelody,  condensed as  it is, is unequalled we believe, in the whole 
of musical literature. S o  simple the means employed, so knowingly naive the 
result, we are let1 to  think of Fra  Angelica's Pa7-adiso with the Saints pictured in 
their heavenly dance, each backed by his guardian Angel. W e  find, for the eye, 
in this picture, somerthing of the magical atmosphere of surprise and serenity 
that this Antiphon provides for the ear. The  rhymes are evidently fundamental 
in the composer's plan, since all the phrases are so designed as  to arrive 
gracefully at  the rhyme which forms the cadence. 

GBudent in cai- lis 6-nimae sanct6-rum, 1 

qui Chri-sti vestl- gi- a sunt se- cli- ti : I 
' . 

et  qui- a pro 6- jus am6- re I 

sbngui-nem s~ i -  um fu dP runt, I - -  
- - 

ide- o cum Christo exsriltantsi- 1 ne fi- ne. 

Fig. 54.  
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A device used, and even abused, by modern cornposers is the sequence, a brief 
figure reprotluced on a different degree of the scale. Gregwian cornposers 
used this de\.ice but without exaggeration. \F7e find examples in the Graduals, 
Tracts, Alleluias, and Responsories. We cite a few of these and the student 
will fincl many others in the pages of the Lz'bev Usl~nlis. 

Offert. Mode 3. p. 515.  Alleluia, Mode I. p. 888. A!. Alode 8. p. 786. 
r-I i? I 1  1-1 r-I r 1  

(;raclual, Mode 5. p. 1240.  Tract, Mode 2. p. 592. 
I 'I T I  T I  r - I  -- - - - - - be-jyq- , ,  . - 

' *  

Tracts, Mode 2. p. 695. Responsory, Mode 8. p. j80. 

Fig. 55. 

We can touch only lightly on each of these characteristics of the Gregorian 
phrase : likenesses, contrasts, repetitions, sequences, rhymes, etc. Our object is 
not to cover the subject in an exhaustive marlner hut merely to stimulate and 
enlighten the student, drawing his attention to certain phases that are common 
to Gregorial~ Chant and to modern music, so that he may make his own more 
intensive study, his personal research. Our object is to point out to him what 
to look for and, to a certain extent, where to expect to find what he needs. 

These musical devices were used by the Gregorian composers with taste 
and restraint. Interesting as they are, we must not rest too long in their 
contemplation, for the art of these great anonymous composers was something 
far inore subtle than ours, and their devices more complex. In the 
following chapters, we shall speak of some of the more subtle laws of 
Gregorian composition. 
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Meanwhile, we recornrnend to the student a most charming example ol 
repetition without monotony in the Antiphon, Quem vid'stt's, p. 395  I t  is a 
concentric melody repeating the same phrase affirmatively again and again, an 
unusual thing in Gregorian Chant, but here it is done with such delicacy and 
good taste that no monotony results, only a picture of speechless wonder of the 
shepherds, a~nazernent of the questioning throng, naive, simple like a folk-song 
refrain. Note the phrases : 

pastdyes dicite (a> 
annunci&te ndbis (a) 
ill te'~*vis guis appdrru't (a) 
Nn'tz~s vidilrtus (a> 
et chd~us nngeZdrt~71~ (a) 

EXERCISES. 

Ofertoq:1,, p. 1252 Find and write out ally little repeated motifs or 
rhymes. Is there anything reminiscent of the 
Song-form in this melody? 

Ojertory p. 355 Find and write out ally repeated melodic 
figures whether on the same degree of the scale 
or other degrees. 

Oferto~y, p. I 069 Treat in like manner. 
If~troit, p. Sog A ~ ~ a l y s e  fully. 
Alleluia, p, I 191 Analyse \\.it11 view of shoiving likenesses and 

contrasts. 
Allelt~in, p. I 207-8 Treat in like manner. 
Allelz~ia, p. I 25 1-2  Make a diagram of the two incises beginning 

respectively with the words et conjite'bor: Mark 
the incises a-a-b, etc. 

A~ztz$hon, p. 482 ( I~z te~~~ogabnt  ~ n a ~ o s ) .  Find and mark incises a-b-c-a. 

For the student who xvishes to study the subject fully, Ferretti's Estke'tique 
GI-Lgo~icnne, Chapter Four ( I )  provides inany esamples arranged logically by 
affirmative and negative ans~vering phrases; by binary arld ternary groups of 
Incises and of Mernbers. These examples are richer than those ot our disposal 
since Ferretti uses the whole Gregorian repertoire as source, whereas, in the 
present volume, we have limited ourselves to the melodies contained in the 
Liber lTsz~~zlis. 

( r )  0). [ i f .  
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NOTATION. 

Tlle graphic representation of sounds and rhythms which we call musical 
notation had a hard struggle to reach efficiency. I t  has talcen many forms 
through the centuries and has not attained, even yet perhaps, to  final 
perfection. 

The  early attempts to write out the Gregorian me1od:e; aimed merely at 
aiding the memory of chanters who were assumed to know the Liturgical 
repertoire by heart. No staff fixed the intervals. Experiments were made with 
proportional spacing, then with one line, two lines, and more, up to ten. Yet it 
was still impossible to read accurately a melody that was not memorized. One 
essential thing was lacking until the XI Century when Guido dlArezzo invented 
the clefs, thus indicating definitely the position of Do and of Fa. From that time 
on, musical  lota at ion became less vague, though still far from statisfying. 
Experiments and gropings continued tllro~tgllout the Middle Ages and almost 
to our on7~.n time. 

As we mentioned in Volume One, the improvement in the writing of intervals 
did not carry over into the representation of rhythm. As the former grew more 
clear in musical notation, the latter was neglected. This neglect was less serious 
in its consequences as long as the melodies wit11 their true rhythm had beeti 
committed to memory. But during the long period when the Chant fell into 
decadence and ivhe~i the rules of measured music held full sway among 
musicians, the rbythm was forgotten or distorted and the task of recovering it 
was not an easy one. Tllanks to a half century or more of patient paleographical 
research, carried on, for the most part, by the monks of Solesmes, and thanks to  
the subsequent rulings of the Holy See, we have, today, a notation of the 
Gregorian Chants which is fairly clear and can be read easily even by 
young children. 

This is particularly true of the simpler melodies. \Vhen we come to the more 
florid type, some practice is required. The  fact that we have no measures set 
apart by bar lines, that bars are used only for endings of Incises, Members and 
Phrases, forces us to look for some other indication of the elementary rhythms. 
The Vatican Edition with the Rhythmic signs of Solesmes is the clearest 
notation we have from the point of view of rhythm. This is what the Liber 
UsuaLiS offers. \Ve shall give only a few words of acl\,ice to aid the singer in 
finding, a t  a cluicli glance, the essential points that ivill guide hitn in reading 
this notation. 
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Long Notes. 

The first things to look for are notes which are doubled. They are important 
in themselves and also in the influence they have on their surroudings. 

The dot after a note represents length. 
Notes can be doubled also by fusion, that is, two notes on the same degree of 

the scale become one long note. 

Fused Notes. 

Theil- Cha~acfer and T~zfe~pr-etafiolt. 

In  llilusic Fozr~.zh Yea?,, all fused notes mere called " Pressus ". This was done 
~ L I  order to avoicl confusion for the children for whose use the book was planned. 
Actually, fused notes are not all Pressus. I t  is important to realize their 
difference when stuclyng the more elaborate compositions of the Gregorian 
repertoire. 

I. The  Hivirga (consists of two Virga fused into one long note). 

2. The Distropha (consists of two punctum fuseti into one long note). 

3. The  Tristropha (consists of three punctums fused into one loiig note). 

4. The Strophicus (consists of two plus three punctum) i. e. a duplex plus a 
triplex group with repercussion between). 

5 .  The Oriscus is a prolongation of the last note of a neum alwaysvery light, 
and often represented in the Libel- Usualis by a simple dot. 

6. The Pressus (fusion of a punctum wit11 the first note of a neum, usually of a 
descending neum ; or fusioti of two neums, the latter of which is usually 
a descending one). 

E.~-(r~/zpZes of each {rge 

2. Distropha -H- 

3. Tristropha A+ 

4. Strophicus -- 
5. Oriscus I-w-l-~ 
6.  Pressus. ~ ~ [ Z & ~ ~ _ L " # - ~  e t ~ .  
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A11 these are fused notes, but their character is not necessarily the same 
as that of the Pressus. The Pressus demands a certain em~has i s  on the 
fused note, not to say pressure or stress which I\-ould be too brutal. These 
other f~ised notes require, on the contrary, a light, springy, lively interpretation, 
like a palpitation of restrained excitement that g r o w  more intense at each 
rencn-all a t  each repercussion, or else that palpitates gently to\vard ultimate 
repose. These neums must never be sung neutrally. tliej- must increase or 
decrease as described above. Dynamics play an essential part, but they arc 
spread delicately over the phrase. 

The repercussions of fused notes are r h y t h ~ ~ ~ i c  elements, they arc tne steps 
of the rhythm in its impetuous advance. 

The dynamics are espression, color, intensity, insistence. 

To  execute these neums in their succession and combination and to clo so 
with taste, without exaggeration, requires practice but it is essential to a correct 
rendition of the more ornate chants. In listening, one has the impression of 
a leaf carried on the breeze, suspended, ready to drop, or of a bird in the 
air, undulating, hesitating an instant, before descending to its destination. 
Or, to use a more material comparison, one feels the springiness of a tight rope 
dancer keeping his balance without change of direction. These effects require 
vocal control and flexibility but when the art is once acquired, it lends to 
the melodies something ethereal, something spiritual, a life that is vigorous 
but immaterial, giving its true character to these great melodies, and making 
one think of the life of the risen body. 

These delights of what 1ve might call vocal rzuiation are not intended 
for the vast choral body of the faithful. They are reserved for the Schola 
or choir. 

The Giv iya ,  Distropha, Tristr,ophn and St?,opl?ti~.us: Sl~oulcl every note be 
given an individual repercussion? Some scholars think so. Fortunately, the 
evidence in favor of this interpretation leaves room for doubt and, for practical 
purposes, we must be satisfied with a lfepel-cussion between each grouj of 
fused notes. The repercussion of each note individually ~vould tax the technique 
of a professional coloratura artist and would be beyond the power of the average 
singer. What we must observe is that these are all neulpzs of expression; 
their interpretation demands life, color, variety of dynamics, a command 
of delicate nuances. 

Of all the neurns of fusion listed in this chapter, the only one that is always 
extremely soft is the Oricus. I t  is a fused note that prolongs endings. 
It  is the contrary, therefore, of the Pressus which is always a neum of emphasis. 
The Pressus is energetic; the Oriscus is die-away. The two are both fusions but 
represent contrasting effects. In  the Vatican Edition (to which the Liber 
Us?ctr/is necessarily conforms) the distinction is not clearly made between 
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this form of final prolongation and others. Yet, as  the Oriscus is listed 
in the Rulesfor I~ztefpl-etation, l i e  describe its character. Moreover, it may well 
appear ultimately in the Liturgical chant books. For  the moment, then, 
we need not trouble our minds unduly about the Oriscus. I t  is enough to know 
that it is lurking in the background, ready, a t  a sign, to  spring into life. 
In  the Libel- Uszdnl'is, it is sometimes represented by a punctum added to a final 
note, sometimes by a mere dot of prolongation. 

Useful rule. 

Look first for fused notes since they are always ictic notes. T h e  surrounding 
notes will be grouped in relation to these fusions. 

Thus, for example, the ;rristropka theoretically is a neurn of three notes 
and, should be treated as a triplex group. Nevertheless, the surrounding 
melody may modify its triplex character and we often find the last note 
of the T~ish-opha bearing an ictus. 

Esa1,tple: Introit, Midnight Mass of Christmas p. 392. 

First incise : normal Trist~opkn on mi of DO'/IL~?ZUS (triplex group). 

Third incise : the Tristf-opha 011 50 of &go is followed by  a single note between 
t a o  neums (ko of hddie). \Ve know that a single note between two neums 
becomes rhythtnically united to  the group that precedes it. Thus the last 
note of the Trkt~opha and the note over the syllable "ho-"  form a duplex 
group. There will be an ictus on the last note of the Tyistfoplza, and a 
slight repercussion, extremely light, in order to bring into relief the accent 
of /Iddie. This accent begins gently to  be reinforced by the following Tristl-opka 
which, this time, forms a full triplex group. 

Triplex Tristropha. 
* --- t--- 

--Ha-- 

D6- mi- nus 

Duplex Tristroplla. 
** * 

C- go h6- di- e 
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E X E R C I S E S  ON GROUP REPERCUSSIONS. 

(The student inay use the names of the notes while singing these groups. After that, 
he will use the syllables of the words.) 

D6- mi- nus P. 392. 

-t--_ 

' I 

P- go h6- di- e P. 392. 

Rtg-es Thirsis et in- su- lae p. 461. 

h 

. , 
Fi- l i -ae  rP- gum 

. \  
5-  sti- tit re-gi- na 

I n  te speravg- runt p6tres n6- stri : PP. 592-593. 

Omnes qui vi- d t -  bant me, P. 594- 

Ipsi vCro consideravdrunt P. 594. 

Fig. 58. 
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- - ---- 
me- is : 

vo- luni.5- teln th- am. p 571. 

FQ. 58 (continued). 

Compositions to Study. 

Jntl oit npzd G ~ ~ n d u a l  f or* E ~ J  tej; P. 778-9. 
Ufe~touy,  4th Sunday oJ' A(he.xt, Pa 355. 
liesponso?.y, IiCodic ndbis, Cirri~ tnras, Po 375. 
Ifztroit and G~-arl?~al J i i d ~ ~ l g h t  dfass Christ//ias, p. 392-3. 

(also the Alleluia, Offeltory and Communion) p. 394-5. 
Oferto? y Filig ~ e k  ZL I I L ,  11. I 228. 

OfJerto~y Re'ges 1 % r f ~  sis, p. 461. 
Grrzahczl, S~ilvefizc ILOS, 1'. 447. 

All the Graduals in the fifth Mode contain Inally combinations of pressus, 
bivirga, strophicus, etc. The students will look u p  and find examples to 
practice which will be of all the more profit to them because of the fascinatioll 
of persolla1 discovery. 

Interpretation. 

The student ~vill remember that we are treating of an art and not of a 
mechanism. The repercussion of the groups is necessary in order that the steps 
of the rhythm clearly be conveyed. These rhyth~nic repercussions must not 
be uniform in strength but must be organized ill a series of cresceudos or 
diminuendos, or ill all alternation of the two. \Vhatever dynamics the 
student selects (and he is free) he must avoid a dead level interpretation, 
or a dry rendition of these neurns that collstitute one of the most espressive 
elements in the Inelismatic chants. On the other hand, he must avoid 
brutal contrasts. The repercussiorl is a light touch-not a blow. It will help 
us to arrive a t  the required delicacy to think of it as a renewnl of a n  existing 
sound, the moment before the renewal being slightly less Lo'oud, so that the 
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repercussion becomes a touch that restores the 7~oZu7ize of  S O U ; Z ~  to M O Y I I Z U ~ .  

I t  is impossible to describe it1 words anything so subtle as that touch of 
repercussion. I t  must be heard to be relished, and once heard, it can never 
be forgotten. I t  is sometl~ing active, something that palpitates, something 
that breathes of suspense and often of increasing intensity of feeling, but all in a 
world of nuances, not of vulgar contrasts. T o  render these nuances adequately 
with the voice, even when once intellectually grasped, requires practice and 
1)atience. Enthusiasm, also, ~vill help. The Teacber should be able to give 
an example with his or her voice, for theory without demonstration is ineffective. 
If no better solution can be found, the students should listen to records of the 
~nonks of Solesmes, particulary the Responsories and Graduals. 

I n  this chapter, we have spoliel~ principally of the rlistrojhn, tt*istropha, etc. 
and little of the Pressus. The reason for this is that we treated the I'ressus and 
the question of fused notes in general in Volume One. It  will he sufficient, 
then, to remind the student that in sca11ning a melody, the fused notes (whether 
they be a Pressus or other foim of fusion) be noted first of all, for they influence 
the grouping of the notes that surround them. Since they always attract 
the rhythmic ictus (a rule without an exception) the surrounding neums 
are often called upon to adjust themselves and lose the expected ictus on 
their first note. In  the Librr Usunlis, any case that is not clearly expressed by 
the neulns themselves is marked with the ictus sign as an aid to the singer. 

Tlle rules for the placing of the ictus which were given in the first volume are 
assumed to be l ino~v~l  by the users of the Libel; i. e. : 

Where to Place the Ictus. 

I .  On all fused notes. 
3. 0 1 1  all dotted notes. 

3. On the second note of the Salicus. 

4. 0 1 7  the first note of all other neurns unless other~vise indicated. 

Individual Notes between Neums. 

For the sake of studellts who may find difficulty in scanning a whole Incise at a 
glance, we give, here a rPsumC of the rules treated it1 more detail in our Volume One. 

I .  A single note between two neums belongs rhythmically to the preceding 
neum. 

a) The neum itself remains unaltered by the adoption of this isolated 
note. 

b) The adoption of the isolated note changes the rhythmical grouping 
of the neum itself. 
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Examples. 
2 

1.112 student should write out these examples with their rhytllm in moderi~ 
notation, and loolr up other such cases in the Lz'Der CTsz~nZis. 

2. Two single notes between t ~ v o  neums form a duples group. 

r--l [--I 

*- 
-- 

Fig. 60. 

3. More than two single notes between two rleums may sometimes form a 
triplex group, but not always. Sometimes the rhythm of a word (ictus on last 
syllable) may dominate the situation. At  other times the structural notes of 
the Mode may prevail. No hard and fast rule may be made for this case. 
In the examples given below, Vii-zea ?nLa shows the ictus attracted by the last 
syllable of a word; et Zdpides eZegi shows the attraction of the Modal Dominant 
and ignores the word accent, malting a triplex group of the three notes between 
neums. The example Posz/P/,zrnt gives a series of six single notes between 
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two neums. This becomes almost a recitative and the word-rhythm dominates 
the phrase. 

Vine- a mi.- a, . .  p. 675. et 18pides e-lkgi ... P. 675. 

I '  - 
Posu- 6-runt super cdput 6- jus ... 

4. The Fused Notes (Pressus and all other forms) always attract the 
rhythmic ictus. In scanlling an incise, therefore, the fused note should attract 
our attention first of all, for we can be sure to find at that point one of the 
firmest steps of the rhythm. This gives us a sense of security. The difficulty 
begins when we must note the influence of the fused note on its surro~~nclings. 
Notes that mould ordinarily be ictic become neutral; neurns that ~vould ordina- 
rily have an ictus on their first note, lose this ictus. Thus, we must form the 
habit O F  counting backward as well as forward from the fused note. 

Notice how many notes (first of a ncum, etc.) have lost their ictus because of 
the domination of the fused note over its surroundings. The first note of a 
neum, in these cases, is treated exactly like an isolated note between two  neurns 
and is rhythmed with the preceding neum or notes. If the student feels a t  all 
puzzled by the above examples, he should copy them out in modern notation 
and find similar illustrations of this problem i i l  the pages of the Lz'ber Uszlnlli 
until all hesitation is conquered. 



Compositions to  Write out in Modern Notation. 

1'. 722. I'hraie : In rrni~i~dh~~s ?zdsl~is. 

1'. 759. V. Con$teutiizi Udixtzo ( to  the end of page). 
1'. 760. Tract, Lazt(litte (in \vllole). 
1'. 761. Antiphon, I.7spela rtz~teiit sdbbnft' (in whole). 

Those students who are thoroughly familiar with Gregorian notation and can 
read without hesitation may pass over all the exercises of this chapter. T h e  
others will find them useful and may he led to  lool< up other examples in the 
Liber Us~~nlt's. A n y  hesitation in reading ant1 discerning the grouping will 
be so great n hat~dicap to a singer as  to  take all life out of his sung praise. 
'This fundamental matter of tecll~lique should be known so well as  to  act 
automatically without a11 instant's hesitation. 

One  final bit of advice regarding the repercussiotis of \vllich we have spoken 
in this chapter. Let  tliern be elements of union, not of division. If they 
give the impression of cutting up the phrase, then they are not smooth e ~ l o u g l ~ ,  
not sufficiently legato. They  must seem like something spri~zgy, resilient, 
and that spring should be an amejanJ Le'enp, leading inevitably to  the next  spring, 
a s  the tight-rope dancer, \vho can never remain stationary. One  must feel 
a strong breeze blowing throl~gh the melody and carrying all before it. T h e  
repercussions themselves, wllich we have tried to  suggest by chironorny, are 
really too light and ethereal for any  gesture to  indicate. They  are  lilce a toucll o f  
shadow or a change o f  light. Tile singer must feel tllern as a tei~tier touch, 
a palpitation of love, a flutter of spiritual desire. T h e  singer who cannot 
feel these things, whose heart is d ry  and unresponsive, will never succeed 
i n  singing these great melodies. Rut, as  St .  Augustilie says, " Give me one \vho 
loves and he u ~ d e r s t a n d s  (I) ". 

( I )  
St. Augustine. Homily for Ember Wednesday, after Pentacost. 
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They weave a tapestry with threads of gold, 
Scarlet and violet, yellow and blue; 
They build a mosaic of varied hue, 

Glorious as glass in Cathedrals of old, 
A t  once so fancqul, so true 

And yet so bold. 

Mysterious melodic fragments, themes 
That are holy legacies of undated past, 
Undying splendor made to last 

Wi th  the tenacity of dreams 
As  long 

A s  men worschip in song. 

Thematic jewels, each, detached, a gem 
Y e t  spun together in a mighty whole 
To  pierce dull sense and awaken the soul 

B y  unearthly, symbolic stratagem 
From birth at Bethlehem 

To  Requiem; 

Fragments subtle in their fusion. 
Flexible, fluid, true 
T o  type, each jewel in a setting new, 

Vibrant with allztsion 
And stirring memories 
Of kindred sanctities, 

Beyond the dark desire 
Of flesh, those strong andfine 
Tapestries made of heirlooms, all combine 

With  noble art and sacred fire 
T o  be the treasury 

Of memory. 
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CHARACTERISTIC TYPES A N D  FORMS O F  COMPOSITION. 

Cornposers of ancient times created their melodies according to several distinct 
systems. 

One of these was similar to that r~sed by moderll composers; they created 
a special melocly designed for a particular text. 

This was not their only systern, nor, indeed, the principle one. Therc 
were two others of ~vhicll we siia11 treat presently. 

For many centr~ries tile popular belief, shared by the composers, was to 
the effect tllat the melodies and all the tl~etnatic material and for~nulae of 
tlie 1,iturgical repertoire had been directly inspil-ed by Got1 to His servant, Pope 
St. Gregory the Great. Artists picturcd the l'ope with a Dove on his shoulder 
i n  the very act of whispering into the ear of tile I'ontilf the notes and neurns of 
tlie Chants. Great, then, would hare been the sca~lclal of the themes 
and formulae of tlie primitive liturgical repertoire with new mclodies of less high 
origin. I t  \vould Iiave been a i)rofanation, a sabsti tutio~~ of 1ir1ma11 inspiration 
for the divine. 

Conseq~icntly, \vlien the feast ol ;L new Saint or Martyr n.as embodied in the 
1-iturgical Pear, the musicians Iiastc~lcd to scan the existing repertoire to decide 
which, among tlie misting ~nelodie.;, co~ilcl best be adapted to the text of the 
new feast. ' I l ~ c  art of arlaption was highly developed, in ancient days. At first, 
then, these atlapt;ttions \Yere m;ltle 11-ith consummate sliill and w7ere as true 
to type as tllc origi~r;ils. 

As the centuries rolled by, the c~tstoni of :itlaption continued but those 
who used the system possessed less I i~~o~vledge,  taste a ~ i d  art ;  their derived 
rnelodies were less successfr~l, indeed they mere often full of faults. Whereas 
the ancient composers line\\, the rules of the game, thosc of more modern times 
\\-ere ignora~lt o f  the 1a1v.s and custorns of the ancients and their attemps a t  
aciaptation tlefietl the f~indarnental rules of classical composition. A case 
in point was mentioned on p. 59. where an exception to the Laze, of Acce~zt was 
caused by poor adaptation of a new tes t  to an ancient ~nelody. Unfor- 
tunately, such examples are numerous. Ferretti cites many in his Esthe'tz'pue 
G~*ekortcnnc (I). 

There existed a great fu11c1 of classical melodies, themes, formulae, types 
of  various sorts, which were the corntnon treasury of the composers. These 
could be nToven together, enlarged, diminished, twisted a bit, to fit a great 
nurnber of tests  n;liich differed from one another in accentuation, in length and 
even in sentiment. 
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One might wonder, at first, whether the use ef these fixecl ~neloclic formulae 
was not a mere pedagogical device to aid the mernory i l l  clays before the 
invention of printing when the repertoire of the ~vhole 1,iturgical Year had to be 
learned bv heart. These recurr in~ themes interwovetl. combined. contrasted. " 
would the; not aid the memory? Or, on the other hand,'migllt they' not confuse 
the singer? As we examine the ~nelodies themselves \vitll attention, however, 
we refuse to accept an explanation based on mere convenience. \Ve are faced 
with masterpieces of musicianship, composed with a taste so sound, so subtle, 
so eloquent and so ingenious, that we know their aim must have been the 
service of God and the service of art in the fullest sense of the term. \Ve are 
led on to delve into the artistic principles OII which they were based, the laws 
implied by this type of composition. For, as a matter of fact, this system of 
composition ~vhich is unique ant1 found onlv in the Gregorian Chants, is far 
more characteristic and i11 more general use tlnn the system of creating special 
melodies for individual texts. 

We find, then, a vast number of musical fragments ~vllich constituted a 
collectio~l of precio~~s heirlooms, a treasury of sacred tlleines. The composer's 
art consisted in weaving them together into a new composition that sountled as 
fresh, as logical, as original as though it had been createcl especially for the text 
in question. As we shall see presently, this art was one of such subtlety 
and such eloquence, demanding such sliill on the part of the musician who 
employecl it, as to cast into the shade, as a mere bu~lgler's taslc, the ruder art of 
original composition on a personal theme. After seeing the jeweled fragments 
that make up the glorious windows in the Cathedral of Chartres, who \vould care 
to look up011 a piece of painted glass all of a piece? 

Among the precious fragments, some 1)elongetl exclusively to one Mode, 
others, to several; some \verc forrnnlae set aside for begi~~nings, others for 
endings; some were cl~aracteristic of Syllabic Chant, others of Neumatic 
or Melismatic melodies; and some, tlioilgh few, could be used in more than one 
type; they were fragments of universal applicability and utility. But all these 
things had to be kno\vn and applietl with art; the formulae were lilce colors 
which gave each other value and set each other off' to the best advantage. The 
art of the composer was close, in spirit, to tliat, developed by the makers 
of mosaics or, later, of stained glass windows. \Vhat these men composed for 
the delight of the eye \vitll fragments of stone or glass, these others composetl 
with melodic fragments for the delight of the ear; and not for its delight, only, 
but for its education in symbolism. 

Strangely enough, the result is not monotoilo~~s as might have been expected. 
A snap judgment would declare the nhole process a bit of mere mechanism, 
worthy, perhaps, of an artizan, but totally unworthy of an artist. Such an 
impression mould have to be corrected by any serious student or by any mere 
listener gifted with taste. The art practiced by these composers is one charac- 
terized by such variety, such eternal freshness, that each colnposition appears to 



have been created for the express purpose of clotlling that  particular t e s t  
in question and no other. Indced the use of a fixed ~nelodic formula might 
escape our notice were not our attention drawn t o  it. T h e  more deeply \I-e 
penetrate the  secret ~)rinciples of co~nl)osition that  animated these great 
anonymous masters of the past, the greater becon~es  our amaze~nent ,  our delight 
and admiration. \Ve thrill a t  finding treasures that  a Inore casual glance might 
have passed by  unnoticetl. 

Before delving Inore deeply into these principles of Gregorian art, let us 
review rapidly, for the  sake of clarity, the  various types of co~nposition \i~ith 
~vhich we are  already more or  less fatniliar and of n,llic11 we can find examples 
in our anthology, the  Liber Usualis. 

Types of Gregorian Composition. 

Under  this heading n7e group such cornpositions as  h y ~ n n s  and sequences. 

a )  Hyuzfzs: here the  various verses are  all of a pattern, of a n  equal 
n u m l ~ e r  of feet. This  form resembles our rnodcrn system of composing 
song melodies \vith rnore than one verse set t o  a cornrnon tune. 

h) Seqz~ences: here the  verses are groupetl two by two. \Vhere a change 
of melody occurs it applies to  two verses always following a common 
pattern. 

These Strophic compositions are relatively modern. Here, the melody 
dominates the text.  \f:e need not 100li for worcl-rhythms or  melodic accents, 
nor use of the ancient melodic formulae. 

These are constructed on the principle of parallelism, as  noted in Chapter 
Four. I t  is a form inherited from the I-Iebre\v synagoge. T h e  musical setting 
fo1lon.s the text  only in the sense that  each verse is a replica of all the  other 
verses; though the tex t  varies in length, the  rnelody is the same for all and 
adapts  itself by the elasticity of the  reciting line or tenor. Thus, in one 
sense, the  l'salmodic l j o r ~ n  has much in comrnon with the  Strophic. Many 
verses receive a colnmon melodic treatment. Yet  the  adaptation of the melodic 
formula to  talce care of word accents a t  the  cadences, brings this forrn closer 
than the Strophic to  the  other types of Gregorian composition. 

These are  made up  of musical segments : Incises, Members and P l~rases  
of a free character where the melody is in a n  intimate relation to  the text .  



I11 cotltrast to the hymns, sequences and psalms where varying texts are 
set to a common melody, the Comrnatic Chants take account of tile grammatical 
structure and meaning of the text. Almost all the chants of the Mass and 
of the Office belong to this type: the Antiphons and Responsories of the 
Office; at Mass, the Antiphons of Introit, Offertory and Communion; the 
Graduals, Alleluias and others chants of like nature, in a word, those which 
;ire neither Strophic nor Psalmodic. 

These occur both at Mass and a t  the Office. Among the monologues are 
those of the Celebrant at the Altar, those of the Deacon and aub-Deacon - 
~ecitations which iiiclude the Preface, Collects, Epistles, Gospels, I'rophecies, 
etc, etc. The dialogues take on, at times, something of the character of a sacred 
drama, and, as we lt~low gave rise to the Liturgical drama within the Church, 
and, spreading ivithout, to the Mj~stery plays. Among the dialogues a t  Mass, 
we note the exchange of courtesies between the Celebrant and the people 
that introduces the Preface; between the Deacotl and people betore the Gospel; 
betkieen the Celebrant and ueorjle before the Pnter noste~: The Office also 

L L 

colltail~s such ~no~lologiles and dialogues. 
So far, all these forms are familiar. Into one or other of them we can place 

all the compositions of the Gregorian repertoire. 
I t  is perhaps the Cotnxnatic melodies that are least well understood, and 

it is with these that we shall deal in describing the principles which animated 
the Gregorian composers. From the point of view of the composer, these 
rnelodies can he classified under three headings, each representing a distinct 
style or form. 

THREE STYLES IN COMMATIC MELODIES. 

Here a special melody is composed to bring out the expressive quality of 
a giver1 text as also its grammatical and rhythmical structure. The music 
is intimately related to the text which it interprets. \Ve have spolcen of this 
style \vhich is that of the modern composer. 

z. fixed Melodic Types aduj ted  

Or this curious and characteristic process Uorn Ferretti writes : "The  artist 
does not create a new melody; he uses a traditional air which he takes as his 
uzodel or &pe; this, he applies and adapts to a new text, introducing such 
modificatiotls or variations as are necessitated by the text itself which may 
be too long or too brief. In this form of composition, the melody possesses 



at1 expression which is independant of the text,  a beauty purely rnusical that 
is autonornous, i~itritlsic, transcende~ltal. Yet, in these melodies based on fixed 
melodic formulae, the artist is not free to dispose the rnelodic rises and falls 
according to his fancy; he is bountl by the exigencies of the ~nelodic forrn 
that he has chosen to use, in n.hic11 certain notes or neurns require that the 
tonic acccnt of the text be placed at  a particular point and riot elsewhere. 
Prom this point of view, there is a vast difference between this type of 
composition ant1 chants that are Strophic in forrn" ( I ) .  

\\'hen using this form, the composer does not merely select a type-melody 
and adapt it to other texts. I-Ie creates ct new ure/ody made up out of 
trncL'ztzb~~czl fi.lzgnzerzts, fhentes 02, uzotzj'i zvrln'en' together in such manner as  
to  form an organic whole that is logical and homogeneous. H e  gathers 
up the sacred fragments, those heirloolns of tlie past, and conceives a new 
setting for those ancient gems, so~nething origil~al, fresh, enchanting, which 
the ar t  of the composer disguises to  the point that the listener cannot conceive 
that he is not hearing an entirely new melocly. Yet, in reality, these melodies are 
veritable rnosaics or patchworks like the crazy-quilts of our grancl~nothers' time. 

This type of cornposition resembles that  of the Fixed Melodic Formulae 
insofar as these centonic melodies have a purely ~nusical value that is not 
derived immediately from the text, yet tliey, too, have their rules which lirnit 
the composer. There are notes and lieurns belollgi~lg to  each forrnula that 
must bear the tonic accent, and to tllese rules the composer must bolv. 
Moreover, he cannot unite these traditional musical fragtnents haphazard, 
but must c o m b i ~ ~ e  them according to precise la\vs. Finally, these t l ~ e ~ n e s  
or ~nelodic fragrncnts possess mutual attractions and repulsions. Their order 
clepentis on certain musical exigencies \vhich tlie composer must respect, H e  
is not free to use these \vilful little treasures accordi~ig to  fallcy nor according 
to the inspiration of the moment, but he must worli within the frame~vorlr 
of Ian.. 

ORIGINAL MELODIES. 

1LTe find these melodies both in the music of the Mass and of the Office. 
T h e  Chants a t  Mass xvritte~~ in this form al-e principally t o  be found anlong 
the Introits, Offel-tories, Communions and Alleluias with their Verses. In  
these compositions n e  find xeritable masterpieces of G~egorian art. In this 
form, the composer felt free to  give full reign to his imaginat~on and feeling. 
Yet, once more, within the laws which regulated the rise and fall of the melodies 
according to the design of the accents of the test ,  as was the case in most other 
compositions of the period. 

(') EsrizPfique Grt'gorietz7zr. Do~rz Pauio Fervetfi 0. S. R. Chapter z, p. 92 
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Examples. 

Offertory, .judiZdte Deb, p. 486. 
Offertory, Precdt?ds est Mojbes, p. logo. 
A n t i phon, Jfoiztes Ge'Lboe, p. 986. 
Introit, RortCte cne'li, P. 353. 
Communion, Psallite Dd~ni~zo, p. 849. 
0 ffertory, Ste'tit A ngeZus, p. 1656. 
0 ffertory, Asce'ndit De'us, P. 849. 

The two compositions listed under p. 486 and 1030, possess, besides their 
eloquence and startling bcauty, a feature that is almost unknown i n  Gregorian 
Chant, that of repeating the first sentence. The reader will examine the 
treatment of the various accents and, particularly, the general accent of the 
phrase; ho:v the melody is devised to lead up to it and set it in bold relief. 
Note also, the interior workmanship, the repetition of little motifs, the melodic 
sequences used in that long accent of the Jubiink, culminating with such 
intensity of elnotion. Note tbe great curves in all these pieces. Take the 
co~npositio~ns apart, bit by bit, study them, (we have give11 the student an 
idea of what to look for) and then put them together again and sing the 
compositions as a whole with the magnificent sweep that they demand. 

The workmanship is as intricate as a jeweler's art hut free as the conception 
of an inspired musician. 

Some of the pieces listed above are almost " prograin music ", so closely 
does the melody interpret the text, ascending with the ascensions, etc., or 
bringing out with almost dramatic depth of feeling the particular words that 
form the climax of the literary text. IVe are impressed by the immensity 
of the resources of the artists who composed these great dramatic pieces 
without the aid of harmony or counterpoint, yet who were capable of building 
a moving, a heart-rending climax out of mere monody; or, of lifting the heart 
of the hearer to a superhuman, paradisiac joy. 

Nor was their work one of mere intuition and sensibility. Their art showed 
skill, technique, wise and cunning devices. These men were erudite, not merely 
talented. They were learned musical scholars who ltnew and practiced all the 
" tricks of the trade ". 

We have spolten of the repetition of musical motifs and of melodic sequences 
that are found in these com~ositions. Ferretti drawn attention to these and 
other devices that produce a sense of unity in the melodies (I). Among them, 

(I) O$us cit. Chapter 11, p. 103-6. 



such repetitiorls of musical patterns on different degrees of the scale as the 
follo\ving : 

Pri- i~squam ... et Bntequatn exi- res 

Antiphon : Si ofers. p. 100s. 

Ante alt i-  re,... 5ntc alt6- re, 

H y m n  : Crz~.t.jdLiis. p. 7 0 9 ~  

Arbor i ~ n a  n6bi- lis : . . . Frdnde, fl6-re, gkrrni-ne 

Fig. 63. 

Ferretti gives many other examples of this device. The student may easilj. 
discover them in his peregrinations through the Liber Uszulis. The Graduals 
(of Mode 5 in particular) and the Responsories, as well as many Alleluias will 
be worth examining from this point of view. 

The study of composition according to fixed melodic types or formulae will 
be reserved for another chapter, as will the Centor~ic compositions. 



QUESTIONS. 

I .  \Vhy were the ancient melodies, themes and forrnulae so greatly prized 
1,. the cllurch musicia~is of antiquity? 

2. 13y what process did they seek to preserve the old while serving 
the new? 

3. IVhich types of Gregoriar. composition are relatively modern and make 
no use of melodic formulae, of inelodic accents nor word-rhythms? 

4. Which compositions belong under the heading Commatic? 

5 .  1l7hat are the three styles used by the Gregorian composers ill creating 
melodies of the Commatic type? 
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JEWELS OF THE TREASURY. 

Before studying the art of the Gregorian composer in his creation of type- 
melodies and his centonization of existing motifs, let us glance a t  some of 
the material at  his disposal. We can give otlly a few samples of this rich 
and varied treasury of sacred themes, but that little may encourage the student 
to delve more deeply into what we might call the musical vocabulary of our 
ancestors. 

Among the ancient themes, as we have said, some were formulae of beginning 
or intonation, some central fragments, some, final motifs for cadences. 

A few Formulae of Intonation. 

A. Mode I. B. Mode j. 
Theme common to many Types. Theme of Graduals. 

16-stus es 
Gaude- 6- mus 

A-ve Ma- ri- a 

E t- 
1 7 7 -  
-- 

Chri- stus 
D6- mi- ne 

In DC- o 
Pro- pi- ti- us 

The essetitial notes are in black type. The 110110n~ notes are unessential 
to the formula but take care of extra syllables in such a manner as to bring 
the accented syllable of the text on the neum of accent. 

A partial list of compositions beginning with Formula '4 fo1lou.s : 

Antiphons: pp. 426, 467, 494, 495, 564, 652, 694, 996, 1040, 1090, I 109. 
Introits : pp. 353, 437, 448, 573, 961, 1040, 1047, 1056, I 182, 1368, 1448, I 556, 

1571, 1601, 1724, 1751. 
Ofeertol-ies : pp. 448, 486, 842, 1004. 

A partial list of compositions beginning with Formula B follows : 

G1-fldzdflls: pp. 422, 471, 653, 6-55? 999, 1017, 1025, I 183, 1362, 1478, 1494, 
1500,  1512, 1602. 
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The student should diagram the texts under the melodies in the case of both 
formulae (A and B). We could present these formulae with their texts duly 
diagrammed, but we prefer to leave this task to the student, convinced, as we 
are, that the only way to become familiar with the processes used by the ancient 
composers is to do one's own research. \Ve have no desire to lay do1v11 
rules to be memorized. Our ambition is so to stimulate the curiosity of the 
reader as to lead him to undertake a personal work of research and by this 
means to grasp the principles that underlie the art of Gregorian composition. 

Other Formulae of Intonation. 

Mode 8. Antiphons and Introits. 

{-. i ----' .-- 
--E-& t- C. - -.-:----eiT-- --:+ - Antiphons: pp. 445, 502, 761, 

916, etc. etc. 

--- e-- a.'----- Antiphons: pp. 367, 433, etc. D. 
In t ro i t :p .315  

Antiphons: pp. 452, 684, 713. 
792, 85 I ,  etc. etc, 

The  opening themes are followetl by a consiclerable variety in development. 
There are frequently resemblances, but seldom identity of treatment as will 
be noted i11 the following examples : 

F. ilfode 2. Theme and development confined to Graduals. 
1 / 

, , :mrp3C.\- kI++,:-i *---- ;- - 
-- 1 

J -  stus j ut p5lma flo- r6- bit 
R t -  qui- em i ae- i t6r- nam 
Dd- mi- ne, i DC- us vir-i th- turn 

We might call the above an Intonation formula of Two Accents were it not 
for the accordian-like passage that enlarges or diminishes according to the 
number of syllables contained in the text. Other examples of this formula 
will be found on the pages listed below, and the student is urged to diagram 
all these texts under the melodies according to the pattern set forth above. 
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Gmduals : pp. 345, 347, 360, 533, 1067, 1201, 1269, 1326, 1808. 
Ofertovy : p. 528. 

G. Mode 2. Intonation of One Accent. Used princil~allj, 
Responsories. in 'I'racts and 

(1)  

Opening formula US 
t See 

ID&- us 
E- i ri- pe 

Con- fi- i t6- mi- 
i vC- lurn 

qui h;i- bi- 
;D6-mi- 

(1) 

( I )  
( 1 )  

(2) tCmpli. 

( 2 )  
tat. 

See also Tracts : pp. 527, 533, 547, 592, 614, 673, 69;, 697, 1332. 
All these should be diagramed as far as the end of the First Member. 

A FORMULA OF E N D I N G  OR F I N A L  CADENCE. 

AZotJe 2. Two Accents. Used exclusively in the Tracts. 
f f 

- ---- 

... 

... 

... 

... 

in- i-mi- ci 
fa- ci- 611-tes 

mi- se- rCt1-di 
sa- lu- tA- re 

mC- I. 
vA- na. 
6- jus. 

m&- urn. 
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A C E N T R X L  FOKMUL.4. 

JTode 2. One Accent. Tracts. 
I 

---- 
U. Qu6- I . i ~ i -  am i- pse 
Ye jTu i bu- tern 
8. ;  go iu -  tern 

.4N INTONA'TION FOllhlU I.A. 

dfo& 8. Two Accents. Tracts. 
I 2 3 4 

I I 
5 

{--: -,---.---: ---- ,- __. 4- , ;+,~-~T:-&+x~~ -- - , - u -7 t- --- 

j Ab-! s61- ve I j D6-mi-ne, 
Sic- j ut i cPr- vus j de- j si- de- rat 

Qui j con- i fi- dunt I in j D6-mi-no. 
JLI- i bi- j lk- te i i D6-mi-no. 

At- t & -  cle I c a k  !urn 1 751. 

Diagram the Intonations of the Tracts of the Eighth Mode listed in the 
Index of the Liber Usunfis. Some will fit this melodic type exactly, others 
will do so with slight variations. The student itrill notice, on Column 5, last 
line, the melodic adaptation made to take care of the spondaic word mE'Gz~nt. 
Diagram, also the formulae of endings (cadences) as found in the Tracts on 
1,P. 4991 513, 745, 748, 751, 753, 760, 1394. 

In malting these as well as all other diagrams, the student should be careful 
to place the accent of the word i1tz~rzec2'inte@ zlvtder t h ~  note or rzeunz to which 
it corresponds. Inexactitude in this regard makes the diagram illegible. 

Since the Tracts are a form of Ornate Psalmody, it is natural to find among 
them a great number of fixed themes or formulae repeated with variations 
but always true to type. Familiarity with these themes of ornate psalmody 
will aid the singer in rendering these pieces intelligently. 
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INTONATIONS OF GENERAL UTILITY. 

Mode z. [--- - -  -+- Mode 7. t-- 
-- .--.--- A-'L- 
-!-- id-_ 

F*. 71. 

Antiphon : p. 835. 
Graduals : pp. 343, 344. 
Offertory : p. 894. 
Introits : pp. 998, 1006. 

Antiphons: pp. 397, 398, 468, 578 
Introits: pp. 408, 552, 789, 1 3 2 .  

Graduals: pp. 1060, 1071. 
Alleluias : pp. 1014, 1060. 
Communions: p. 950. 

There are many more of these little passepartout fragments, which the student 
will note for himself. The great majority of themes, however, are characteristic 
of and limited to one type or another. The Graduals are particularly rich 
in " fixed " formulae. A few examples follow : 

P H R A S E S  OF E N D I N G  F O R  F I N A L  CADENCES. 

Mode 5. Graduals. Formula of Two Accents. 
/ / 

li- be-ra nos 
ne dis- ! cC- das a rne 

quod est su-per j 6mne 116- men 
et be-ne- di-cti- i 6- ne 6- rit 

See also pp. 416, 471,999, 1003, 1014, 1025, 1038, 1034, 125' These should 
he diagrammed. 

illode_?. Graduals. Formula of one Accent. 
f 

[-+----ty-*--- - 
-ZEF~--~- =a-7- 
- d 

See also : pp. 604, 1695, and with slight variants pp. 448, 554,604. 
Note in the above examples the long codas to all these solemn endings. 
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C E N T R A L  FORXIULAE. 

M o r l e 5 .  Graduals. p.485. 
f A +-- err :m - - 

Confite- An- 
-. 

tur D6mino 

Mode j. Graduals. 
A. 

-6 - jus 
Fi$ 74. 

CODAS. 

R. C. 

HALF CADENCE. 

Mode 3. Graduals. One Accent or on a Final Syllable. 
1 

6- 0s 
Fig. 76. 

See also Graduals pp. 553, 604, 1654, etc. 
Were we to give a complete thematic list of the various formulae used 

by the Gregorian composers with so much taste and sliill, this little book 
7 



- - ~ -  -- 

would gro\t7 to  the size of an et~cyclopedia. No doubt the few give11 
as  examples will suffice to  give the reader some idea of the various types 
of musical fragments so dearly treasured by  our ancestors. T h e  point of 
interest, henceforth, will be to  study the sl<ill with which the composers made 
use of these themes in creating their various types of composition. The 
followi~lg chapters will be devoted to that study. 

QUESTIONS. 

I .  D o  we find themes of general utility ill the Gregorian t r e a s ~ ~ r y ,  and others 
Inore specialized in function? 

-1. D o  we find themes specially atlaptecl to Intonations? T o  Final Cadences? 
T o  Half Cadences? 

3. In what compositions do we find the greatest nurnber of fixed melodic 
formulae? 

4. \Vhat Modes are rich in fixed formulae? 

5 .  D o  we find examples of Ornate l'salmody in some of the Chants of the 
Mass? IVhich Chants? 

G. Can you give examples of some Fixed Melodic Formulae and sholv 
how these formulae take care of Sponclaic and Dactylic Syllables of 
the tex t?  

7. Have you found other exa~riples in the Libev Usualis of some of the 
Melodic Formula listed in this chapter? Lf'hich ones? How many? 
Were they exact reprotluctions or slight variants? 
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TYPE-MELODIES. 

When creating a melody according to a fixed type, the artist chose 
a traditional air from the musical treasury and applied it to texts which 
differed in length, accentuation and number of feet. This process might 
appear to be a mere mechanism, yet it required, on the part of the composer, 
tact, sensitiveness, a refined art, a profound lcnowledge of language requirements, 
of phraseological characteristics, but, above all, familiarity with the laws that 
ruled each musical formula in its adaptation to a given text. If one of our 
readers should doubt this, we suggest that lie try his hand at  composing a new 
melody on an ancient formula, kecpi~ig to the rule5 that bouncl the ancients. 
lIis assurance may rccit~e a shock. 

Today, we know the laws that guided the composers ot the Gregorian Chants. 
We can see how it is possible, even toclay, to provide nemly created Feasts 
with melodies drawn from the traditional lepertoire. The Type-Melody and 
the process of Centonization can be applied with success to enrich the 
repertoire of the Church without departing from the spirit, even from the 
letter, of that art known as Gregorian Chant. 

Such adaptations require lcno~vledge, experience and musical taste. The 
composers of old retained all the structural features of the original melodies 
while bringing out carefully, scrupulously, all the characteristics of a particuiar 
text. The more tve study these Type-Melodies, the greater becomes our 
admiration for the artists who used them to such perfection. 

Type-Melodies in the Chants of the Mass. 

Type-Melodies abound in the Graduals, Alleluia, Verses, Tracts, and even 
in the Introits. Among those which are most characteristic and worthy 
of study, Ferretti lists the following ( I ) .  

I. Graduals of the Type : Ju'stus a t  pa'l'~~za$twe'bit, i?/;rode 2, (pp. I 201, 345, 347, 
360, 533, 1067, I 269, I 326, I 808). 

2. Graduals of the Type : Christus fa'ctus est, Mode 5, (pp. 655, 422, 485, 489, 
1331. There are others in the Gradual'e not included in the Liber 
Usunl'is, and therefore, not listed here). 

3. Alleluias of the Type : Excita Dht ine  potintiam, Mode 4, (pp. 336, 486, 
879, 1286, etc.) 

(') EsfAktipue Gregovienne, pp. 107-8. 
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4. Alleluias of the Type : Vini Ddvtine et nbli tnrdh-e, Jfo& 3, (pp. 354, 1064, 
1217 and others that are relatively modern). 

j. Alleluias of the Type : CrListina die, Mode 8, (pp. 361, 904). 
6. Alleluias of the Type:  Dies snnctz$cn'tus, Made 2, (pp. 409, 416, 422, 439, 

460, 1184, 1336, 1346, 1501, 1520). 
7. Alleluias of the Type : T e  ~~~d~tyl-ugtz, JZude j, (pp. I 171, 1252, 1603, 161 3). 
8. Alleluias of the Type : Levitn Laup-entius iVudt. 7, (pp. 1595,944, 1586, 1655). 

T o  this list, we might add the Introits of the Type: Gau(Jen'?~lus and some others 
That  the student may bave a general idea of the principles of adaptation 

according to which the composers worked on these themes we shall give 
a couple of diagrams: one, of an Introit, the other, of an Alleluia verse. 
These are inserted merely as models of how to work, for we repeat that the 
only way for the student to  penetrate the art of these ancient musical 
masterpieces is to do personal research work. Wit l~out  this the theory may 
be memorized but the art will be unassimilated. 

While the melodies of the Mass provide charming examples of the com- 
posers' use of Type-Melodies, the Antiphons of the Office are still more rich 
in examples of this form of composition. In another chapter we shall give 
examples of Antiphons composed by the process of Type-Melodies and 
examples, also, of Antiphons composed according to the process of Centonization. 

T Y P E - M E L O D I E S  AT MASS. 

Mode r. Introit. 

I - -  
Gaude- Amus 6mnes in D6- mi- no, di- em fCstuln ce-le-brintes sub 

hon6- re be-i-ti  Th6- inae Mir- ty-  ris : de  ch-jus passi- 6- ne 
be-itae Ma- ri- ae Vir- gi- nae : de ch-jus So-lemni-ti- te 

Sanct6- rum 6mni- um : de qu6rum So-lemni-ti- te 
be- A- tae Annae : de ch-jus So-lemni-ti- te 

be-A-ti Josi- phat Mir- ty-  ris : de cli-jus passi- 6- ne 

-x+-- 
I I.-'* p 

giudent An-ge- li, et colliu- dant Fi- li- urn DC- i. 
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Mode 2. Alleluia. 

Al-le- 113- ia. * Zj: 

Int. Ornate tenor 

A. Di- es sancti- fi- cA-tus il-lhxit 
R. Hic est dis-ci-pu- 11.1s 
C. Tu  Yli- er pro- 

Ornate tenor 
I - 

~W-a-rc&--H--l--- 
-- I- k 

Cad. 

:\ . I je- - 

ni-te gCn- tes, et adorA- 
H. qui testim6ni- um per- hi- 
C. ~ 1 -  tis- simi bet I I 

-________ 
I-.&,?% -.* 
-- D. + 

n6- bis : 
il- le 

phk- ta 

Cacl. I n t .  Ornate tenor 

- 
- 

1 .  te D6mi-num : qui- a 116-di- e 
H. cle his et sci- mus 
C. vo- c6-bi- tis, prae- i- bis 

Cad. tenor Cad. 

S U -  per t&r- ram. 
te-stim6ni- um 6- jus. 
pa- rAre vi- as 6- jus. 

Fzg. 78. 

W e  have placed only three of the group of texts adapted to this Type-Melody, 
in order to simplify the diagram. There are a number of others containing slight 
variants which the student should diagram, taking as a model the arrangement 
af the verses as on Fig. 78, with extra columns for the variants. 
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This melody has some resemblance to  a n  elaborate psalmody with its 
intonations, ornate tenors, cadences, and melodic preparation for accents; 
with its points a t  which the ~nelocly - accordion-like - can be enlarged or 
diminished according to the length of tile text  t o  which it  is adapted. 

T h e  verses \\rhich we have copied u i~der  the melody are those of the Alleluias, 
I )  01  the Third Mass of Christmas; z )  of the feast of St.  John, Evangelist. 
3) Of the feast of St. John the Baptist. 

Whj-  should they have been put to  a common formula? Neither the length 
of the phrases, the arrangement of accents, nor the feet of the rhythm have 
a n y  resemblance in these three Allelhia verses. Here are the texts : 

I )  Dies sanctitzficn'tus illdxit n6bis; venite gd?ztes el ado?,n'te Ddminum : guin 
IzdclZ'e (Eesce'ndit LZIX gadgna szkjer te'vmnr. (40 sy 1 la bl es). 

2 )  I$ic est n'isc@ulis ille gui testilrzdniu fn jcrhihct de Air et scirmus quia v h z ~ n ~  
est k s t i ~ n i n i u l i ~  QLs. (34 syllables). 

3) Tu, Pliev, propke'ta Altissi~rti  vocdbitis, prneiliis ante D d ~ b z u l f z  pard?,e vias 
+ids. (zg syllables). 

I t  is not, then, in a material like~less bct~veen these texts that  we must seek 
the reason for their choice t o  be set to  a common musical formula. There 
were plenty of other Type-Llelodies, multitudes of traditional airs in the 
treasury of the Church's song. \Vhy this one in particular? 

Evidently, we can give no co~lclusive answer to  this question. Problerlis 
such as  these open out a vast field for research into the aesthetic and doctrinal 
concepts that guided the composers of the Gregorian Chants. W e  call do 
no more than use our intuition in the matter. 

T h e  purpose of sacred music, as  Pope Pius X has told us, is that of 
adding life and efficacy t o  the text. If the Liturgical chants are t o  fulfill 
their mission, much depends on the quality of the interpretation by the 
singers, still more, perhaps, on the qualities of the hearer. T h e  mere sound o l  
notes, l~owever true to pitch, the mere vibrations of vocal c l~ords striking the ear 
drum of a passive listener will add but little efficacy to the text. T h e  melodies 
of the Church al-e not magical incantations producing automatic effects. 
They demand personal activity if they are t o  affect us a t  all. T h e  Chant 
will add life to the text  in exact proportion to our own efforts and reponse. 

Tha t  brings us to  a point ~vllich touches rather closely on the a r t  of 
Fixed Melodic Types. St .  Augustine, in his Confessions, insists that we 
should seek God and find Hirn in the memoly. Can the memory, me 
wonder, play a part in seeking a deeper lcnon~ledge of divine truths, through 
the medium of the Liturgical melodies of the Church? W h y  not? T o  a 
superficial listener, the part played by the memory will be mediocre; it  will 
be practically non-existent t o  one who is familiar ivith only a few fragments of 
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the great treasures that grace the liturgical year. Rut to one who follolvs 
consistently the unfolding of the whole annual pageant of melody, secrets 
will be revealed and the great truths of our faith wiIl be seen in a fresh 
perspective. 

Mclodic fr;~grnents exist, of course, which convey their message quite simpIy, 
with little need for an effort of memory. Such, for instance, are the eloquent 
Antiphons elnbotlying the words of Our 1,orcl. \Vho can listell unmoved to the 
voice of His complaint, 0 vos dilznes (I), to His reply to Satan, ' f i n  in  scilopine ( 2 ) ,  

to His calm judgment free from passion, Ite cf vljs (3), whithout a sense of 
having penetrated deeply into the personality of Our Lord? Or who can 
listen to the tones of His voice it1 combat without atlrniration for His serene 
strength in the Antiphons, Ego su71z q z ~ i  te.cti,vrdt~.i~~m (4), and L'yo dzeuzd?ziu7rz 
no76 hdbeo ( 5 ) .  [Vho can remain indiffdrerit to ITis warning tones in Qzti nor2 
Z i t  I ( 6 )  Who can resist His te~lrlerness in E:(, S L L I I Z  J'4sLor duiz~vz, ( 7 )  

Ego sui~z I-eszbc-zrv?-e'ctio et vita, (8), and Ego S ~ L I I L  j(i/~i.s z~z'v7~s ( 9 )  ? We seem to have 
captureti a glance from the Divine eyes. 

All these touch the heart without any effort of the memory. The  words, 
indeed, make great truths perceptible to the lnirld but it is the gracious ~neloclies 
which give them a life that stirs the soul to its depths. W e  feel that we 
lrnow, rlot only what Our Lord said, but how EIe said it - the tone of His voice, 
the looli of His eyes - the reserves ant1 the revelations. His personality 
enthralls us and lingers in the heart like a fragance. 

Other Antiphons such as Pdte~,  jziste (10) and Quairite p~i71~zdn~ ~e'gnzluz 
Bii (XI), the latter with its meloclic implication of the Passion, arouse the 
memory to an activity tvhich can enrich the doctrinal content of the text. But, 
in the present study, in this 1o11g cligrc.ssion of discovery, we are conceritratirig 
our attention on a melody of the Christmas season to illustrate what we 
believe to be the true function of rnernory and the subtle ways in which it 
can help us to find God and His truth through the liturgical chant of the Church. 
Such use of the memory rnay \%-ell fulfill the desire of Pope I'ius X. W e  shall 
seek and find cross references, musical ones, of course, which unfold mystical 
rneanings unst~spected by the superficial listener but \vIiich enrich the 
perceptions of the faithful follower of the liturgical drama of the year. 

W e  take as an illustration the Alleluia of the Second Mode that occurs in the  
Third Mass of Christmas. T e  text  of its verse reads as follows: 

"Dies stz.nctz$cdtus iIZzi.2-*it ndbis: venite ge'ntes et adorate 
D d ~ ~ ~ i i ~ z t r ~ z :  qz~i 'z  hddie desce'rzciit Lux vzdgfia sujer tii-rartz." 
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T h e  tex t  is clear, its message complete and comprehensible at  is stands b e f o ~ e  
us in cold print. T h e  melody, no doubt, enhances its beauty. But is that  all? 
Overto~les in the mernory begin t o  vibrate. A nostalgic sense of wonder 
spreads like a golden cloud about the musical phrase. \\'here h a r e  nre 
heard these strai:x before? In  what connection? 

T h e  theme of the t ex t  is one of Light - new light - spreading light. Could 
the melody be a thematic symbol of light? Of light t o  Gentiles? W e  wonder, 
and turn for confirmation of the hypothesis to  the Feast of the Epiphany. 
T h e  Magi, those first fruits of the Gentile world, following light, came from 
afar. With inner delight we find that  our instinct was sound: here, precisely, 
is our Second Mode Alleluia framing, with its therne of light, the following 
words : 

" .L7ideazus sti'lnvz q u s  in Oriiizte, et V ~ ? L I I I L Z L . S  CUIII  T I L Z L I Z L ~ ~  ihzs 
ad ndo?,d~e Dd~~zinunz." 

A chance? happy hazard? Perhaps the  melody imposed itself by a 
similarity in  the form of the phrases, the nurnber of syllables, the accents of the 
text,  or the distribution of the pauses? Such a supposition is dispelled by  a 
comparison of the two texts. In  the  Christmas verse we count forty syllables; 
in that  of the Epiphany, twenty-nine. I n  the former, we find three phraseo- 
logical divisio~is; in the latter, two. 

But perhaps we have, here, a melody peculiar t o  a season, that of the  
Christmas cycle? X slight effort of lnemory rescues us from doubt. \;lie think 
of the Xativity of St.  John the Baptist, June 24th, and the phrase in which 
his father, Zachary,. ari~iounced the future vocation of the ~ ~ r o p h e t .  Ilere, again, 
we find the Theme of Light: 

W e  find it  again, indeed, in the  Easter cycle. On the Third Sunday 
after Easter, our Second I Iode  Alleluia clothes the follolving t e s t :  

"RerZe7izptici1zel1~ ? / z i ~ i t  D ~ I I ~ ~ Z I Z L S  i?z $d)il?llZo 1/50.'' 

T h e  melody is not peculiar t o  a season. \Ve  nus st seek another reasoll, 
one more subtle and symbolic. Prophecy, first frliits, harvest - the cycle 
is complete. But 120. T h e  memory, once more, knoc l~s  a t  the door of the mind. 
Other Feasts have useti this theme. \A7hich? W e  feel sure that  the Theme 
of Light - if such it is - cannot be restricted t o  a season nor t o  identical 
phrase forms. Are we correct in assuming a mystical intention in the use 
of this melody? Were St.  John the  Baptist and the Magi the only witnesses t o  
the I,ight? T h e  thought imposes itseif that  the  Martyrs were witnesses 
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by blood. Turning to the Feast of St. Stephen, the first martyr, \z7e find 
our .Alleluia of Light clothing the text of this verse: 

" Video cnE'Zos a$&-tos e t  J ~ S Z L I J L  s t ~ i t ~ t e ? ~ ~  a a!P;t-t~.is virtzitertz 
De'i. " 

The text alone gi\-es no indication that witnessing to the Light and death 
have a connection. This fact might pass unnoticed save for the musical 
reminder. 

We search the pages of memory. Where else have we hearcl this melody? 
As the 1,iturgic;~l year rolls by, ~ t -e  come to the feast of St. Peter, June 19tl1, on 
whose rocli the Church was built. \Vill he, too, be enshrined in the Theme 
of Light? Yes, here is our Second Mode Alleluia placing in bold relief 
these 14-ords : 

Could a musical commentary be more explicit? Here is the Light prophesied 
by John, announced on Christmas, guiding the Magi, witnessed to by the 
first Martyr, spread throughout the world by the lips of the Prince of the 
Apostles. If there were no mystical intention on the part of the composers,llow 
can we explain the c1:oice of that particular melody among so many others? 
Sow, hot on the trail, we search further for confirmation. We find, not 
Peter alone, but Paul; on that day of his conversion when a blinding light 
turned Saul, the persecutor, into Paul, the Apostle to the Gentiles, we find 
our Theme of Light once more. On the 15th of January, our Second Mode 
&Alleluia enshrines this verse: 

"iWagnus sn'n~tus P~iuZzds, zms electidnis, vele dgne glorzfi- 
ckndz~s, pui et U L ~ I ' U Z ' ~  th!2l-(jm~7~2 ~I'uodE'cii~zu~l~ $ossideve." 

Yet this triumphant appearance of our the~ne does not fully satisfy the 
memory. We have heard it elsewhere. Is the spreading of Light, we ask, 
the work exclusively of the active s a i ~ ~ t s  and martyrs, those who preached 
the Word and shed their blood for the truth? What of the motive power, 
hidden but potent, of the contemplatives? Turning to the Feast of St, John, 
the Evangelist, the beloved Apostle, we find that he, too, is clothed in the 
Melody of Light: 

"Hic est discz2z~Zus qui testitlzhium fle'vhibet a'.. his: e t  sci~rzz*s 
puia v&rn est testzmoniwrz +s." 
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MOBILIS ET STABILIS. 

Flexible, free and subtle art 
Of Antiphon, so firm in fornz, 
S o  true to Modal norm 
I n  whole and every part, 

Y e t  so responsive to the right 
O f  text liturgical, 
Carving with art chirurgical 
And with magical might 

That  form, familiar, dear and ever new 
I n  its plasticity, 
Subtlety disguised as simplicity, 
Strong and fresh as the morning dew. 

T h e  theorists and writers of the Middle Ages throw 110 light whatever 
on the laws xv11ich ruled the composers of the Gregorian Chants. What  we 
know today is due wholly t o  the melodies themselves. When restored to their 
original form, when compared and analysed, they revealed their structure. 
Melodies of a common type provided a basis for a comparative study of incises, 
and phrases, the neums having been diagrammed vertically. Once this 
preliminary operation performed, the skeleton, the structural features of the 
melody, stood out in bold relief. Fortunately the number of melodies was legion. 
T h e y  came from e\.ery country, from each century, in many different kinds of 
handwriting, but all pointed to  a common system, a common conception of 
musical form. 

T h e  mechanisni of adaptation was discovered. First of all, i t  was necessary to  
distinguish which notes or neums were essential and which, accessory. T h e  
former were never omitted. T h e  presence or absence of the latter depended on  
the length of the text. This  is the  system which we shall use in our own study 
of Gregclrian form. F o r  precision in diagramming a melody, the essential notes 
should be written in solid characters and the unessential ones in hollow notes; 
or, the former in black and the latter in red. Thus  the eye seizes a t  a first 
glance the structural notes - the  architecture of the Type-melody - and 
distinguishes these essential notes and neums from those which are accessory. 
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This is the first step in the process. The second step consists in deciding, 
which, among the essential notes or neums, demand a tonic accent; and whether 
these notes or neums may serve, also, for secondary accents. The neums 
(or notes) of accent must be marked with the usual sign (I). 

There are other things to observe, once these fundarnental matters have been 
attended to. Ferretti's Esthktique Gr,e&orienne ( I )  gives a detailled description of 
the various types of alteration that a formula can receive in its adaptation to tests. 
Here we can give but a rapid glance at these manipulations, enough, we hope, to 
enable the reader to know what to look for in his study of Type-melodies. 

The stable part of the formula consists of the structural neums or notes. 
The mobile part consists of certain accessory notes inserted ;it the beginning, in 
the middle, or at  the end of the formula to take care of extra syllables where 
texts differ in length and in accentuation. In order to bring the accents of the 
text at  the appropriate place in the melody, these accessory notes are inserted 
The art with ~vhich these mobile passages are combined with the stable 
parts of the melody is what we are about to examine. 

Accessory Notes and Neums can affect: 

I .  Beginnings 
2. Endings 

3. Central portions of the melody. 

Prostasis. This is the name given to accessory notes which talte care of 
extra syllables appearing before the structural part of the formula begins. 

Prostasis. Neum of Ac. 
I 

__P____ 

a a 
JG-stus 

Gau-de 6-mus 
A- ve Ma- ri- a 

Prostasis. Neunl of Ac. 

qui in di- 

Note in each example the N ~ U ~ J L  of Accent. This begins the stable part of 
formula. The hollow notes which precede it represent the mobile part of the 
formula. They talte care of extra syllables that precede the structural part. 

(I)  0$. cit. Chapter 4. 
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IVheli we have once discovered tlie normal beginniug of a formula, we perceive 
which notes, if any, belong to  a Prostasis. 

T h e  Prostasis, then, consists of the aclditioii of one or more notes (or even 
neu~ns)  Dcfulz the h ~ ~ i f = l j l ~ i G ~  qi-njiSrd 7l~e~or i i~~  fon~~z / in .  

IZ..zcrcice: Introit. K o ~ d i e  p. 3 5 3 :  Offertory, /ztbil(itc p. $86; Antiphons, 
Colliyii'e, pp. 494; and Sir~cilt. est, p. 49; : Diac-ram the Intonations of 
these pieces up  to  the quarter bar, indicating the Prosta.is, if an!., anti 
the fundamental formula with its lieuin of accent. 

.i#on,pe. This is the llarne given to the cirttiiig off of a final note of a melodic 
fortnula because of the hrevit!- of ;I test .  

Last note 
cut off 

I hoc ti-hi I do. 

FCC. so. 

Eptvztilesk is tlie tianie give11 to acceqsory notes or neums inserted in tlie 
cetitrai part of a phrase to take care of extra syllables and problems of 
accentuation. In our study of psalmody \re have seen two fortns of epenthesis: 
the one a) with its hollotv note in the  middle, thus adapting a spondaic accent- 
formula into a dactylic one;  the  other b) with its hollo~ir note anticipated. 

E.nzi/iples of the Cefztvnl E$etzthesis. 
, EP. 

{- 
In  Antiphons 

- 

vi- 

4- 

1: 

o- 
den- 

+ 
I E X  - 

ti- 

=%I - -- 
tnnes 

bus 

&FY :. -- - -- 
d e  S i - b a  vPni- unt  

il- lis elevitus est 
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Other Exantples o f  Central Epeathesis. 

In Graduals and Tracts. 

# EP. 
--- 

Mode 5. -- -- 
nd- men 
0- I mni- I a 

EP. 
-- 

2. Gradual 
-- 

et nos li-be- rsi- 
mi- se-ri- I c6r- I di- I t:m 

I E P 
-- 

ca6- 1 i 
Is- ra- el 

EP. 

j. Gradual -- 
Mode 2. 

a gene-ra- ti- 1 6- 
et lux  per- pP- 

6. T a c t  -1-m): 
Mode 8. --- 
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Exnfnples of  Central Eflenthesis (cont i~~ued).  

In Allelhias and Graduals. 
I EP. 

7. Al. V. t= ,-+ 

Mode 2. 

et  saluldre th- um 
Pgo h6- di- e 

I EP. 

-- 
DP- US 

D6- mi- nus 

In  Examples 3,4,6,7, and 8, the Epenthesis co~lsists, not merely of an inserted 
note. but of an inserted neunz, (podatus, clivis, porrectus). The character of the 
melody itself is the cause - the composer evidently felt that  the insertion of a 
single note in unison with the previous and following ones would make the 
melody stiff, heavy. Following the prompting? of musical ta5te he inserted a 
neum instead of a note a t  this point t o  serve as  Epenthesis. 

Anticipated Epenthesis. 

A) In  Syllabic Chant. 

In  our study of psallnody (Chapter Six)  me have already seen an example of 
this anticipated epenthesis, particularly in the psalmodic formulae of Modes 
3 and 4. I t  will be no surprise, then, to  find it  employed in in the Antipllons 
and also in the more floricl co~npositions of the Gregorian repertoire to  the point, 
a t  times, of changing the melodic formula in order to  give the accent this 
peculiar kind of lightness and melodic relief. In  the examples which follow, the 
two phrases in Mode I alter the formula itself to  take care of this anticipated 
epenthesis. T h e  case is not accitlentai, I t  occurs each time that  these formulae 
are  used for a Dactylic cadence and is evidently a matter of musical taste on 
the part of the composer. 



I E -- --= 

ci- fi-ci 

A l o d e ~ .  + .  
-. 

'-F------- Ec-ce pu- er 
Be- A- ti pa- 

[--'------ 
Ep. 

3=- 
mC- us 

a '  = . I Rlode r .  7- 

in m6-cli- co fi- 
oc- ci-dit nii~l-tos 

f a ~  

c16- lis 

Exercise. 

pG- 

Arrange the 1nton:ition incise of the following antiphons so as to show 
the position of the Epc!ltliesis (wlicther central or anticipated): 

- - - 
-- 1 - 

e-ros 

Qnia vi(ii7ztibzl.r me, p. I 3 2 6 ;  
Lzinren nd revelrztz'drzem, p, r 3 57 ; 
0 nzzilier, p. 1084; 
A ~zgelus Ddfrzini, p. 1084; 
Ecce video, p. 41 8 ; 
Ad7lzdrzz'ti Axfn'gi, p. 483 ; 
Ctu~z int;t/zdt~das spi~z'tus, p. 5 5 7 ; 
De quinqzre pn'fzibzis, p. 5 59. 
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R. h z  f h u  ?fzcztic a n d  dlelisllzatic C/tn?zts. 

These anticipated Epentheses are found frequently in the Respon~ories of the 
Office and in the Type-Melodies of the Graduals. A11 example of each follo\\rs : 

Indu-r i -  t u ~ n  est cor Pha- ra- 6- nis 
Qua- si 4- runt me in- ter- fi- te- re 

DP- 11s ex-  au- di 
DP- us vi- tarn mC- am 

T h e  student may wonder ~zlhy those 1v11o have 110 intention of becoming 
Gregorian composers should examine in such detail the processes used by  
these ancient musicians. The  fact is that we cannot interpret the ~vorl<s of 
any  artist acceptably without I<nowing s o ~ n e t h i ~ i g  of the structure anti aesthetics 
of his art. Even possessing such I<noaledge, we may still lack the talent 
of a true interpreter, but, without Ict~olvletlge, we would be ~iothing b u t  
cl~arlatans. Our failure \vor~ld not hc the fault of the c l ~ a l ~ t ,  the composers 
or the s i ~ ~ g e r s  wllorn we must direct, but clearly, our on.11. How can ~ v c  
interpret correctly a tnelody whose fundamel~tal form and spirit is unassimilatetl? 
How can we give due prol~ort io~i  to notes and neums, if nre do not Icno\v 
\vhich are characteristic of accerlts, which are merely accessory, a t  ir~hich 
points the rnelody may be stretched out or reduced? Without this fundamental 
I;no\vledge we cannot hope to give an  intelligent rendition of the chants of 
the Church. T o  an expert ear, something will al\vays be oa t  of focus. 
These, then, at-e a few of the points which xire must know by experience. 
There are others whicb, perhaps, concern the specialist rather than the 
conscieutior~s interpreter b u t  which shoulcl be ~nentionecl rapidly that they 
may be referred to  in case of need. 

Formulae may be Modified. 

I. Ry contraction. 3. By divisio~l or breaking up of element<. 
2. I$y fusioi~ of neums. 4. 13y addition. 
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Tllis soullds complicated, but then, the composition of Type-melodies was 
indeed, a complicated i f  logical art. I t  was full of subtleties which only a highly 
sensitive artist coulcl have invented, and in these devices lies rnucll of tlie charm 
of the liturgical chant. We  shall describe them brieflj.. 

I. Contraction o r  Syneresis. 

The  name .Sjlrzeresis is given t o  the nlodification of a formula where tlie 
~nelody must be reduccd to fit a text  with fcwcr syllables and, for this purpose, 
the individual notes are drawn together into a neum. 

Cuin cla-ri- tA- te 

Al- 1 le- 1 l(1- ia 
-_I 

F7.y. 

ac1ji1- 1 tor 

g16- ri- arn 

(7 Syllables) 

(3 Syllables) 

(one Syllable) 
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A represents the normal form of the rnelody ~vi th  a Tenor in the center which 
call be stretclied or diminished, accordion-like, as in psalmody, to take care o f  
the number of syllables contained in tlie text. 

B sho~vs the formula contracted from seven syllables to  three by Syneresis. 
The  psalrnodic Tenor is suppressecl altogether autl the two ends of the rnelotly 
are drawn together in a cotnposite neum to fit the three syllal>les of the 
~vorcl, G L u r  z'(7111. 

C shows this same forrnul;l reduced still further to adapt itself to a single 
syllable. All the original melody is there, save the Ireciting notes of the 
Tenor, but gathered up into a single colnposite neum. This is Synercris. 
T h e  process cannot be xppli&? to all melodies at  ranclorn. 011ly certain 
forlnulae admit Syneresis. h n c e  the stntlent will find esamples of this 
type of modification of a forinula, we have draiv his attention to it, I~ere, 
that he may be prep;iretl for it. 

z. Modification by Fusion or Crasis. 

Cf-asis is the name given to the fusion of two notes or neurns, another device 
for taking care or a t e s t  with to of ex^ syi/~a6/es for the normal formula. 

I>  SYLL 1J;IC CHANT. I N  ~IEI,I5RI.\TIC C H A S  r. 

Gradllal: 

mi-sc- re-re C- jus 

Crasis I Crasis Crasis 

Fig. 88. 

To the eye, the Clasis has much in colnlnon with the Pressus but it involves 
no particular elnphasis or stress. 
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3. Modification by Division Called Dieresis. 

This process is the reverse of the synel-esis and the crasis. r-\, neum of a fixed 
formula is brolcen up into individual notes to take care of extra syllables. Not 
every formula can he thus broken up. 

Fig. 89. 

4. Modification by Addition or Insertion. 

a) Epithesis. This is the name given to a little adclition l-nacle at the end of 
;I fo~.rnula either to take care of an extra syllable or else simply to make 
;in agreeable li111; between the end of one phrase and the begi~~ning of another. 

Ejithesis f o ~  e.z-trn Syllrrblcs. 
Epithesis 
r -  I 

Vi- si S L I I I ~  I 1'. '547. 
Xutli fi- li- a p.1602. 

Fig, 90. 

End of Psnlm Epitliesis Introit 

Introit +- 
LIoile I .  

saecu- 16-rum, Amen  I At1 te le-"5-vi p 318.  



Modification by Substitution o r  Permutation. 

I11 c e r t a i n  f o r m u l a e  t h e  c o m p r , s e r s  s u b s t i t u t e t l  one note f o r  a l l o t h e r  i n  o r t i e r  
to a \ ~ o i t l  an an. l<\vard f ~ r o g r e s s i o n  or ~ l n p l e a s a ~ l t  r e p e t i t i o n .  

e---- - --- 
- A n t i p l i o ~ l h I o d e i .  --+------I3- -- - 

Origi~lnl f o ~  lnula 
do- 
-- 

16- rem 
cla-1-i- 

* 

---- - 
m6- urn 
t i -  te 

* I'el.~nutation 
I'errnut;~tion 

to rz.i,oi/l thi. ~-ej~~fi/ioii 
oJ L n  ----- 

I n  c o n -  spc'ctu t i ~ -  o 

Fi'. 92, 

1'1-orthrsis hIEhlIlElZ I - - - 
1 2  3 4 5 G  7 8  9 10 11 12 13 11 

-- 

y 
- 

ent, 
urn, 

te  
est, 

110 

sti : 

t u r :  
 st:^,, 

F<y. 93. 

E -- -- -- -'-- --- ---I - 
>-*--.11- + - - 0  

.- 

I .  

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

r I ,  

1 2 .  

f ---- 

-p- - 

61iem 

-- 

11;~- 

- -p-- 
- - 

vCni- 
g i n t i  

1- 

til- 
iigi- 

v i t ~ l s  
I 

cli- 

vil)i- 
6- 

ji;- 

-fi- 
- 

1x1 
lati- 

id- 
tr-is 
intcl- 
ele- 
6-0 

cretli- 

I-eno- 
~ i i s  pot- 

nimnm 

+ - - 

I% - 
-I- 

- 
-- 

Om- 
Lil- 

11 :i - 

fril- 

cli-  
c l h -  
16- 
cli- 

A- 
mi- 

t i -  

-- 

S:111- 

Cnp- 

-- 

ti- 

sti 

clui- 

-- 

I n  
D e 
Au- 
I'i- 

Qui- 

ctti- 

---- 

nes 

men ad 
ce 

C ~ L I  

te  
bus 
runt 

me, Tho-  

lneju-  
11 i 

bunt in 

-- 

011- 
a 

l -~un 
tn 

-- 

d c  S6- 
rcve- 

in 
7.en- 
et 

illis 

pro 
ma 

venttls 
dm- 

5- 

- 

vel- 

- 

ttl- 
i 

ut 
est 



\Ire have mentioned these rather exceptional modifications to fixed for~l~ulae  
that the student may not be puzzled should he run across them. This stcdy 
will also help hirn to realize how some of the exceptions to the Law of Melodic 
Accent tal<e place. If a neum of accent shoulcl be broken up to take care 
of two syllables instead of one (the case of a podatus, for instance) evidently the 
second syllable \vi l l  be higher than the first, though, normally, the first 
is the accelitetl syllable. (See example of Dieresis : I'cilfcz cndr' vs. Gtir~fes et 
~,ig?zr~, h71;s-. 90). 111 these cases, the accent is no longer at the summit of the 
melody. These, as \\re have said, are exceptional cases. Not all the formulae 
are susceptible to such treatment. The  gseater number remaill always true to 
type even when adapting themselves flexibly and fluidly to the needs of the text. 

Having glanced a t  the musical strategy employed by the Gregorian cornposers 
in some detail, the student will be in a better position to appreciate one of the 
loveliest Tv~e-Melodies  to be found arnonp the Xntiuhons of the Office. I t  is not 

i l ' 7  

only one of the most charrning but also one of the c no st numerous. \Z'e include it 
as a ~vhole, confining oul-selves, hon.e\er-, to those Antiphons wllich appear in the 
/,iDrlv l7sucz/z's. For the complete Diagram containing all the L-'intipl~ons of this 
type, we refer the student to the EsthPtiqzle G ~ e ~ o r . z e ? z ~ z ~  of Uom Ferretti (1). 

F<'. 93. (con tiilued) 

('1 O$. cit. pp. ro8-9. 



DESCRIPTION O F  TYPE MELODY MODE 8. 

The rlntiplio~i is cornposed of Two Members. 
The First Mernber is prepared by a I'rostliesis, the notes of which are 

used only nhen necessary, that is 1v11e11 there arc estra syllables to be 
talzen care of at  tlie begi~~ning.  (Columns I ,  2, 3, 4, 5, 6). 

The T ~ v o  Afernbers are united by a brief recitation (Column 15)  \vllich, 
accordion-like, is longer, shorter, or even o~nit tcd \\,hen not required by the 
syllables of the text. 

They arc also united by n link (C:olu~nns 16-17) whicll is melodically essential 
in one form or the other ( I G  or 17). This link can never be omitted. 

1,ines I and 2 : The i l~lt iphons begin directly \vith the melody of the first 
tonic accent of tlie text (O / / I IZCS:  L ~ ~ I I L C Y L ) ,  \\'itho~it any preparation. Tlie other 
lines use one or more ~lotcs of the l'rosthesis according to the syllables that 
occur before the first To~l ic  Accent of tlie Fortnula itself. 

Co/m/rns Z U ~ E P . P  PI/C/O(@ reqz~il.rs (2 TOIL~C Accewt : Nurnbers 7 and 13 of the first 
Member a11d Numbers I S  ancl 24, of the seco~id demanti a tonic ascent. These 
are the columns of stability. Column 23 also requires all accent, usually tonic, 
but sometimes, secondary. 

The neurns used in this Antipl~on map be dissected to talte care of estra 
syllables. This fact is clellionstrated in allnost each column. 

Columns S and 19 represent a cei1tr;il ICpe~ithesis. 
Coluln:~ 23 is unessential to the melotly. I t  scrves to take care of extra 

syllables of the test. 
Column 22 is essential. I t  is Ile\.cr o~nittetl and may be used for one syllable 

or for two. 
Colum~is 14 and I ;  are ~111essentiri.I and may be omitted. \1711en the tes t  is 

exceedi11gl)- brief, Column 13 i~itt-oduces tlie Second Member, being linked to 
Column I G  by a po:latus of union. (See Lines 3 and 4). 

Tlie I'rosthesis (Column 1-6) follo\vs a simple rule. If one extra syllable 
precedes the principal accent (Column 7), that syllable is given to the note Sol 
of Colu~nn 3. (Lines 3 ,  4, 5,. 6). If tliere are three or four syllables before the 
principal accent, they are cl~stributed thus: one or more on Colurn~i 3, the others 
on Columns 4 and 6. (Lines 7 and 8). As for the Antiphon (Line 7) 
Obtuiei-z~rtt. there are variants in the h lSS  some of which give the prosthesic 
syllables to F a  and La (Columns 4 and 6) some to Sol (Column 3) and 
(Column 4) as in the above diagram. Tlie Vatican Edition gives .Sol-la-Fa. 
\Ve must ~ i o t  be surprised at these variants for the composers felt free to select 
the notes they ~)leascd for the l'rosthesis, provided the body of the mclodj~ itsclf 
remained tl-ue to tjrpe. 



\Vheil the t\vo nleinbers of the Antiphon are li~iked tonether under h 
Column 16, there must be no pause whatever in the rendition. rhcre are no 
longer two nlernbers but one:  or, i f  one \vishes to distinguish the two, the 
Second Membe~ nould hegin on Column I S  uith its principal accent, (See Lines 
3,  4 and 12). 

I n  lines z and 10, we have an Acopope under Colurn11 24. 
Line 9. Here, the text is so brief that the composer applied to it the melody 

of the Second Mernber only. 
Line 1 2  contains a variant, a passage which is found in other type-melodies 

of the Eight Mocle. 
This lnelotly composed of t n o  I11elnbers that rese~nble one another closely, 

nhicll are al1no5t a repetition one of the other, provitles thc himplest possible 
example of the strategy used in the \vorl,illg- out of a Type-melody. However 
ir~ucll the details may vary (syllables, accents, length or brevity of the text) the 
melody itself remains intact, lecognizable. I n  a word, it keeps its o\trt1 
personality. 

Our little diagram can give but a limited idea of the great number of points 
of adaptation in the original melody, for me have confined ourselves to the 
transcription of those Antiphons ~vhich are included in the Liber UsuaLzs. 
For thc complete cliag~am of all thc iintiphons of this type contained in 
the Liturgical booli~, we refer the student to Dorn Ferreti's Esthetz'qz~e G1-k- 

icuize ( I ) .  
\\'e can now appreciate the point of view of the Belgian musicologist, Gevaert, 

i l l  his volume, La ~lrdopee (z~~tique ( ~ ~ I L S  /E chrtr~t rle 'eL'EEy/ise ltrti/ze when 11e 
says : " The ancient cornposers consitlereci the act of cornposition from an 
essentially different point of view from ours. ?'he modern composer aims a t  
originality, inventing his o\lrn motifs w ~ t h  their harmonization and instrumetl- 
tation, whereas the Greco-Ko~nan melodists and, after them, the authors of the 
liturgical chants, worlied, in general, on traditional themes from which they made 
up new chants by the process of amplification. A theme of this nature was 
called, fro111 remote antiquity, ;rzor~rus, ruea~ring /am, rr~Le, mocld A s  in archi- 
tecture, so in music, invention consisted in the act of constructing new worlis 
with the aid of materials draw111 from the common domain. This manner 
of procedure was not confitled to the Hellenic period; it is found universally 
wherever homophonic rnusic rose to a conception of Modal unity .... like the 
r~o~~los  of the Greeks, the .Sall~rrn of the Vedic priests, the rt(xga of the inocler~l 
Hindus, it is n simple meloc-lic schema serving as a canvas upon which to desig11 
an infinity of chants. The  ?to~~zos are, in a sense, the routs of the musical 
langage; each one of them collstitutes the common element in a ~vhole family of 

(') 0 j . r i t .  pp. 108-9. 
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melodies. i l s  for the invention of Type-melodies, this was coniidered to be the 
result of quasi-divine inspirdtion (1) and the ancients attributed the ar t  to  
musicians of the most remote periods" (1). 

These laws, these rules, these forrns had to be obser\.ecl by ally serious 
composer, just as, today, we have the rules that govern the sonata form, the 
rondo form, the form o f  theme ant1 variations, the laws of the fugue and the 
canon, and so many others, which must be observetl 1,y any composer who writes 
in one or the other of these classic forms. 

QUESTIONS. 

How d o  we know the laws of composition that guided the \trot-k of 
Gregorian ~nusicialis? Give a description uf the process by I\-hiclr the 
melodies revealed their secrets. 

In  Tj~pe-melodies, which parts are stablc, ~vliich, mobile? 

Show how accessory ~ io tes  can affect beginnings, endings and central 
portions of melodies, ~vithout impairing the rnelodic structure. 

Could this musical strategy be applied only to  syllabic chants or also to 
tlie more elnboratc corripositior~s of the liturgical repertoire? 

Explain sorne of the ways in which a Formula could be motlified. 

Do you find ally examples of iuch modification in the Type-melody 
of the Eighth Alocle the diagram of which is inclutlecl ill this chapter? 
I'oint out some of them. 

\ITlien there are too many syllables in the central portion of a melody, 
what stategy is used? When there are too few? \L'hetl there are 
syllables before the beginning of a fixed formula? 

Esplain in what consisted the fundamental difference of conception 
regarding the art of musical cornposition bettvee~l tile ancients of Greco- 
Roman times and other countries and races, between tlie Gregorian 
cornposers in their tirne, and our composers of today? 

(') '' AC Sicyorle public registers were kept of the  names of the a ~ ~ t l l o r  of each nouros, tlre 
epoch at wtrich i t  \\,as composed and the feast at \\.hich the tlieme was produced for the first 
time; the name and nationality of the perfornrer, etc. " 

(?! ( ;EVAI~KT.  Hisfoiye e f  fhLorie & / c r  mt/.cigue de I'rr?ztiquift;, VIII. r ,  11. 429. 



CHAPTER FIFTEEN. 

CENTONIZATION. 

Centoitl is the name given a cloak made out of scraps of material differing in 
size, shape and color, on the system of the crazy-quilt popular wit11 our 
grandmothers. Centonization, then, is the process of combining fragments 
taken from \~arious sources ir-r order to malie out of thern something new. I t  has 
rn~;ch in co1nmoI-r with the art of mosaic and that of the stained glass windon.. 
I t  was ~isecl in literature as well as in music. 

Literary Centonization. 

Sucl-r a~l thors  as  I-Iorner a n d  Virgil made extensive use of this type of 
composition n.hich \\,as in vogue in the post-classic period and through the 
Middle Ages. Actually, it was a patchworlc, a potpourri. The art of centoni- 
zation, however, consisted in cnalcing the composition, pieced together out 
of fragme~lts,  sound lilce something new and original. 

The  liturgical texts themselves frequently were composed according to this 
system. Many Atztz#ho?zs, Respo7~so~~z'es, 11ztt-oz'ts and G7-(zcz?unls are veritable 
Centons. They are made ou t  of fragments talien from the psalms or  from Holy 
Scripture but so co~nbinetl as to form a new text. T h e  Centon, as tirill be seen, 
is concise, brief, and gathers L I ~ )  the tllought into a new form. yemetti give 
numerous examples of tl-ris process (I). \Tie shall cite a single one. 

Pcrrl~it I .  C o ~ ~ z ~ i z ~ n i o ? ~  (p. 5 29). 

V. I .  BeAtus vir quz; nnn 8biit ... Q u i  ~nedit ibi tur  in It'ge D6mini die 
V. 2. Sed l)duzi?zi volilntas ac ndcte, ddbit fri~ctum shurn in 

ejus, et in lCge Cjus nz~r l i -  tgmpore sho. 

f(ihz't/(r ch'e nc rzdcte. 
V. 3. Et &it tamquam lignum 

quod planthtum est s6cus 
dectirsus aquhrurn, quod 
f r-/icfz~ 712 s/lur/r d&it i ~ z  
tb7/rpore sdo. 

(') 0). fit. pp. I TO- I I .  



For another example of literary cetitonization, the student rnay compare the  
Communion for the feast of St. Stephen (p. 418) n'ith the account of the Saint's 
trial and martyrdom in the Acts of the Apostles (Ch. 7, Vv, 55, 58 and 59). 
llesides this one, Ferretti also malies a parallel bet\veen the Responsory Se~idres 
pdpuli (p. 645j and three fragments from Chapter I1 of the Gospel of St.  John 
(ch. XXVI. Vv. 3, 4, 5 5  ( I ) .  T h e  ingenuity and delicate ar t  witti n~hich a neu. 
composition is created out of fragments of the source material, illustrates the 
skill of these literary centonizers. 

On the other hand, certain texts in tlie Liturgy which might appear to  bc 
Centons, are  in reality, something different. Ferretti cites, as  an example, one 
of the Antiphons of the " Great 0 " series (1). 342) which is not a mere piecing 
together of fragments talten from other sources, but  something akin t o  a 
tapestry woven out of expressions frorn Holy Scripture. In  the Antiphon i n  
question, the expressions are gathered from three I'rophets, from the Book of 
\\ 'isdo~n, the Gospel of St.  Luke ancl St. Paul's Epistle t o  thc IIebrews. Here 
is the Antiphon and the texts out of which it is woven ( 5 ) .  

SOUIICES.  A N T I P H O N .  

Zstzziss 2. P6pulus qui hhbifnt i ~ z  O Oriens, s p l h d o r  li~cis aetCrnae 
tciceb~-is vidit l i lce~n mignam et  sol justitiae : vPni et  illil- 
hahitintibus in regicine ~il l thnz~ mina sedkntes in tenebris e t  
l~rd~-tis, i2r.v cirta est &is. ilmbra mcirtis. 

%tz~-h(z?y /TI, 8. E t  oribntur vcibis ... 
sabj?rsliil;ze. 

1 l.i.s(1)O11~ VII, 26. Candor est tnirn 
biris cselPr;rrne. 

St. Luke 1, 79. 1//uvzi~zn'l.e his p i  2'71 

finebris p t  zillrb~,a 71rdvfis ~e'dent. 
St. Y(zu/. ffehrezus I, 3. Qui cum 

sit .rp/indo~ glbriae, e t  figi~ra 
cubstintiae Cjus. 

This type of composition was a spontaneous out-pouring of expressions that  
lay hidden s~~bconsciously in the memory of thc writers. These composers 
of the 1,itnrgicnl texts, were so impregnated, almost innoculatecl, with the words 
of Holy Scripture that  scriptural terms flo\vecl from their lips ancl from their 
pens \vithout calculation. T h e  art of Centonization, on the other hand, was 
deliberate. It  required judgment, taste, knowledge. 
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Musical Centonization. 

The Gregorian ~nusicians follo~ved the system employed by the authors of the 
liturgical texts. C e n t o n i ~ ~ t i o n  of thematic material n.a5 ~~ract iced by tllern with a 
refined and subtle art. 'The cornposers rnatle new rnelodies out of fragments taken 
here and there and linked together to form something new, original, different. 

Naturally, the formulae were classified according to hIotle a ~ ~ t l ,  within that 
Mode, according to Type. Some Modes are far richer than others in centonized 
melodies. 'I'he art of the Centoni~ers required a profound knowledge of the 
jewels of the rnusical treasury, a refined taste and intuition with great skill 
in manipulating the larious forrnulae. Indeed this art  demanded far greater 
I.;nonledge, talent and artistic sense than the process of  sing Type-melodies. 

Ferretti points out several f~rndarnental concepts connected wit11 this art. ( I )  

I .  The  formulae cannot be combined haphazard. They possess affinities and 
I-epulsions. The  cornposer had to talie into accourlt the ~nelodic magnetism by 
\vhich forinulae can be unitecl. 

2. Certain fortnulae were suitable for beginnings, Intonatior~s; others wel-e 
central formulae; others, again, were apl~ropriate for endings - filial formulae. 
Evidently, an opening formula slloultl  lot be used at the end or in the middle, 
nor could a central or fi~lal formula he used for an Intonation. 

3. Some forlnulae are appropriate for long texts, others for those that are 
brief. Some can be usecl either for Spondaic or Dactylic cadences; others, for 
only one or tllc other, not both. The  composer had to consider all the 
idiosyncracies of the various formulac before selecting the ones which would be 
appropriate for the liturgical text in question. 

4. The  rnusical phrase, inatle up of a tlleinatic patchworli, must always be 
clear, natural ant1 logical. The  passage from one formula to anotl~er  must be 
made itnperceptibly, n-itllout a shock. In order to obtain this result it was  
sometimes necessary to introduce a note, ileum or incise of L'iniso?~. 

,411 this may sound simple as a child's picture puzzle, almost mechanical. 
1 1 7  reality the art of Centonization was one that could tax to the liinit the talent 
of a composer. I t  ivas an art which differed fundamentally from our custorns 
today, but n.hich, nevertheless, required veritable genius to carry out effectively. 

As an example of the way in which this al-t of Centonization was practiced. 
we shall take an A n t i p h o ~ ~  of the First &lode and sho\v a fornlula of Intonation, 
some Central formulae and I,inlts, n7ith references to the pages \vllere these 
formulae are ernployecl. The  student \ \ r i l l  notice how sliillfully these fragments 
are co~nbi~led to ~nal ie  a fresh and lovely melody. 
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LINKS.  

----- 
(See Antiphons pp. 317, 332, 357, 424, 

427,483, 496, 511 ,  559, 8952 995, 1081, g*--- - 
1087, 1125, 1126, 1128, 1181, 1195, -- 
1210, I Z I  I ,  1233, etc.) -L--- 

C E N T l t A L  FORMULAE.  
ilIocle I .  

a) f )  

(') Also used for endings. 
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21) 1113. 357, 424, 427, 483, I 1, 559, 1087, 
1125 ,  1126, 1128, 119;, 1210. 

b) pp. 332, 895, 995, IOSI, 1211. 

c) P. 559. 
(1) p. 496. 
e)  p. 1084. 

. f )  P, 995. 
S) 1'. 317. 
h) PP. 317, 357, 424, 427, 483, 51  1, 557, 

j jg ,  1087, I 125 ,  I I ~ S ,  1131, 1195-6. 
i) p. 424, 

b't''r. p+ ((continued). 

W e  have sholvt~ one formula of I~ l to l~a t io~ l  with the various f r a g m e ~ ~ t s  t h ~ t  can 
follow it. The  s tuc lc~~t  \hould lool< u p  the page references in order to judge of 
the quality of the rnelodies themselves created according to the laws ut  
Centonization. 

T o  touch the subject from another angle, we shall take three of the most 
popular Intonation themes, select a few complete Antiphons and sho\v by a 
diagram h o ~ v  the precious fragments are combined in each case. 

("i Also ~isecl for endings. (') Also u2etl for begil~nings. 
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Remarks on the Diagram. 

/nto~zcztior~ fur./~zz~Zez d is one which is cotnmon to many typei of composition (I). 
I;ztonatio;z For~?tuhze /,' cz?z(Z C arc uscd o~ i ly  in A~i t ip t~ons .  I ; ~ ~ ~ ~ r r z ~ ~ l n  B is used 

generously. (See pp. 424, 427, 488, 4'35, 5 1 1 ,  559, 574, 583, 691, 692, 895, 99;, 
1081, 1084, 1087, 1112, I 125 ,  I 126, I 128, I 181, 1195, rzro,  1211,  etc. [Ye only 
list Sotne of those contained in thc Libel, 7jSz~~zLis) 

Formula C is less commonly usetl in the Libel- 7is?la/zj-, but the Atitiplionale 
cotitains others. (1,isting only the f o r m ~ r ,  we call refer to pp. 3 31, 365, I I I I ,  

I I I 2, etc). 
I n  tl,e Syllabic Chant, the .11itiphons give us the greatest number of 

centoniied melodies. I n  the elaborate ch;lnt\, it is the Graduals that provide 
esa~nplescof snpretne ingenuity in ccntonisation. For the convenie~ice of the 
student we have worl;ecl out a fen- tj-pica1 ,Antiphons as examples of how t h e  
student himself tnay organize his worl;. I t  is hp examining the Antiphons 
listccl and noting whetc ant1 ho1v certain tnusical fr;lg~nents are used, that 
familiarity with these mastcrpieces will lcatl to a profound adtniration for this 
remarl\ahle art-form. 

Centonization of Melodies in Mode I. 

T h e  Letters refer to  the Ititonation formulae of the diagram. 
The  Nrduzb~r,~ refer to tlic formulae for cetitral passages. 
The Ko~~rc~t t  m ~ ~ ~ ~ e r a l l s  indicate fortnulae of cnding, final Caclences. 

Pages Themes Employed 

Intonation ,A. Slibiit6;q-o 564 -1- I - 1 5 -  I 
Posut'l u ? ~  t 694 A - I -  6 - 5 - 1  
17 /?d Zz'ekes 738 A - 1 - 1 5 - 1  
Qunerite ~ ~ Y ~ I J I U ~ I L  I 040 X - I - 6 - I I - I G - I 

( I )  I~lt~oits;  pp 353, 437, 448, 486, 1040, 1047, 1056, 1369, 1182, 1361, 1448, 1368, 1571, 1633, 
1601, 1724, 1751, etc. 

Graduals : pp. 1071, I 187, etc. 
Offeltolies : pp. 486, 842, 1004, etc. 
Hymn : p. 876. 
,-\ntiphons : pp. 410, 426, 494, 49j, 5.51, 992, 996, rcor? 1077, 1081, roqo, I roo, I 109, 

1243, etc. Onl!, those contnt~led In the Lzber Osunlis are listetl liere). 
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Pages Themes Employed 

Intonation A.  ColZ*ite (to full b - ~ r )  494 A - I - 10 - I(2nd part ends: 111) 

.Si t h o  1090 - - \ - I -  4 -13-1  

Intonation B. flfn'Liptzcz3ti 1112 15-2- 7 - 1  
Qui ~nz'hi 1125 13-2- 7 - 1  
C/c2.rz3rta me 1 1 0 1  K-2 -  7 -  I1 
De q~~i?tg7lepri~zi(,z~s 5 59 H - 2 - 7 - I I 
He? ciries i r r f l r ~ ~  427 11-2- 7 - I V  
Ecce vkniat 357 H - 2 -  7-111 
.jorirzn<s .snlste/~z 1081 I i - 3 -  H - S -  13-1 
Ecce Pzier 42.1- 13-2- 7 - I V  
Arblzdtzifi IIIqrz' 483 13 - 2 - 7 - I I 
Traclitz~ I ,  1087 13 - 2 -  7 - V  
Qtsi me cotdis.\ns I I 25 I3 - 2 - 7 - I I I 
Q z ~ i  V U Z ~  1128 13-2-  7-111 
6nl~ge s&ve hdze I I 95 I? - 2 - 7 - I 
Hnec est l / i~xo 1 2 1 0  1% - 2 -  I 

Intonation C. Le71iffe cn'pita 365 C-3-111 
Ecce irz ~rzihilrus 331 C-9-12-111 
1~ pntl'i~ltiiz 1112 C - 8 -  10--V 

The  above list represents onljl a small nurnber of melodies composed of 
fragments in the First Mode a ~ i d  lnaltes no ~ n e ~ l t i o ~ i  c,f the treasury of musical 
themes in other Modes out of \vllicl~ the Gregorian composei-s created their 
masterpieces. For  a more complete treatment of this subject, n7e again refer 
our rezders to  Ferretti's Esthi/z'qnlle G~e"-oric~z~te (I). O u r  object here is to  give 
the student a general idea of the process employed i n  tlie art of centonizatioti, to  
let him see for himself ho\v tlie composers used rnelodic fragments selecting otie 
o r  anotlie: a t  will. 111 many case5 the listed forlnulae are slightly modified or 
connected by melodic links. T o  have listed all these mould have made the 
Diagram over-elaborate arid confusilig. Tllcse extra notes or neums are 
employed: a )  to  take care of extra  syllables or b)  to unite with charm the 
various fragment of the centonization. Thus  an artizan in stained glass might 
join two strong colors hy a fragment that  would tone down tlie violence of the 
contrast, or use a fragment that \vould throw into relief another tone. T h e  art of 
mosaic took account of this use of connecting fragments for contrast or for linking. 
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T h e  student sl~oulcl loolc up the esamples cited and also others, writing them 
out as we have done \vith the fragments quoted in our Fzk. 95. 

A teacher can interest the children of her class in tile art  of Centonization by 
writing out fragments on separate sheets or bits of cardbnartl, using contrasting 
colors. The  chilclren sliould picli out the ones needed for composing a complete 
melody. T h e  various colors used for the fragments will proclucc the effect of a 
crazy-quilt. A s  the children work out this or that melody, they will learn by 
experience that certain affinities stand out. For  instance : 

I.  Central Theme 2 is always prccecled by Iu to~~a t ion  B. 
2. Central Theme S comes after Central Theme z, 4, or ro. 
3. Central Theme I presupposes Intonation A. 
4. Intonation C usually, but not al~vays, talies Final VI. 
5. Central Theme 10 usually talies as Final, I or 111. 

The  Teacher might possibly use this Game of Fragments for a thematic s a n e  
of Seasons. I~ztonnt iolz  A followe(l Dy Cg?it~-crl Theilze r bri11gs to mint1 Lent ant1 
l'assion time, where theie themes are used to deicribe some of the most 
profountlly tragic scenes of Our Lord's Sacrifice. First, (p. 564) we see Jesus 
reparing to a mountain top ivith His disciples. H e  sits do\vn. That  is all the 
Antiphon tells us in words. But there is a musical commentary ~vhich enables 
us to reat1 betneen the lines. What  nras the subject of this conversation? 
I t  was a preparation for the Passion. Anyo~ie  familiar with the music of the 
1,iturgical year will feel his heart vibrate wit11 the same pain that will fill it on 
l i ea r i~~g  the Antiphon that close> Matins on Holy Thursday to the same theme : 

and that which closes Matins on Good Friday with increasing tragedy: 

and again this same melody closes Matins for Holy Saturday with the picture of 
the mouming women : 

Hut, in this last ;\ntipl~on, Final I is rcl)l;~ced by Final IV. T h e  rest of het 
Alntil~hon is u~~changed .  Eai ter  mol-ning has not pet claxvned. l'he Ilol!. 
\trornell are still rnourninx, the paill of the l'nssion still possesses their souls. 
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If we want t o  find other cases where this thematic material is used, we find it 
again in the Antiphon : 

Thus, through the lesson of the Cross, we learn what is entailed in seeliing-, 
first, the Kit~gclurn of God atid IIis justice. T h e  lnelody, \\,it11 its thematic 
reminiscences, gives a poignaticy to the Antiphon \vIiich the \vords alone might 
fail to  convey. 

The11 again, we run across our ttierne in the Antiphon Co//zkiie (p. 494) with 
all its memories of the Passio~i a5 the weeds are separated from the good grain, 
tlie former burned, the latter gathered. T h e  theme will ring out in tragedy to 
Inany ears on the Day  of Judgment m h ~ l e  otliers mill remember with joy 
the path of sac~ifice that has directed them to the ultirnate goal. 

LVhen Our Lord bids Pcter cast liis nets illto the water, Peter ansn-ers ill this 
same ~nelody (p. 1031). I t  is the prelude to  his vocation and that of tlie other 
Apostles \Ire find it used, again, (p. 1090) for the union of souls in prayer and 
petition. These are  only a fen, examples of the use of this theme in the Libel* 
C~ssuniz's. There is material, here, for a correlation in music and Religion. 

Tlie use of a particr~lar theme cannot always be associated with a given season 
or \vith a definite idea. I n  the particular case cited above, ho\vevet., the 
;issociation of ideas ancl the choice of a ~nelocty to  link them, seems to 
impose itself. 

W e  might apply this analysis of ce~ltonizatiot~ to  the Graduals of the Mass 
and other elaborate compositions but we feel that,  in limiting ourselves to the 
study of these simple Antiphons, we sllall have acco~nplished our purpose ~vhich 
is to  give the reader a general idea of this type of cornposition. Ilom Ferretti 
gives an analysis of the Verses of the Fifth Mode Graduals with no less than 16 
formulae of Intonation, I S  central themes of an elaborate nature ancl 3 final 

<me11 ts formulae, with a description of the ~nutua l  attl-action I~etn-e-n these fra, 
and the coilditions \vhich applied to  their combinatio~l (~j. 9 u r  object, however, 
is not to  provide ail exhaustire exposition of an). one sj-stem of composition but 
merely to  initiate the s tude t~ t  into the various types o l  coml~osition that lie will 
encounter in liis study of Gregorian Chant. 

Today me are so under the influence of individualism it1 music, as  in life, that 
Tve ~ n i g l ~ t  easily overlook tlie expressive quality inherent in these Ce~ltonizetl 
ancl Type-melodies. 7'11e composer of today silrinlcs from models and types;  he 
seeks originality and, a t  all costs, self-expression. Tlie idea of an inherited 
espr-ession ~vould seen1 to him the very negation of inspiration. H e  seeks, hy 

( )  OF. 0'7. Ciinple~. 4, pp. T 17-24 .  
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~ I I  origi~lal approach, to  astoni511, to analccn 5trong l~assions, tralislating ioinc 
event or psyctiological espericnce into souncl. Tlie bentell tracli is to  be 
a~o ided ,  eLeli a t  tlle sacrifice of beauty. 

Not so with the a~~c ie i l t  composers. They \yere traditional in their dogma, 
thcir piety and their art. These I<cpt developing ger~riiilally. Tlie composers 
t l1 .e~ generously froin the treasury of antiquity, creating the new out of material 
that was old. They tra~isformed, combined, remodeled the material. Thc  
elements were ancient and familiar, tlie rnelodies fresh and new. This 
cornbillation of the fa~niliar with tlie unfamiliar had a charni peculiarly its own. 
I t  was not their dcsirc to display their personal emotions and passions, as in 
the ~~sychological exliibitionisni \vhicb rules our modern music. They did not 
seek to arouse passions or stir the senses. 'I'heir ~nission was to translate into 
nlusic the spirit of prayer, with its restraint, its depth, its calm. Their appeal 
\vas to  a superior quality in Inan, something touching the intellect ant1 only 
tlil.oug11 it, tlie feelings. The senses playetl all extremely minor part i n  
the ~'esult. 

As a matter of fact, there is mucli superstition involved in tlie ~noclern theory 
of expression. Ilolvever indiviclualistic the composer m:jy be or wish to be, 
music remains vague. It expresses nothing tangible or positive, I t  can, at best, 
create a inootl. It can recreate, not the e\:ents, but the psycliological effect 
of those events on the temperament of the composer. Thus, a piece of music 
lnay be stirring ant1 intense wit11 tlelight, with inipatie~ice, \ \~ i th  fear, with malice, 
but none of these causes of the intensity will transpire in the rnusic - it will 
only give out zi?ztt~~sit~~. Music may he calm with hope a i d  faith, or ~vitli 
satisfied love, or with the vision of natural bealities, o r  \\:it11 a niultitude of 
other causes ; all the music \\.ill express is serz.?zity. 

I t  is because of this vrzg-ut? quality in musical expression that n7e can use 
different tests  to  a given melody \vithout detracting from its expression, 
provided, of course, that thc idea of the text  is in keeping with the feeling 
of the  nus sic. (I). 

Tlius, this recognition of the "vague" cliaracter of inusical expressio~l was 
at tlie root of the composition of Type-inelodies and thcse that were Centonizecl. 
\\'hen we say "vague", n e  do  not mean lacking in character. What  we 
mean is that rnusic, however intense, however noble or the reverse, cannot 
express definite ideas, only inootls created by those ideas. I t  is only the 
mood that music can communicate. 'This is a truth that the ancient coinposers 
unclerstood and applied, and tlie student of Gregorian Chant ~vould miss 
one of its most characteristic elemet~ts if he ignored this principle. On this 

( I )  hIusic 11, 111, IV, and V I  of this Series of Textl)ooks were conlposcd according to 
this principle. Classical ~nelodies ne rc  111-ovided with English teats suit ;~ble to cllild~.en 
without, \ve believe, tletl.ncting from the expressive qua l i ty  of tile ol.igi~lnl nielodies. 



subject Gevaert, the great Belgian ~nusicologi~t ,  notecl as n curious fact tll;i! 
i l l  the liturgical cliat~t,  our taste today seelrls to coilicide wit11 that uf tlie 
Cllristians of tlie Fifth ant1 Sixth Centuries, for certain ~nelodies that \\.ere 
the most pol~ular ~v i th  tile people in those tla!,s, preserved in fisetl types a ~ i d  
sacred fragnlents, and which appear oti allnost each lnge  of the A~~t$hantr/c, are 
precisely tllose that sound the most plcas;i:~tlj. to our moderli ears. 

T h e  Inore familiar the studeilt becornes \\.it11 tlle fixed types and the 
ccntonizatiun, the Inore iiispiratiotl he \vill find in that \\.hich is most 
characteristic of the Liturgical Chant. \\'ere the forrnulae used \vith sy~nbolic 
intention? A s  leit-motifs? Tha t  is a question that cannot be answered 
~vi th  any certitude. A t  times it would aljpear so. Hut to  make a s t a i e ~ n e ~ i t  
of this sort ~iwuld be imprudent. 

QUESTIONS. 

I .  \\;list tlo we rnealn by Centonization? 111 literature? 111 ~llusic? 

z. A t  what period was this art practised? Do \ire find esalnples in tlie 
Liturgical texts? In  the Liturgical melodies? 

3. In  what did the art of centonization consist? 

4. Coultl tlie formulae be combined liaplia7artl 01- \\rere tllele laws of affinit). 
and rep~llsion to be observed? 

5 .  Give some examp1e.s of Intonation forlnulae follo~vecl bj7 a central forlnula 
o f  affinity; of a forlnula of eliding al~proachecl by means of a 
central forlnula of xffinity. 

G .  \\'a5 the art centonisation a tnere ~nechanism or corllcl artists make 
of it an expressive masterpiece? 

7. I s  cspressioli ill music something defined and exact or is it vague ant1 
general in its implicatio~is? 



CHAI'TEl< SIXTEEN. 

THE CADENCE OF THE CURSUS. 

As n7e have seen, the cadences, in Gregoriau Chant, are us11;tIly based on 
clccenfs. These are called 7bvzic Crul'eltces, from the toue of the rising melody that 
embodies the accented syllable. 

Another form of cadence is usecl by the Gregorian cornposers \vhich is based, not 
o n  accent, hut on a fixed number of syllables. These syllables are applied meclia- 
nically to the notes or neurns of the ~nelody, one syllable to each note or neum. . . 1 his form of cadence was cllaracteristic of Ciceronian prose, a scholarly 
manner of writing and speaking \vhich was greatly appreciatecl by the Roman 
/ztterari. I t  consistetl of a I~armonious distribution of the feet in a period ivbich 
tended to an ending or cadence of five syllables I t  was a n  e~ud i t e  prose which 
filled a half-way position between poetry, on tlie'one liatld, where ttie movement 
of the verses was restricted by rigid law, aud, on the other hand, the rough, 
uncouth prose spoken by the man in the street. It  \vas the language of 
scholars, orators, Inen of eclucation and taste. 

This erudite prose \\.as used extensively by the Fathers of tile Church and wit11 
particular magnificence, by St. Leo the Great. IVe fincl the ecclesiastical writers 
making use of it in Collects, Benedictions, Prefaces and other prayers of the 
liturgy. In the hfidclle Ages, this type of prose \\.as given the name of Cz~rsus. 
The  cadence most sought after by the authors, because of its stately, ample ancl 
solern11 character, \ifas that cornposed of five syllables which took the name of 
Cz~f*sive C~tcJg/zct.. Its usual form was of two syllables - a crrrszrr-a or brealc - 
plus three syllables, rnaking five in all. Sometimes we find the less classic form 
of three syllables - c~tesurcz - plus two. (See Figurc 96 a and b). 

a> , - 1 - --, , - - -. - -- b) I I 

I til- ba cae- 16- rum 

' I Dd- o vi- v2n- ti 
1 2  3 3 

Fi'. 96. 

T h e  student ~ v i l l  find many examples of this measured prose with its 
cursive cadences in the prayers of the Mass and of the Office; his ear wili 
respond to the charm and await wit11 impatience the expected cursive cadence. 
\lie give a few exarnples taken from the prayers of Holy Saturday. These, the 
student will do  well to read czl'ozrci as a preparation for the musical cadences 
based on this model of which we shall speak presently. 

Ornnipotens sempitgrne Dki~s,  spes ziizicrr frzzi?irii. ... Auge p6puli t i ~ i  vlif(z~Z~~rktzrs: 
cluia in ni~llo fitlt2liu1n, nisi ex  t~'i;t in.;pirati6ne, provPniunt qu6rum liber increnre~lfe 
ii~i7.izite111. 
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Desc t~ lda t  in hanc plenif2ilJint.11~ jdlrtis virtus Spil-itu .S(ilz(.ti. TotAmque h i ~ j ~ ~ i  
dquae subs t i~ i t i a l~ l ,  regencrd~ldi foeczi7z~l'et i?fji;~-t/t .... Santificcitur et foecund6tur 
foils iste 61eo sali~tis re~iascCntibus ex co ill vi ' t~z~i~ aefPr?z~zii~. 

Veniat quatsimus, orn~zz;3ote1zs Dei~s,  super hoc i~ictnsurn Iirga tilae bcne- 
dicti61iis infi~sio ; et 11unc nocti~rnurn splendcirem in\ isihilis regeneriitoi, tzcceirir'e ... . 
virtus t i ~ a e  Majestriiis (~ssistilt. 

I lxsi~l tet  jam :l~igClica tlil-hu (.(z~~uI,/LIIL:... e t  mdgnis poijul61-urn v6cibus 
llaec tr~i/a 1-esziitet .... liirninis qui clarititten~ iidzincirls .... toto cBrclis ac 71zrjrtcs 
izfekfo .... Adae cit'hitunr su'lait; e t  vkteris pidculi cauti611em pio c-rudi.e deft'~,sil'. 

Haec z''itzr I L ( ~ . ~  est, quae peccnldreii~ it'zeb?-as, coli~mnae i l luminat id~~epnr~n'z~i t  .... 
I jaec n o s  est in qzrn dcstr2icti.s vi~z~r~l)iS 71zdrtis Christ us ail in f6ris victor nsc.i'~rl'it. 

0 cbrtc necessiriurn -4cl'(re pcccrttz~~n .... 
Sed jarn c o l i ~ ~ n n a e  Ilhjus praecbliia n6virnus, queln in honcirem D&i ri~tilans 

22-tzis ascelldit. 
Qui licct sit divi~zls ~ P L  pn'rtes, mutui t i  tdrnen liimiriis detrivzeizt~ noz ?zdvit. 

Alitur e n i ~ n  liqrtrf~ztz'bils cel?j-, quns in substintinm pretidsae hhjus lampidis, ip i s  
nzriter ~~J/i.rit . .  . . 

Illi qui regrtssus a b  inftris, liurnino g6neri sel izus iL/li.rit. 
These fragments are give11 ~ncre ly  t o  underline the frequency of tlie cursive 

cadences. T h e  student would obtain a better idea of the beauty of this prose, i f  
he ~vould read the prayers in whole. H e  n.ould better be prepared for the 
impre5sion he will receive from tlie ar t  of tlie Gregorian cornposers in setting 
these cursive cadences to  music. 

I t  n.ill Ile remembered that simple psal~riody was intended for the people, 
tlie uncultivatctl Inass of the polx~lntion. Iior thern, tonic cadellces lvere 
used. Ornate psaiiilociy \\,as reservecl for the Scllola, the members of \vhicli 
Tvere assumed to be persons of culture. For  them, too, were reservetl the 
(:'ursive Cadences, ici the liesponsories of the Office, in the verses of tlie Hymn,  
/:elzerJii.tu.s, ant1 in those of the Invitator)-. 

Czrrsive Crzcie~zc-es i l z  the HJJIILIL I;)~~zc(Ji~~t~rx. 

(Ernbe1 Saturday ot I l e ~ e m b e r )  
1 2 3 4 5 - 
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The final cadences of the Responsorial verses are cursive i n  every Mode. 
We shall give a few examples that the student may grasp the theory of this art. 
He will only assirnilate it, ho\vever, wlrhen he seeks and finds other esamples and 
arranges thern iu diagram form. 

I n  each of the eight Modes, the Responsories have, as Mecliant, a Tonic 
Cadence, and, as Final, a Cursive one. ' \Ye shall list and diagram only the latter. 
When the student has practiced these Cursive cadences from the Diagram, 
he should turn to thc cornpositions themselves in the Liber Uszlcziis and sing 
these cadences in their context. 



T h e  responsories of the Office are  the supreme masterpieces of the G r e g o r i a ~ ~  
repertoire. They  are  among the  noblest music of all tirne. T h a t  they are so 
little known, so rarely sung today, is an  inestimable loss for literature, for a r t  and 
for piety. Compared to these great pieces, the Pater ant1 Preface \vhich have 
been so highly praised by Mozart, Bel-lioz ;liid others, pale a11d clrop into 
insignificance. 

Even those students who have no intention of ever singing Matins, should 
study these compositions for their aesthetic qualities and their distinction 
of form. Many can be sung out of their contexts as  motets appropriate to  
various seasons. Thus, 0 dI&nuns JIysti'riz~~~r (p. 382) l7t>02~1/2 CQI'O ,f/ictus 
est (p. 390) can be sung on a n y  Feast of Our Lord ;  Berita Dei Ginit l- i ,~ (p. 383) 
Sdm.tu et I ~ ~ z ~ / ~ n c z ~ / d t n  (p. 354), on any  feast of Our 1,acIy; IZej/&ti s u ~ ~ i  (p. 875) 
on any feast of the I-Ioly Ghost. In  Passion time, the great Kesponsories 
could be sung even during popular devotions such as the l i - e  01-e or the 
Stations of the Cross. They  would provide an intensity of feeling which is 
lacking, all too often, in the  trite and hackneyed musical lollipops offered 
the faithful from the organ loft. A choir could learn to  sing one of these 
masterpieces in a fraction of the time ordinarily devoted to practising a 
harmonized or polyphonic composition. 

Responsories. 2tIo(Jes r ( I I Z L J  2. fi7i~z(z/ Cz~lsive Cntlences. 

Cursive Cadence. 
1 2 Y 4 5 1 Page. 

---- -- -- -- - pq,-- -- - -, - Mode ~I.II'~---- - , . -E--I 3,- -Qs=  IS= IzZ 
. .  
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1 1  '2 3 4 5 I Page. 
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1 1  odc 
3. 

Responsories, Il/locies 3, g, 5 ,  6, 7 and 8. Fin(7le Cursive Caci~nc~s 
Cursive Cadence. 

I- 1 2 3 4 
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Cursive C ~ ~ d e n c e .  

Page. 

2 5 1 Page. I 1  3 4 
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Frk. 99. (continued). 
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C ~ ~ r s i v c  C,iJvncc. 

2 5 I Page. 
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All the above are cursive cadences. Note that there is a slight variant in the 
melody of the line rnarked R. T h e  lnelocly on Line C is identical ~v i th  13 but is 
written on a different line of the staff. Line D returns to  the original 
melody (A) but on a different line of tlle staff and using a flat to bring the 
intervals into conformity. 

T h e  student will find these great Responsories relatively easy to  master 
if he ~vill apply his efforts to one Mode a t  a tirne, grouping all the Responsories 
of that Mode together. I-Ie will note the slight changes and adjustmetlts in the 
formulae by means of the various devices which 1ve have noted in earlier 
chapters, by which the composers met the requirerneilts of texts that differed 
from one another in length and accentuation. Such study is one of the best 
means of acquiring a solid-grasp of the Gregorian l a m  of composition. 

W e  are convinced that it is easier, as well as more pleasant, to study th: 
Gregorian repertoire ns (z zuholt ratlier than to taste it in detached fragments 
which lose tlieir significa~ice when taken out of their contest. A s  regards 
the Responsories, ~vhen  the student will have stilclied them Mode by Mode, 
he will find a profound delight in singing and teaching these outstanding 
masterl~ieces of our musical heritage. W e  are not proud enough of our 
treasures. \Ye let them fall into neglect ;und oblivion while otller r e l i g io~~  
groupsmal<e much of tlie trifles they possess and often borrow our riches, thase, 
/)I-ecisely, wliich n.e ourselves neglect. Mean\vlrhile, we, who possess a musical 
treasure illfinitely superior to theirs, borrow the styles developed by the new 
sects, drinking from brol<en cisterns ~ rh i l e  the fountains of living waters flow 
by untasteci. 

This Ornate l'.silrnodv of t l ~ e  Office with its alternate Tonic a ~ i d  Cursive 
Cadences, is extremely espressive. \Thereas, in simple p\almody, tlie t e s t  1.ules 
the melody, in Ornate Psalmody, the melody reigns as sovereign. T h e  syllables 
are simply laid on the surface of  the flowing melody and by this means 
alone the words become eloquent. 

Yet the student will observe hoiv graciously the music stoops to  talte care 
of the requirements of the text,  adapting itself to its needs insofar as is possible 
without d e f v i n ~  its own laws. T h e  five svllables of the Cursive Cadence do not 

a 0  

always take the designs n and b that we have sllown under Fig. 96. Sometimes 
(11zy five syllables, no matter Ilow accentuated, are set to the last five notes 
or neums of the melody. They  must be fizle - that  is essential - preferably 
~nodelecl according to one of the designs given, but the melody is constructed on 
the - -  principle - of five s~~ l i ab l e s  n.hatever they may be, and this is the C(zrit~lct 
o f  the C?rrs?rs. 

As  \ye have said, these great Iiesponsories are seldom sung today outside 
of monasteries. Even in those Communities n.here the Olptis 11r.i should take 
first place, n e  hear tlie great Responsories rep!acetl by a 7-tcto t o z n  mumble or by 
tlie chanting oT n fortnuln of simple p sa lmod~~ .  This is a time-saving device, x 
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solution that  requires a minimum of trouble. Yet, we wonder, is the 1,iturgy 
and are tlie masterpieces of a r t  which enshrine it, evils of nrhich the  less tlie 
better? W e  hope, on the contrary, to  see the  day when once the beauties and 
spiritual significance of these treasores shall be revealed, when students shall the 
have penetrated a little into the  liturgical spirit, ~ t u d p i n g  the texts with t l ~ e i ~  
~nusical settings, all prejudice \\,ill melt away before the light of t rc~th and 
the supreme bcauty of the Church's treasures will cauye us to  take a.; our m o t t o  
the ~ z o m  the better! 

QUESTIONS. 

I .  \Vhat is the difference between a Tonic cadence and a Cursive cadence? 
Give an example of each. 

2. A t  what period nras this rhythmic prose called Cur-szrs appreciated among 
litterari and even arnong ecclesiastical writers? IIow Inany syllables 
were sought for in the  cadences? 

3. FIow were the accents preferably distributed? Give examples. 

4. I n  which of the Gregorian co~npositions d o  we find tlie cadences of the 
Cursus used extensively? 
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INTERPRETATION. 



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES. 

Superficial kno~vlerlge is a dangerous thing i t1  music as in life. 111 Grcgoria~i 
Chant it is fatal. A charlatan can distort this high and subtle ar t  into a n  
absurdity. r l n  ignoramus can render it musically distasteful. A s  a sculptor 
must Imow his atlatomy, so a ~nus ic ia~ i  must linow his musical structure. 
This is a fundamental matter without n-11icl1 there can be 110 correct 
interpretation of the Gregorian melodies. Tha t  is wlly \ve 1i:ive described, 
in the  foregoing pages, the structure and the various forms nsed by  tlie 
composers; their styles, now similar to  ours, 1 1 0 1 ~  cliiiering widely frorrl our own. 
This  Irnoii~ledge is requisite to  a n  understanding of the aesthetics, the spiritual 
message and tlie artistic qualities of Gregori;ln C:hant. 

A11 tliis understanding of form and aestllctics, Iion.ei~cr, \vill bc of little 
practical use unless we ourselves are capable of giving the lnelotlies an artistic 
rendition. All the beauty contained ir i  this rcusic can be sc;itteretl to the 
four winds if our ii1terpret:ltiou be mediocre. I n  this ancl subsccluent chapters 
we shall try to  suggest general notions of interpretation and methods of 
acquiring that ar t  and of co~ninunicating it to otllers without n hich the results of 
our study of theory will remaiti dearl. I<nonledge of laws. I-~tles, forms will not 
rnalte our art live any  Inore than the fixed analytical gaze of a medical 
student on a sl.teleto11 will bring those tlry bones to  life. 

\Ve cannot ignore the fact that much of tlie tlislilie \vhicll exists has been 
caused by poor interpretatio~is of Gregorian Chant. I've11 among those mho 
clairn Solesrnes as their model, lapses have occurred. One teacher grasps a 
single PI-iliciple, let us say that  of the equ~ility of thc fundamental pulse. 
H e  hugs it to his heart, p a y i ~ ~ g  attention to rlothing clse. \\'hat does l ~ e  care for 
the futiction of a pulse in a group or in a rhythm, its I-elation to the rest of thc 
phrase as  a n.hole? All matters of phrasing, all legato, all tlyliamics are so 
Inany dead letters to  tliis adorer of dusty detail. Equality, in the restricted 
sensc in which he understatlds it, takes on all the charm, all the a]-tistic value, of 
the ticlci~lg of a gralidfather's clocli. 

Another Grcgorian expert will go  a step farther and place the rli).th~nic ictus 
 here it belongs. Provider1 this is done, it matters little that each fatal ictus 
sl~ould stick out from the tnuzical phrase like a sore thumb. illoreover, what 
that ictus z's, n.liat part it pla1.s in thc phrase, what relation it bears to  the 
l i tur~icnl  t es t ,  tlicsc are matters o f  indiffesencc. S o m e  of  tlie rnore i l l  atl\.isctl 
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conceive the ictus as a brutal blon., a percussioii to be tapped out on the floor 
wit11 a sticlc or a foot. Thus all ~nus ic~l l  values are rc~ersed  and the text 
distorted. For the ictus seeks by preference the last syllable of words and these 
syllables are always light in Latin. Such interpreters make what is soft, loud 
ancl what is loud, soft. The  text becomes incomprehensible in that n,orld of 
topsy-turvydo~n. Yet, strange as it tnay seern, r e p ~ ~ t e d  schools of litrirgical 
music have scrupulously taught such heresies and, alas, in ihe name of Solesmes. 
Ii 'e need hardly mention, in this co~inection, that, at  Sole\rne,, the ictus is 
neither lout1 nor soft per se. I t  takes on the character of the syllable to which it 
is attached ancl the dynamics indicated by the phrase as a whole. 

Another teacher is hauntecl by the idea of c+~$~esszb7t ancl brealis all the laws 
of form, ignores the rules of discretion in turning the Gregorian melodie5 into so 
many saccharine romanzas. 

From these errors we can draw this conclusion : that any one clernent of 
correct interpretation becotnes incorrect if exaggerated. The  true interpreter of 
any musical composition lets details sin!< into their true place as dct(ri/s where 
they will not clutter but contribute to the general character of the phrase. 

Reflecting on the common errors mentionecl above, clue, we are convinced, to  
ignorance rather than malice, considering, also, tlie difficulty a serious student 
encounters in obtaining source material for study in this country, we determined 
to offer a motlest cerztortizrztio?~ of our own for the benefit of American Gregorian 
students, hoping that this raj7 of light borro~ved from tlie lamps of Soles~nes and 
of Rome, may clear the murky atmosphere that surrounds this study, and permit 
a wider vielv of the art and a more perfect perspective. 

In  tlie pages tliat follow, we shall assunie tliat the rcatler is already familiar 
wit11 the matters covered in our First Volume. \Ve shall presuppose that lie has 
grasped the art of note grouping, the relation yet independent functioning of 
accent and ictus, the freedotn of the accent to fall on an up or a down " beat ", 
its character of brevity but its possibility of adaptation to length. All these 
things were cokered in G~q,w:al.i~zn Chant, Voluwe O u .  W e  sliall builtl, tliereforc, 
on the founclation already laic1 in that elementary boolc. 

ACCENTS. 

\Tre need not insist on the character of the Latin accent, its elevation, 
lightness and tendency to~varcl brevity, its indepentlence of the rhythmic ictus. 
\\'hat we shall aim a t  is the formation of a habit of rapid perception of accents 
in a given melodic line; those immediately before us and those slightly in 
advance, so that we shall form the practice of preparing, a t  a single glance, 
phrases containing t~vo,  three or Inore accents. By preparation we mean a 
reali~ation i ~ t  ndurzizc~ of the significance of these accents and their relation to 

10 
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the phrase as a wllole. The  quiclc, exploratory glauce must talie in, not only 
the accents themselves, but, also whether they are h the air (on an up-beat, to  
use modern terminology) or on the groz~nd (on a down-beat). If they are in the 
air, we must give the voice sufficient impetus to  lift them at  the proper time and 
keep them elevated. If they are on the ground, the advance will be rnore 
material, the ictus and accent !\-ill coincide. I n  spite of this, the accent should 
retain a springy quality, thrusting us onward in the steady movement forward. 
Even though we be on the ground, we need not stick in the mud, but should 
pass along, nlwnys 7novi?zg with a sense of aiming a t  something definite. 
A t  what? At  the last note of the Incise or Member. There must be no halting 
nor hesitation, along the way, no pause for a little nap. Long notes hold out 
temptations of this nature; so d o  quarter bars. Let us resist such temptations 
with energy. \Ve must move on, never losing tlie ground-sweep of the rhythm. 
T h e  equality of the fundamental pulses will thus become a reszdt, not a cause, 
of the rhyth~n.  There z i  ?to resl until the end o f  the conz~osition. Pauses, indeed, 
are marked, but these are rllythmic pauses. Everything is Iinlied, carried 
forward (yet not hurried) with an impetus that nothing must interrupt. 
Each accent, each ictus - short or long, loud or soft - plays its part in the 
motive power which keeps the composition alive and moving toward its end. 

I n  addition to this study of accents, the study of the ictus ca~lnot  be neglected 
because the interplay of these two elements is precisely what gixres the rhythm of 
the Chant its grace and beauty. In Volume One, we fount1 it necessary to 
insist on tlie grouping of notes which entailed the placing of the ictus. 
This knolrrledge is necessary before we can talie a single step in the direction of 
interpretation. Rut Lve are like a sculptor who, knowing his anatomy, never 
displays the joints of his figures on the outside. I t  is a secret Icno\vn but 
not revealed. A n  artist interpreting the Chant will treat his ictus in lilie 
manner. Let him give life to  his accents, for they are the melodic part of 
the Chant, the expressive part. Thejr contain the elements of pathos or of 
triumph, whereas the ictus is merely the supporti~ig frame~vorlc of the rhythm. 
They must be discerned by intuition. Of course, i f  the latter were to  give way, 
the whole musical structure would fall apart ;  but they can do their work of 
supporting in a reliable manner without blocking the path of the melotly in 
its onward flight. Support unperceived may yet be effective. 

LL'ith these preliminary remarks, we shall proceed to give a few phrases 
taken from the pages of the Liber Usualis. These are so graded as to form, in 
the singer, a hahit of taking in a t  a rapid glance a wllole series of accents, 
noting, almost subconsciously, whether the acce~its and ictus fall together or 
separatety. Thus his intelligence having had a PI-e-view of the situation, his 
voice will be ready to aim straight and hit the mark, not loudly but correctly. 

\Ire begin with two accents, then talte three accents, then fonr. Some of 
these are in the air, some on  thc gro~und. The n l ~ o l e  point of the exerciqe is 
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in the pre-view. There is nothing tnore unmusical, nothing more unintelligent, 
than to sing with the eye glued to the actual note the voicc is emitting. 
IVe should be happy i f  the student ~voulcl glance at each example and sing 
it with the page hitlden. I f  this slioultl not be pos5ihle at f i r - s t  view, it 
should be easy at scco~zd view, and, little by little, the student should cultivate 
the habit of loolring ahead, visualizing an incise and singing it from the memory 
picture. This will have the added advantage of enabling lli~n to follo~v the 
chironorny of thc director. 

/ ----- 
-&\ 

-- 
2 

\ -  ------- accents - v - -- 
Be- ne- di- ctus D6- mi- nus p. 308. 

-.. 
Ma-gnus D6- mi- nus  

=-. 

VP- ni- et Dd- mi- nus, 

Ec- ce n6- men D6- mi- ni P. 3 1 7 .  

Mdn- tes et 6-mnes c61- les P. 338. 

-'. - (1 \- =\~ = 
\ -  

Le- vd- te cb- pi- ta v d - s z  p. 365 

Fig. zoo. 
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B accents 

Annhn-  t i -  o v6- bis gAu- di- urn mi-agnum P. 397. 

Je- rG- sa- lern g l u -  de g iu-  di- o m i -  gno p. 338' 

I 

5 [ / =  > p-a.<+ . 9 
acceats - {. 

V 
------ 

Vi.  ni  D6- mi- ne vi- si- t6- re nos in p i -  ce, p. 327. 

Fig, roo (continued). 

N E U M A T I C  C H A N T S .  

\ 
H d -  di- e nd- bis p. 375. 

2 
accents 

3. 
accents 

3 
accents 

3 
accents 

H6- di- e Chri- stus n i -  tus est P. 4 1 3  

An-ge- lus ad pa- st6- res A- it P .  397. 

- - 

PA- er nd- tus est n6- bis p. 408. 
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Some of these accents are " in the air ", others, " on the grouncl ". In  the 
former case, that is wlie~i thc mcloclic accent f;~lls on a II~II-ictic s~.llahlc, as 
H6-(die) An-(gelus), annuncio \.6-(his) gaucliuni ~nri-(gnutn), and is a t  ;L higll 
~ ~ o i n t  in tlie melody, the accent must not be sung dryly nor poi~lted nor 
punclled. I t  should be r-ozr?ztCetZ. To  say it should 1,e prolonged woul:l be 
too much. We are speaking of the most delicate agogicnl nuances. \\!llat must 
be avoided is anything like a brutal percussion of the voice. The accent 
must seem to soar in the air and remain an instant in suspension before 
alighting. The effect [nust be as a flash, momentary, yet ~vhicli does not 
interrupt the even flow of the rhytl~rrl. The  singer slloultl tlii~lli of a I ioma~i  
arch in contrast to a Gothic one. These accents on the up-beat (I prefer to 
speak of them as " in the air" for there is no sense of heating involved) are 
subtle and are often the untloiog of an inexperienced Gregorianist. The  effect 
is one which Inally forrns of great m ~ ~ s i c  clernand and which serious artists 
give in their rendition. Indeed such details are what distinguish the eminent 
from the second rate musician. That an approxlmatcly correct rendition 
of the Chant should de~nancl these delicate nuances is a proof, i f  one wel-e 
needed, that it is very great music. 

1. The General Accent of the Melody. 

There is a hierarchy of accents in a Gregorian melody. Seek first the General 
Accent of the wliole composition. I t  ~vill be found on tlie syllable that is 
highest in pitch of tile entire piece. This highest syllable - whether ictic 
or not - serves as a sort of magnet. Before it, the dynamics increase gradually 
in power, the notes are in a tension of discreet czcceLLcl-nnrio. After it, the 
dynamics diminish and the tension is changed into relaxation. 

These effects must be accomplishetl without brutal contrasts. Moreover, 
we insist, as we have throughout these pages, that n-e are speaking of fedeizcies, 
not of the laws of thc Medes and the Persians. \Vhen we speali of the tendency 
to increase in power with the rise of a melody, of the tendency toward 
czcceZZe/,n~zdo t under the same conditions, the student will realize that these 
are delicate shades. He  will distinguish between ah agogical effect and one 
which alters the fundamental values of the notes. I t  is necessary to be clear in 
our terminology. Some recent writers have stated that each rising note should 
be shorter and more rapid than the preceeding one. Sucti doctrine, if carried 
out literally, ~vould eliminate the equality of the fundamental pulse, upon 
which the ~vhole structure of the Chant is based. This equality, once lost, 
\ire lose also, the serene and prayerful character of the Chant. When we 
make an agogical change (accellerando, ritardando, alargando, etc.) we submit nlZ 
the notes to an added tension or to a cornlnon relaxation. This operation 
does not change the time value of any individual note in relation to the 



others. They  all remain equal and retain their fundanlental value as  single 
pulses in thc melody. E\.er)- masician understands the difference bet\veen a 
change of proportional value I~etween two notes and a tension affecting 
them all which makes t l i e~n  rush along tonrard a giifen point and from that 
point on, relax their colnmon teilsion. It1 the A;~l/ibr-e ~1Iusicnl Grigorielz, 
Dorn Mocquereau disti~lguishes clearly between tlie tirrze ~)henornena, on the 
one hand, (ivhich affects the value of individual l~ulses proportionately) ant1 
the cz~ogiccnl ~ ~ h e n o r n e n a  which has no effect whatever on  the proportional value 
of individual notes, but represents a nuance spread over many. 

\Ve return to  the Cene~,cnl Acce~~t, that center of m:~gnetism. Sometimes 
its place is unmistalcable as, for instance, in the following Antiphons: 

Gelzernl Accent 012 

Mdgnus Ilu'N2i?tus, p. 3 I o D6- (of D6rninus) 
Ecce ~atil~zen, P 317 V6- (of vdnit) 
/zlczrl~r2iire, 1'. 333 d6- (of jucund6re) 

I n  these cases, there can be 110 hesitation. 111 other melodies there is 
Inore than one place \\41ere the General Accent [night be [,laced as in the 
Introit: Iiorn'te Greli, 11. 353. \ITc might choose 'A (of ror6te) or cai. (of cadi)  or 
dC (of dCsuper) or plh (of plitrant), or i (of  aperiitur). Here there is a legitimate 
choice. Such cases \\.ill occur often. T h e  director must choose. H e  may 
make a poor choice, hut, even so, it  is better than 1nal;iug no choice a t  all and 
conseq~~ent ly ,  giving each accent a n  equal ilnportatice in the stategy of tlie 
interpretation. Le t  him, then, clloose ~vhicli of these accents is to  be treated 
as the General Accent of the co~npo.sition. Le t  hitn apply the magnetism 
of that accent to  the dj,namics and agogics that he pr0pose.s to  use. 

Exercise. 

I'lace the General rlcceiit i n  each of the following compositions. 

Antiphon. Or/l?~es sitieiztes, p. 324. 
Antiphon. n'e ti?rsiczs ilfoirl-icz, p. 336. 
Antiphon. V i z i  Ddr~rif~e, P. 327. 
Antiphon. U74s Jortit/i(Eiir~is, p. 3 3 2 .  

C o m ~ n  union. Bicite: Pr~silL(imixis, p. 337. 

This  choice of the General Accent is but the first s tep in the rendition 
of a Gregorian melody. T h e  second step is to find and treat effectivelj. 
the 1'1incipal Accent of each Member of the I'ht-ase. 
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2. The Principal Accent of the Memter. 

Note the number of Xlembers in the ~vhole composition. Select, as nientioned 
above, the one which contains the General Acce~;t of the whole piece. For the  
others, establish a hierarchy of Xfernber accents. Tliii will be determined 
by the principal accent of each. I t  \\-ill be found, of course, on the accent n hich 
is highest in pitch of each Member. The  dynamics will increase towarcl 
and diminish from this accent and will sho\v a tendency toivard nccellej-arrrzh 
should the rise be long and defi~iitive, if not, only a certain shade of added 
life and lightness 5hould be given. After each I'rincipal Accent, the tendency 
will be toward relaxation and diminuendo. Such shades mean that the ebb 
and flow of the melody will be constant. However, should these effects be 
exaggerated, the result would be far \trorse than a routine, drab performance. 
If carried out with taste and discretion, these dynamic and agogic changes 
flowing through the ~nelody will give it a most enchanting quality. 

Sometimes we shall find, inserted ill a melody, passages that remind us 
of the Tenor of psalmocly. In such cases, the agogical tension may justify 
us in singing four wotes i l z  the time of three. The  agogical tension, in such cases, 
cornbinecl with the sense of flight, of not touch~ng ground, gives these bits 
of feecto to~zo the quality desired, that of melodic unimportance. 

Exercises. 

I N  F I N D I N G  THE PRINCIPAI.  ACCENTS.  

Antiphons. Ur6s fortitzl'~izizis, 
0 SapiL?ztl'a, 
0 Au'o'nai, 
0 Rex ge'rztizu/z, 
0 Rrfn'ix Jisse, 

Gracluals. Hddie scie'tis, 
Enzita ULiuztize, 

A stl'm/ito cize'Lo, 
Tracts. Qui regis Is~~rzel, 

A tteizde cae'Zzlzl7/r, 

P. 332. illulie'res, Pa 738. 
P. 340. Ecce D O ~ ~ Z ~ P Z Z ~ S ,  P. 333. 
P. 340. Ecce veiziet, P. 357. 
P. 342. Iste est jod~z7ies, p. 420. 
P. 341. 

Note recto tono passages: 
p. 360. (V. tz'edzicis vdut  dueuz) 
p. 347. (V. dedzicis ve'lut h e w  a cd~rar~z 

E$h~cri?/z) 
p. 343. (V. et opera azdnuuvz) 

p. 3 5 I .  (V. potL~ztianz tziczvz) 
p. 75 I. (V. Siczrt pZzjvia e ldqz~ iu~~ ;  et 

desc&da?zt sicut ros vLr- 
6a ; ~ ~ ~ a g ~ z i t z i d i ~ z e ~ ~ z  Deb ; 
Di24s v h z  i5pet.a; etjide'lis 
in quo no72 est irzi(q2ritns) 



Respo~isories. fizn~g?da~u adlczt~ drzeur, p. 679. (V. inj'ecissent nrti~zus in  Jesum) 
Tineb? aefizct.te ~ r r l z t ,  p. 680. (V. i ~ z  ~ ~ T L U S  tziax con~~ize'ndo) 
7'7 rttlidir~cnt ~ ~ i e ,  p. 6%. (V. sunt czil've?sz~nt et fdrtes 

qunesZ'C~z~/~t) 
EL-L e qr~o7ndd0, p. 728. jkct e i~riqui (tklis) 

(cdranz torrlipzie se 06nzzi- 
Zuit ct non apbuit)  ancl 
(de airtgzlstia etjndz'cio) 

Astitei u?zt, p. 732. (V. et pdprdi ?neciitn'tz) 

The student will find other examples scattered through the page? of 
the Libel Uszsnlis. \lie have indicated how these passages should be rendered 
in SLICII a manner as t o  bring out the real structure of the rnelody it5elf 
ant1 make the recitative passages appear what they are  in ~ea l i ty ,  devices 
to  take care of extra  syllables or even considerable passages in the text  that  
nrould not otherwise fit into the fixed lnelodic formula. 

Thus, the director ~ v h o  is familiar with the structure of the type rnelodies and 
of the composite elements which are used in those that are cetitonized mill have 
a n  immense advantage in the interpretation of these compositions. I-Ie ~vill let 
the structural passages si~zg; the voices will show a certain delight in flo\vingover 
those familiar themes which nlere so dear t o  our ancestors and \vhich have lost 
Ilene of their freshness with the passage of time. T h e  passages that link 
together these delicious melodic flights will not be emphasized but will be 
treated simply as  bridges to  pass from one fundamental elclnetlt of the melody 
to another Tllis rendition gives a n  amazing plasticity, almost a fluidity, to 
the unfolcli~~g of the Gregorian melody. If the linking passages are sung 
heavily, stolidly, the impression given is a s  one \\,hose feet are stuck in 

quicksanrl. T h e  singer must pass over them as though stepping on a 
suspension bridge. T h e  notes lose none of their fundamental time value; what 
they lose is emphasis, and they contribute to  the ~vhole composition by taking 
a back seat, by an act of humility. 

IV. Melodies with Little Range. 

There is a type of ~nelocly n41ere it would be difficult to pick out a General 
Accent, or even a I'rincipal one; melodies which are  ~nysterious, restrained, 
interior. Such, for instance, are those of the Introit and Communion of the 
Midnight Mass of Christmas. Such is the melody of the Easter Introit. 
( p p  392, 395, 778). T h e  message conve).ed by the text  is pronounced by the 
voice of God the Father, a t  Christmas, and by the Risen Son a t  Easter. This 
is a message that fills the heart with awe, and that should be sung with great 
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calm, serenity, simplicity. The  melodies are restrained both in range and in the 
size of the intervals; and they seem to revolve around a center of attraction that 
is interior rather than making for exterior effect. The  only possible rendition 
is one of delicate, quiet nurzncgs. The accent of " &go " in the Introit, and 
of "luciferurn" in the Communion are the notes \vhich, if any, would be the 
magnetic points for the general accent. In the Introit of Easter, with its 
~vonderful message hardly murmurred, the melody has no point of magnetism : 
it is filled with the shadow of the passion and the words, those of Our risen 
Lord, are often conceived to be addressed to His Mother as he appears to 
her even before appearing to Mary Magdalen a t  the tomb. Whether or not 
me adopt this pious interpretation, there can be no doubt that the Church's 
liturgy puts the words into the lips of Our Lord Himself, just as, in the Midnight 
Mass a t  Christmas, she puts the words we sing into the mouth of God the 
Father speaking of the Eternal generation of His divine Son before all time. 
The  proper interpretation of these pieces is one of reverent awe. The shading 
should be subtle and never explosive. We are in a realm of nlysterious love. 

The  Third Mass a t  Christmas breathes a tvholly different spirit. I t  treats 
of the joy on earth rather than the secrets of Heaven. " Puer natus est nddis " 
- the Child is born for us-here on this earth. W e  join in the angelic song 
of joy. The  melody is full of animation -- the General accent will exert all 
its magnetic power. \lie leave the analysis of this melody to the student 
who will have ample opportunity, here as elsewhere, to apply the principles 
of interpretation that we have attempted to describe. There is much freedom 
left to the discretion of the director, provided, of course, that his taste has been 
educated and that he adheres to fundamental laws. H e  may place his General 
Accent a t  a different point than the one selected by his fellow artist. Both may 
be sound. \Vhat is to be avoided is an unprepared interpretation. H e  who 
rushes haphazard into a melodic rendition without taking time to survej7 the 
field and select his magnetic points, is sure to give a poor interpretation; he is 
sure, moreover, to lose his prestige with his singers who will become conscious 
of incompetence or charlatanism, whereas, the conscientious director who 
prepares his melodies well, will carry over to the singers a sense of security 
and support that will be lacking when books are simply opened and the pieces 
hastily spelled out. 

The  Gradual and Alleluia of the Third Christmas Mass provide an opportunity 
for larger movements of rhythmic cumulative force and more eloquent distri- 
bution of dynamics than do the shorter compositions. Indeed, a Director 
accustomed to conduct modern music, might be tempted to over-dramatize these 
pieces, for they lend themselves to the expression of intensity and brillianre. 
They contain in themselves almost all the expression needed; to over-dramatize 
them ~vould be in poor taste. The  singers are voicing the message of the 
Church in her official prayer; they lend their lips, their vocal cords, but that 
is not sufficient by any means. Their minds and hearts must beat in unison 
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with the voice of the Church and vibrate with an expression that is spontaneous, 
not art for art's sake, nor melody for music's sake, but beauty for God's sake 
where hearts and minds and voices and feelings blend into a mighty complex 
that the official prayer of the Church may give glory to God and increasc 
the holiness of the people who fil l  the churches. Let the Director, then, see that 
his singers understand the meaning of what they are singing and then let them 
express the melodies with delight, with the joy of the Saints arid of the Angels. 
This one art, wc linow, will greet us on the other side, in the eternal kiiigdom 
of God. The preparation on this earth, though a mere stuttering lift of the 
heart, will be a rehear-al of the Eternal Song., the Sa~lctus of Angels atid Saints 
with which we hope to tal,e our part without singing off pitch or in a foreign 
rhythm. 
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CHIRONOMY. 

Chironomy is the art of indicati~ig by gesture tlie rhythm of the Chant 
I3eating time is too angular and too choppy to be available. I t  is also 
impractical to "beat"  ever changing groups of three notes and of two. The  
curves of chironomy are the invention of Dotn Mocquereau. They are capablc 
of indicating the great phraseological rhythm as well as each smaller rhythmic 
elernent, the grouping of the notes, the dynamics and the agogics. Even 
illvidtlal pulses can be shown. 

The  fundamental movements of chironomy were described in our first volume, 
and application was ~ n a d e  of this art insofar as it could be useful to elementary 
students. The  advanced students will find that this art contains subtleties, 
difficult to describe in words, which will be required by a director of the more 
florid melodies of the Gregorien repertoire. 

Chironomy should indicate not only the great sweep of the phrase but all 
its most minute details. 'Thete is nothing contained in a rl~usical cornposition 
which chironomy cannot express : arses, theses, undulations, the grouping 
of notes by twos or by threes, the crescendo, diminuendo, the agogical tensions 
and relaxations, and even the individual pulses. 

IVhat is the instrument a t  our disposal for conveying all these musical facts 
and shadings? A n  arm, a Ilantl, five fingers? Yes, but, back of these, a brain. 
The director can conley to his singers every nuance contained in the music 
pro17ided : 

a) That  the director knolvs exactly what lie wants to obtain; that he has 
thought out the composition and prepared it conscienciously. 

b) That the singers rvatch the director and follow him, instead of singing with 
their eyes riveted to their boolts. 

The  printed page has the great advantage of liberating us from the drudgery 
of committing to memory all the repertoire of the Liturgical Year, as our 
ancestors were obliged to do. But it offers a temptation, that of inadequate 
preparation. Too often singers are practically reading at sight from the boo]< 
instead of giving the time required for adequate preparation, both spiritual 
and musical. If the book taltes the place of preparation, if the singer becomes 
a slave to the printed page, if he cannot look up a t  the director and folloiv 
his chiro~iorny, then the book becomes a handicap rather than a help. The  
chironomy, itself, may be good exercise for the conductor but it will produce 
no effect whatever on the s!ngers. 
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Practiced singers such as those who form monastic choirs, need no chironolny 
and tio director. Average choirs require both. T h e  minimum that  a director 
can demand is that the singers will loolc a t  him and follow his chironorny. 
If they miist sna tc l~  a glance now and then a t  their boolcs, let i t  t e  a momentary 
aid to  the memory. Tlie hasty glance must not be for the conductor. H e  
requires attention. Especially rriust he  exact full attelltion a t  beginnings 
ancl endings of I'hrases, of Mernbers, of Incises. 

Though chironomy has a technique very easy to  acquire, gestures that  are  
a fundamental vocabulary, it is extremely subtle. I t  is in no \tray a mechanism. 
A rising melody tends tolvard being arsic, it tends toward a crescendo; 
a descending one will tend toward being thetic, toward diminuendo, toward 
alargarldo. \Vhen we have said tllis, we have merely stated an obvious tendency, 
not a rule. T h e  director xvill find Inany cases where these tellclencies are  
contradicted by other elements in the music. Taste  must prevail-his taste - 
and in the exercise of his taste, of his choice in S L I C ~  matters, the listener 
will discern the degree of his Gregorian culture. 

Another element enters into the ar t  of chironomy. I t  is the type of singers 
with \vl~om the director must deal. Are they dull, heavy, inert, sluggish, 
lethargic; does the rhythmic flow stagnate? T h e  director will multiply arses to  
bring the singers to  life. Are they rough, choppy, explosive? T h e  director mill 
s~noothe  them out with theses. Chironomy depends not only on the conlposition 
itself but on the persons 1v11o sing it, on the size and acoustics of the church, on 
the number of singers in the chorus, on their age and sex. Chironomy can 
be stimulating or calming; it  can suggcst and it can correct. I n  view of these 
facts, the advice we shall give in  the pages which follow [nust be understood 
as  applying to normal conditions, not t o  exceptional ones which only the  
director's tact and experience can resolve. 

Curves : Their Shape And Size. 

T h e  shape and size of a n  arsis, a thesis or a n  undulation will depend upon the 
grouping of the notes. A group of three notes calls for a larger circumference in 
the arsic curve, a deeper dip in the thesis than \vould a group containing only 
tnro notes. Each Arsis. Thesis or Undulation is measured from ictus to  ictus. 

When and how to Indicate the Grouping. 

If the director's gesture is to  be of help to  the singers, it must shotv them 
at  the vepy s ta r t  of the curve what the nature of the group of notes is going to be. 
If a triplex group begilzs exactly like a duplex one and is enlarged at  the end o f  
the curve, the singers will be deceived rather than aided. T h e  beginning of 
a curve is what counts. T h e  director must hoZd his si~zge),s $n~z& to n trz)Ze,~- 
groz~p from the very firstpzl/se of that group. Later will be too late. Faults of  
chironomy suc11 as  we are here seeking t o  avoid produce inequalities of pulse, 
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especially the hated triplet. If the director begins his curve as though intendea 
for a group of two notes and enlarges it a t  the end, as an afterthought, he 
will find that his singers have already acted on the perception of a duplex 
group; they will hasten to squeeze the third note of the group into the time 
allotted for two. This tendency, all too corninon among singers of Gregorian 
Chant, is to be avoided a t  all costs. I t  is the director's task to prevent it. 
I-Ie can do so by the clarity of his gesture. In  our own experience, we have 
found it useful to experiment in  silence with a group of singers. The  director 
makes a preliminary Arsis and Thesis counting: one-two, one-two. The  next 
arsis is made in silence and the group must gldess in  tivze with the j r s t  pulse 
whether the Arsis is to be duplex or triplex. The  same process is followed 
for the Thesis. This momentary match of wits not only forces the director 
to be extremely clear in his curves but awaltens and sharpens the perceptions of 
his singers. 

The  triplex Arsis will start its orbit more to the left than the duplex one. 
The  triplex Thesis will curve lower on its first pulse. Once the director 
and singers understand each other on this fundamental point, the rest will 
be easier. Evidently, the director's gesture is useless i f  the singer cannot guess 
~vllat he intends to convey. il'orse yet, if a false impression be created in 
the mind of tlle singers, his gesture is detrimental. His chirotlomy must 
be unmistakable and this, previous to any false conception. Failing this, his 
movements are a distraction rather than a help, an empty beating of the air. 

Chiroi~omy and Dynamics. 

The  rapidity with which the hand passes tl~rough the air indicates the shades 
of dynamics desired. 

it'e know that a series of Arses has a tendency to crescendo. Each 
successive Arsis will be higher and more to the left than the preceding one 
and each, also, will be svifter, hence covering a wider circumference. 
Evidently such nuances must be carried out in a manner that will rlot 
interfere with the equality of the fundamental pulse of the rhythm. All 
tlle shades of dynamics, the life, the vigor, the color, the intensity or, on 
the other hand, the serenity, are dependent on the arm. the wrist, even 
the fingers of the director. 

Rapidity - with consequent broadening of radius in the curve - is a sign of 
crescendo; the reverse, a sign of diminuendo. 

Function of the Fingers. 

I n  all ordinary circumstances, the fingers merely depend upon  the movement of 
nl tu, n rist mnd hancl. 'The). help to outline the curve.; as though caressing them. 
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But they may serve to  correct a fault. Within the fratnework of tlie chiro~lornic 
curve, they can indicate each individual pulse and the grouping of these pulses. 
This  is one of the resources of the director for insisting upon the equality of the 
fundamental pulse, without the detestable tapping which ruins the Chant, and he 
may use it t o  correct a fault of inequality. I n  endings of phrases, the fingers 
can help t o  malie more clear to  the singers the  degree of aZargando desired by 
the director. 

Chironomy on Paper o r  in the Air. 

O n  paper, the chironomic curves read straight away from left to  right. 
Not so when the director's hand outlines the chirot~orny. There is a limit to  his 
reach. His  arm and hand move from right to  left and left to  right. There is 
also a diagonal motion: upward, outward aud to the left for succcssire Asses; 
downward, outward and to the  right, diagonally, for a series of Theses. 
13etween Arsis and Thesis, we curve to  the right. Retnreen Thesis and a 
new Arsis, the arm must swing back rapidly to  the left, then upmartl. Drawings 
on paper can give little idea of the immense resources possessed by the hand 
and arm. I t  is an ar t  that  can be learner1 only by  experience. F o r  it does 
not consist merely in making the right gestures. Everything is in /low these 
gestures are made;  how much they convey. Those fundamental gestures 
(Arsis - Thesis - Undulation) that  trinity of tools, can be so interwoven, 
combined, contrasted or melted togcther that a n  onloolier can scarcely 
distiriguisl~ where one ends and the other begins. This  is ns it should be. 
I t  takes an artist, a musician, \rho has analysed the composition in its structure 
and entered fully into its spirit, to  use this technique of chironorny with the  
clarity and the infinite flexibility that  the Gregorian rnelodies require. 
H e  caullot learn the ar t  by rote, H e  callnot grasp it  through the eye nor 
can he build on anyone's experience save his o\vn. I t  rnust become, to  him, 
a second nature. 0111y tllc~l  ill he realize that  a new and most powerful means 
of expression is a t  his command by which he can transmit to  others every 
least shade as  well as  every great surge of melody and of text. 

Dividilig the Chorus. 

T h e  writer has found it useful to  divide the group of singers letting one 
half sing while the other half watches the director's chironomy in silence. 
Thus  each half, in turn, can obtain a clear idea of what the director wishes 
t o  obtain, by  what gestures he suggests his interpretation and the various 
nuances he desires the singers to  observe, Not being preoccupied 1vit11 singing, 
their attention is concentrated exclusively on chironomy. They  are even given an 
opportunity t o  criticise their fellow singers, and t o  malce the  gestures themselves. . . 

If there is any  tendency to\\rarcl inequality in thc funclamental pulse or a fatal 
attraction tonartl the hitleouc tl-iplet, tile director nil1 use hi? fitlgers mithin 
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the curves of the chironomy. If all else fails he should not hesitate to  tap 
a feu? notes, loudly, insistently, indignantly, as a punishment; immediately 
resuming the silent chironomy when the desired result has been obtained. 
Usually four or five taps a t  most will remedy the evil habit. 

Chironomy Appropriate for various Compositions. 

\\.'hen should our chironomy follow the melodic line and when should the 
text dominate the gesture? 

I.  In  pieces such as the hymns where the melody is invariable and the 
lines of the verses are fitted to it materially, we should consider the melody 0 1 1 1 ~ 7  

and pay no attention to the word-forms. 
2. When we have a fixed melodic type adapted to varying texts, should we 

follo~v the melody or the tex t?  This question of Type-melodies is more 
complex. Sometimes the melody will prevail but more often we need to  
bring out the nuances of the text as well. IITe can lay down no hard and 
fast rules on the subject but a few examples will serve to guide the student. 
The  principles which will be applied will enligl~ten his understanding of the 
subtle and eloquent art  of chironomy. 

Fixed Melodic Types with Varying Texts. 

Tlie first example is an Incise in the first Mode. Two antiphons begin 
with musically identical Incises, with texts that differ, not in their numher 
of syllables but in a detail of accentuation. 

-. -- 
/=\ 

/ - WA : _ . -  - 

LA- pi- des pre- t i -  6- i si p. 1247. 

Ma- j6- rem cA- ri- t6- i tern P. I 1 I 1. 

I;*. 102. 

Both have their principal accent on F(r, though i n  one case it occurs 011 

the tonic accent of the n7ord, in the other case, on a secondary accent. I t  is the 
accentuatio~: of the first group that differs. Ldficles has its accent on the 
first syllable; Afty'dr~ill, 011 the second. Of course i f  we were drawing chironomy 
on paper we .should reinforce the curve at the beginning for the former and 
a t  the end of the curve for the ,  latter. Hut how should we trat~sl;~te that 
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essential nuance by gesture? How convey it to the singers that they may 
understand and produce that difference in their voices? How? The whole 
value of chironomy as an art is contained in problems such as these? I-Iow? 
By the relative vigor or gentleness in the movement of the hand and the 
timing of the vigor. 

LriptiJes will dernand an Arsis that is crisp and energetic at  the start 
of the curve. 

Lilf~'dr.ent, on the contrary, requires an Arsis that starts gently increasing 
in vigor toward the end of the curve. 

From this example we learn that: there are two types of Arses: 

A. The type accented on its first pulse. 
B. The type accented on its second pulse (or even on its third). 

The student should practice these two types of Arses and test them b) 
experiments with his singers, making the two types in silence while the singers 
guess which type is intended. 

Often there is not merely a change of nuance in the g e s t ~ ~ r e  xvhere melodies 
are identical but a real change of fundamental rnovernent. The text causes 
the change. Thus, we shall take as an exarnple a passage in the Introit 
Re'yz~ient netei,na71~, p. I 807. 

An identical melody is used for (doj-na-e'is and for lziceat. But the melody, 
Ln-sol-la, is effected in its grouping by the accentuation of the text. 111 the former, 
a thesis plus an undulation is indicated; in the latter, a triplex Arsis takes over 

I & -  ce- at 
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Moreover tlie dynamics will be totally different in the tn.o cases. The  gesture 
of tlie conductor must indicate this dynamic difference as nell as the rhythmic 
one. In tlie first case, the Thesis will drop softly like a caress on tlie la\t 
syllable of dd5ilzn to spring up  vigorously in an undulation over the firit syllable 
of eis. I n  the second case, the vigor will be concentrated on the f i r t  note of tlie 
Arsis ~vbich co\er i  thc whole word, Zziceut. 

L)escriptions sucll as these sound fussy and, intleed, would I)c so were it 
not necessary to  attetnpt to describe in words musical effects ~vliicti could 
be tnade clear by a single gesture and a single vocal effect were teacher and 
student in personal to'uch. Yet so much of the chartn of Gregorian Chant 
consists in the observance of these delicate nuances that we callnot rcnounce the 
effort to cornrnuuicate some of their characteristics through tlie printecl page, 
ineffective as this means of communication must be. 

Kepetitio~ls of melodic motifs with chatlges of text often require cot~stantly 
varying types of cliironomy. W e  shall take as an esninple the motif, La-Sol- 
Ida-SoC:Wi of the Gloria ilInss X V p. 56. The  melody is practically unvarying 
but tlie accentuation of the t e s t  requires great variety and sensitiveness In 
the cllironomy. 

----- E+Gl</T, -- \s-- 
\ 

JC-  su Chri- ste Tu so- lu s  Sdn-ctus 
Rex cae- le- stis 

g16- ri- a m  tu- am mi- se- rC- re n6- bis 

---- 

\ 
---- 

P i -  ter om-ni- po- tens glo- ri- fi- d- mus te 

F$. 105. 

The  student should use fragments such as these, iv11ich he will find in 
other conlpositions of the repertoire and begin by tiran ing the correct chironotny 
o n  paper (as above:; then translate these curves into gestures, seeking to 
1)ritlg out all the Iluaiices that these fragments contain. 
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Sotnetimes a phrase that  is identical with another mill be treated differently i t  
approached from above or from below, thus: 

Here is the same ~neludic fragment with varioui texts each one of n-hich 
suggests a modification of our chironomy. 

Antiphon, p. 283. 

(See also) : 
Inclindvif, p. I og2. 
jodnnes duiem, p. r 08 r . 

Antiphon p. r 106. 

(See also) : 
Ante me p. 334. 
QuaPrife primurn, p. r 040. 
Unus ex dudbus, p. 1304. 
Stans a ddxtris, p .  135 I. 
Ave Maria, p. r 4 I 6. 
(in ~nrrliCn~bus, allelziia) . 

Fig. 207. 

Well eed not multiply examples. T h e  principles outlined in this chapter 
should suffice for the guidance of tlie student through the intricacies presented 
by the ever fluctuating relations betwee11 text  and melody. \Ve might sum 
them up  as  follow: 

I .  111 H y m n s :  the chironomy conforms to the melody. 
2 .  111 Type-melodies: the chironomy will take account of the variations in t ex t  

while conforming to the spirit and form of the melody. T h e  majority of the Gre- 
gorian conipositiot~s require this kind of  give and take between the two elements. 

I n  long syllabic passages wit11 undulating rhythm some directors find difficulty 
in bringing baclz the right hand to the  left side a t  tlie end of a member or 
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incise. This is one of the differences between writing chironomy on paper ant1 
carrying it out with the hand and arm. The  paper will s ta t~d  for an infinite 
number of undulations whereas the reach of the arm is limited. 

The best solut io~~,  in our judment, is the following: 

a) The arm must be brought back to the left. 
I?) I t  must be brougllt hack without a jerk. 

\\Jhen and how? An illustration will tnalce this clear: 

Di- es i- rae di- &s il- 12 
I 

The  thesis of the syllable " l a "  is made, as it were, it1 reverse, smoothly 
and rapidly so that the hand finds itself suspended over the accent of " solvct. " 

QUESTIONS. 

I .  Why is cliirotlomy superior to the beating of time in directing Gregoriarn 
Chant? 

2. By what gestures does chironorny indicate rl:ythtn? 

3. How are the dynamics suggested? 

4. \Vhat difference in the curves distinguishes duplex from triplex groups 
of notes? 

5. \Vhat fault in conducting produces triplets? How can such a fault 
be corrected? Or, better yet, avoided? 

6. lVhat is the fu~lction of the arm? The wrist? The  fingers? 
7. In  what cases should the chironorny follow tlie music exclusively? I11 

what cases should text as well as melody be considered? 
8. Might a melodic formula be treated differently if approacllecl from above 

or from below? 

9, Fintl other esamples than tilose quoted in this chapter of incises that are 
~neloclicnlly itlet~tical but where the text requires changes of chironorny. 
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OPEN QUESTIONS. 

Certain matters that  concern Liturgy and Chant have heen ruled upon with 
precision by  the Churcl~. I n  such cases there is no room for persolla1 preference. 
Otller qnestions that  d o  not affect the fr~darnel~tals  of Liturg). and its musical 
expression are  left t o  the  taste of the individual. Such matters are  the  subjects 
dealt wit11 in this chapter. 

I. Instrumental Accompaniment. 

Ii'lletller or not t o  accompany t l ~ e  Gregoriarn ~neloclies and,  if so, how, is one 
of those questions \vhicli each clloir director will have to  decide. \\!e know tl~rit  
the  Church forbids instrumental music a t  certain seasons, permits it a t  others, 
tolerates it in cases of so-c;tlled "necessit)." at others, 1)ut tlie Church has never 
in~)osed instrumental music nor even nri~/'r,isi~d instrumelital accompanirncnt t o  
the  Chant. 14'llel-e she tolerates, she stoops t o  hulnnn irailtj.. This  bcing so, 
each one is free t o  clecidc for or against its use. 

T h e  arguments in favor of instr-umcntal accolnlrauiinc:r1t may be s u m ~ n e d  
u p  a s  follows : the  ~noclcrr~ e:lr is accustomcrl to  listening Ilarmonically as  well a s  
~nelodically arlcl clernands s o m e t h i n ~   nor-e cnmplex t11;iri r~nadorned monody. 
This  is the first aild greateyt argu~nel i t  in favor ot accomlxinirnent. T h e  second 
argument in its favor is 11;~sctl on tlie claim that  tlie organ lieeps tlie singers 
O n  pitch. 

Tlle first argument is tlificult t o  meet cfkectivciy because a truth ]nay be self- 
evident j7et it will not con\-ert a person to the point of liking what he  disliltcs. 
Yet,  for the sake o f  those whose preconceptions are ~ i o t  too deeply ingrained, we 
may be allo\ved to suggest that  a ~ v o r k  of a r t  should be presented in the  form 
in \vhich it was conceived and be judged according t o  the norm that  its creator 
set beforc hirnself \ \hen bringing that  ~vorl; of ar t  to  life. Tlie composers of the  
Gregorian Chants werc not tllinlcing harmonically. They  made their artistic 
appeal by means of a wliollj~ different technique and conception. I t  was 
a conceptiot~ in \vIiich a large part was ~ l a y e d  by mystel-y. T h e  secret of 
Modalit); was not divulgetl a t  orlce. 'I'he pllrascs moved freely and fluidly but 
to\v:~rd \\-hat u l t i~na tc  goal? Tlie enigma o f  Modality w;ls withheld; the secret 
pecl~ed in  ant1 out sugges t ive l~~  but ~ ; o t  cor~clusively, thus arousing interest and 

, . curiosity. \l 'c a1.e liept guessir~g. l l i e  ~nelotly is lilie ;1 ~nvster j .  story the 
so l l~ t io~l  of ivliicli is rcservetl for tlle rnrl. 
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Tlius an accompaniment, even the best, makes it impossible for the listetier to 
hear and appreciate the real spirit of Gregoriatl Chalit. If lve clothe the melodies 
with harmonies, the secret is revealed frorn the start. Sorneti~nes it is not merely 
divulged but falsified. Many of the tonal  nagn net isms on ~vhich tnoclern harmony 
is basecl are in flagrant contradiction to those that inspired tlle Gregorian artists. 
Thus, while seeliing to enlighten, ~vhile dreaming of cleclting it1 splendor, the 
modern composer tnay guess wrong and lead us along a false trail. Our rnusical 
etluilibrium is shacliled, frustrated, thwarted. But even assuming the best and 
that the correct trail be illdicated, that indication in itself is an artistic anomaly. 
There are mysteries in all \vorlis of art ~vhich, i f  reve;tled prelnaturely, drag them 
down into the realm of the coinmonplace. Art must suggest more than it states. 

It must be remembered, moreover, that the laws of harmony are relatively 
modern; that they are constantly chancjng and that they are profoundly 
different from the laws that governed the Modal progressions of the Gregorian 
Chants. The  musician ~ v h o  selects the t>.pe of llarmony ~vi th  which he proposes 
to "adorn" the ancient chants must, eviclentlp, follo~v the fashion of a period. 
Which period sllall it be : the Seventeelitli, Eigllteenth, Nineteenth, Twentieth 
Century? He must choose ; ~ n d  exclude. \TThatever he clccides upon, he will have 
forced the ~nelodies to take on the fashion of a given period robbing them of 
their universality. As ~vcll might a modern mctldler dress up the Venus cle 
h!Iilo in ~lacl is  or slip a pair of skis under the feet of the [Vinged Victory with a 
view to bringing these masterpieces i ~ p  to date. Each xvorlc of art should be 
accorded the right to be seen or llearcl as their creators conceived them and not 
be submitted to the ilitlignity of retouches by busybodies. 

In another \\.a>,, and one hardly less serious, an organ accompaniment robs the 
Gregorian Chant of its life. As we have seen in tlle foregoing pages, the 
dynamic shadings are exceeclingly subtle; no two tones are alilie in force, in 
color or in mo\,ement. The  singers sceli to give life it~itl delicacy to  a phrase by 
the lift of an arsis, by thc gentle caress of a thesis, by the light renewal of a 
repercussion or by letting a ljhrase d ro l~  tenderly ton-arc1 its repose; the ever 
changing rainbo~v hues of dynamics cause the life blood to flow through the 
veins of the ~nelotly - subtle contrasts, effects of varying nuances. Hut tlle 
orean is not constructed for such subtleties. I t  is built for effects of sound " 
in superposed planes, for greater or lesser power of massed sonorities. The  
organ covers the Gregorian phrase with an atmosphere as thiclc as a London fog 
through tvhich the singers are incapable of penetrating. All their attempted 
nuances are vain, cruslled by that hybrid co~nbination of organ and voice which 
mixes about as happily as oil and water. Indeed we are relatively fortunate if 
this hideous mess be produced by an organ. Too often the Chant is buried 
under the vulgar wheezing and shrieking of an harmonium. 

Thus, while we are free a t  certain seasons to accompany the Chant, we do  so 
a t  a considerable risk as regards the artistic result. The  preference of the writer 
for unaccompanied Chant will, no doubt, be evident. 



To meet the second argurnent, let us examine whether we are really calletl 
11pon to tolerate this artistic ~nonstrosity for practical reasons. Is an accompa- 
ni~ncnt required in order to Ireep the singers true to pitch? \\'here necessity 
reigns contrary arguments pale into insignifcance. 

Let us assume, then, for the sake of argument, that the organ itself is mhat we 
call i?~  iz~?~e, ~vl~ich,  practically spealiing, is seldorn the case. Ihsing 0111- 

argurnent on this supposition, ho~vever, we can tlien ask the further cluestion : iu 
tu~re with zelhat? As \ve know, the system for tuning an organ, as all other 
tempered instruments, is to put it thoroughly and systematically out of tune. 
IVhat happens is that all the intervals have to be widened or compressed, 
stretched or shaved in order to squeeze them into the octave of our modern 
scale. The arnouiit of u~~tunefulncss in tlle tuning of these tempered instruments 
is measured by the tuner according to the number of beats or waves produced 
by his work in preparing the i~itervals. - .  - 

011 the contrary, the trained singer, like tlie player of a stringed instrument, 
uses perfect intervals unadulterated by beats or waves. Our whole effort in 
choirs as in the classrr~om is to teach the ~ ~ u p i l s  to sing true to pitch. 
Then comes the organ overlayir~g the voiccs ~vitli intervals tuned to an artificial 
pitch, tuned to be untrue. The result is cacoj~liony - a veritable chaos of 
opposing pitches. Far fsorn aiding the singer to remain true to pitch, the 
organ ~llakes his task an ilnpossil~le one. Either the singer \\ill holcl desperately 
to his tone, puzzled at  tlie difference betn-een the sounds he emits and those 
he hears, or Ile will correct his own tones to conform them to ~vha t  he hears 
roaretl tort11 by the organ. If the singer is so poorly trained as to pitch that the 
organ is more nearly true than his voice, then he will certainly be too unmusical 
to catch tlle organ's suggestions and correct his own tones during the brief 
moment between one phrase and the next when he is free to listen. As a matter 
of fact, the only thing that results fl-om this checlc-up by the organ is to create a 
panic among the singers. They realize suddenly and with horror that they 
are off pitch but they (lo not l<no\\. what to do about i t ;  the " waves " and 
" beats" are too broad, they cannot get their bearings. 

R T e  do not mean to suggest that (1 cnjel/a singing will necessarily keep singers 
true to pitch, but at lcast it will not ~ n a k e  it impossible for them to sing true. 
Singers require formation of voice, of ear, of brain to conceive and execute 
true sounds. The point \ve wish to malie is that 1i711e11 a singer who sings 
true, or tries to do so, is pitted against an instrument that is tuned false and 
that is far more po\verful than his onTn puny voice, tlle struggle is an unequal 
one. The singer, drawn by contrasting urges, loses out in the combat and 
is true neither to the one nor to the other system of tuning. 

The difficulty of reconciling such incompatibilities and contradictio~ls may 
well explain why a capel/a music (whether it be Chant or Polyphony) is the only 
type of singing permitted in Rome in the great ceremonies of the Churcll 
ur at  Pontifical functions. 
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Ho\v, then, can we maintain the self-evident fallacy the an organ 
accompaniment is required to lteep singers true to pitch? As a matter of 
fact, experience has delnollstrated conclusively that well trained L oices of adults 
or of children ~ v l ~ o  keep true to pitch when singing n c(zpelL~z, lose the pitch 
(usually flatting) when accompallietl by an organ or lialrnonium. Dissonant 
chords are more fatal than the more consonant ones, but it is not so 1nuc11 
the nature of the harmonies them.;elves that causes the disaster as the pitch 
of the instrument, tuned to be untrue. 

If, because of human frailty or lack of training, voices deviate from the pitch, the 
instrument will but draw attention to the defect ~vithout correcting it. I t  is painful 
to listen to singers flatting by a halftone, but will the listener find relief in hearing 
the organ moving steadily along just a half tone higher? Is there no clistractiorl to  
our piety in this avoidable torture as we aslc ourselves in our agony, 1101~ lollg the 
parallel semi-tones will cot~tinue and just when they will slip into parallel whole 
tones? I t  is inconceivable that Inen calling themselves ~nusicians can posses so 
insensitive an ear as to tolerate such excruciat in~ abominations. 

Neither artistic nor practical justificatioll exists for deforming the ancient and 
sublime masterpiece5 nhich the Church has llancted down to us in all their 
splendor, tlleir glory and tlleir sanctity. Shall we debase these p e a t  worlts of 
art  to maLe them conform to the demands of an ulleducated taste? That  i, 
what each one lnust decide for himself. H e  mnv thinlc it \vortl~ while to 
leave the work of a l t  intact and to put his energy into the task of cultivating the 
taste ancl the musical perceptions of our Cathol~c people, who are always ready 
to accept a truth once it is clearly explained to them. Their capacity for 
appreciation of beauty is not a t  fault; it is rather their need for beauty which 
requires stimulation and guidance, in order that they may learn to love what is 
goor1 rather than indulge ignorance by debasing a work of art  to the level 
of a taste which we have failed to enliphten. There is no need for uermittinp 
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the meddling of incompetents who like worms on a lily, gnaw 'away thz 
perfectioll of form of these liturgical flowers. 

There is, then, no souncl argumellt in favor of overlaying the melodies 
\vith harmonies, neither an artistic one nor a practical one. Students who 
have become familiar with the character ancl the various forms of the Chant and 
\\.it11 the aesthetic principles that animate it, will hesitate before deciding to 
veil the melodies under deforrnitig llarrno~iies or conceal the subtleties of the 
phrases under tliicli, ~nuddling masses of sound. They are free to do  so but that 
freedom n.ill be subject to good taste and musicianship. 

2. Choice of Compositions. 

\Ve have already spoken of the parts of the Liher Uszdalis in which the 
most typical compositions can be found. A few words of advice regarding 
the pieces contained in the IQv-inle (pp. I 1-97) may not be amiss. 
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T h e  I@n'<rlc contains those chants \vliich are to  be sung by  the people as 
distinguished from the Scilola o r  Celebrant. They  are  the chants of the 
O~,ci i?~n~./; l~n~ ,lIiss~ze. 4 s  the I i r z b l e  is organized, these compositions are  
gathered together into groups each one of which corresponds t o  a feast of 
greater or lesser solemnity. This  grouping is modern, in a sense, arbitrary, 
;~nt l  is not obligatory. \Ve are free t o  sing a Kj/rie from one Mass, a GLorilr 
from another, a Snizctus from a third, t l~ougll Inany directors prefer t o  follo~v the 
order given ill the I<yriizLe. I n  this connection it  must be  mentioned that  
the section entitled, C ~ z ~ z t z ~ s  ad Lihitunz, (pp. 74-94) c ~ ~ ~ t a i n s s o m e  of the ~l lost  
beautiful, a t  tirnes the more correct and frequently the easiest rnelodies t o  sing 
in the entire volurne. A n y  of these can be substitutetl for those contained 
in the  groupings mentioned above. 

A t  nl la t  pitch should thcse compositions be sung?  T h e  books contain no 
indication in this respect. T h e y  should be s u ~ l g  in tlie ltey best suited to  
the voices of the singers. Sllould the nave be filled \\,it11 children, the pitch 
will be higller than if it be filled \\,it11 adults. T h e  Gregorian notation represents 
relative, not absolute pitch. I t  is akin to  our number notation ill this respect 
rather than t o  staff tiotation. T h e  proper pitcli will be deterrnineJ by  
considering the highest ant1 the lo\vest note that  occur in the composition 
and then selecting a ltcy in xvhic11 these extremes will fall within tlie cornpass of 
the average voice. 

T h e  groups of C l l a ~ ~ t s  in the /Qi?,in/e have titles, as, for instance, SO I ,  Lr,~.r ct 
nrzka; No 2, Fo~zs bonifntir, etc. These titles are taken from tlie 7'ropes. 
Long before there were pl-inted boolcs to  guide the singers, efforts \\-ere made to 
find :iolne memory device to  aid tile people in remembering the long, so~netirnes 
florid melodies. One  of these devices was the Trope. T h e  earliest form of 
the Trope \\,as the  fitting of a text,  syllable for note, to  the jlitbiLzts of the 
L4L/e/ziZjz ancl this form of Trope developed into the Seqtzeizce, though tlie 
Seqzze~zces, in turn, \\.ere later co~nposed t o  rnelodies of their own. Tropes were 
conlposed for all the pieces of the  Ordinary of the R'lass and even for the  
Propers. T h e  idea n.as to  fit a syllable to  each note of tile melody. T h e  T?,ope.c 
were often lovely things in themselves with a folksollg quality that  helped 
to popularize the original meloclies. However, from Latin T ~ o j e s ,  T7-opes in 
the vernacular began to appear, and Tropes in mixed vernacular and Latin. 
T h e  practice led to  abuses both doctrinal and musical and the effect on the 
rhythm of the original compositions was la~nentable. \\'hat concerns us a t  
present is the s t ra t~ge  fact that  the  ?znl /~w appended to the various groups 
of clial~ts in the Ky'rlizle are talcen from the 7'ropes which were designed t o  
fit the IGv,z'e of each group. \TTe give a single example:  first, the I<y~-ie ~ v i t h  its 
~nelody,  then tlie same k i ~ r i e  with its Tropefo~zs bom'tatis talien from Mass I1 of 
the k'zw'ale, (p. 19). 
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I n  addition to tlle title given each group of compositions, we find two numbers 
attaclled to each individual piece. The  number on the left indicates the 
Mode of the composition. The  numbcr, or nutnhers, to the right indicate the 
date of tlie manuscript from which tlie piece was talcen. This number does not 
fix the date of the composition itself; a rnelody rnay be much older than the 
manuscript from ~vl~icl i  it was transcribed. Illdeed, many of these melodies bear 
i~ltrinsic evidencc of grentcr age. I t  is the cc)mrnon belief among experts, for 
instance, that tlie h:?'l7'~ of Mass XVI and the Gloria of Mass XV are pri~nitive 
melodies, probably the earliest settings to  these texts, which might well have 
been tlie chants sung hy the early Christians long before the organization of the 
Liturgy by Pope St.  Gregory. IYhether sucli be the case, or not, strangely 
enougll vre find this particular Kvj.ie marked " XI-XI11 s. " and the Glorin, " X s. ". 

These figures remind us of two facts : 

I )  iillzen the barbarians over-ran civilized Europe,  the}^ made a holocaust of 
rnanuscripts. I'ractically nothing, save a felt7 musical fragments, ~-emains of the 
~nanuscripts of the N ~ n t h  Century, arid nothing of the earlier centuries. Tlle 
Tenth century is about as early as we may hope to find complete musical 
records. Thus, in the Kyrictle, the mark " X s." indicates a melody found in 
a Tenth century manuscript. The  music may be older than that, but it is not 
more modern. 

2) IT711at are we to conclude \\-hen we see a composition marked with several 
figures as, for instance, the Kyrie of Mass XVII : "(X) XV-XVII " ?  1Vhy 
would it not have been sufficient to  have indicated the first manuscript in ivliich 
the piece was found? T h e  explanation is well l<iio\~~n today. W e  have here 
a case of where the worm turned, - not the booli-worm but the scholar-worm. 
'l'hese nurnbers represent the reconciliation of obedience with science. 

IVhe~i the Vatican Commissio~l met to edit the 1(3jri&le, there were differences 
of opinion and differeilces of taste among the mernbers. One party, the 



majority, was in favor of restoring the melodies to  their original form as f o u ~ ~ t l  
in the most ancient and authentic manuscripts. T h e  minority favored compro- 
mise, the adoption of forrns more familiar to modern ears and which they called 
a "living tradition ". T h e  discussion was lively. Finally, the  Prcsidcnt of the 
Commission was authorized to malie the decisions and ruled in favor of the 
" compromise " melodies. These became the official lnelodies of the Church ancl, 
~i~ldoubter l ly  ~vill remain so for many years to  come. 

T h e  monlis of Soles~nes had been in the ranlcs of those who favored an 
integral restoration of the melodies. Nevertheless, they bowed before the 
decision of the Holy See  and reproduced the  Kyriule in its "con~promise" form 
which had become official. For  the use of their OIVII Order and for the benefit 
of those others who might wish to  profit by their science, they added the 
rhythmic signs (the Holy See having ruled that  these signs should remain the 
exclusive property of the Ueneclictit~e monks of Solesmes), but in publishing 
the Kyriale, the worm turned just a fraction of a millimeter. Those dates 
printed a t  the right of each piece show clearly whether the piece in question was 
reproduced integrally or whether it was a hodgepodge (a bit gleaned from this 
century, a bit from that). or whether, again, it was a piece that  could not be found 
in any  ~na~luscr ip t  whatever. In  the latter case, we see a blanli a t  the right 
(pp. 45, 53, 66, 87, 88). Almost all of these tneloclies are  sung a t  Solesmes, even 
the poorest, but the latter are selected to  use [luring Lent  as  a n  artistic penance. 
Thus all thing can be rnadc t o  serve a purpose! 

,4s far as we are  concernecl, the  numbers t o  the right of tlie melodies can be 
made to serve the precise purpose for which they were intended : to  ellable us to  
select the best ~nelodies rather than those that  are a medley ancl a hodgepodge. 
T h e  best compositions are usually the easiest t o  learn. If \ve wish to  sti~nu!ate 
the Congregatioli to  sing the Ordinary of the hfass, we call accomplish this only 
by  keeping to a limited repertoire without too frequent changes. \Ve shall tire 
less cluicl<ly of the best compositions than of those that are  shoddy. LVe may, 
of course, choose what n7e wish, but it is well to  know what is true to  type and 
what is not. Since we have so wide a choice, it is advisable to  concentrate 
our energies on the best of the melodies. h tentative list is appended that  is 
merely suggestive, for each one will choose according to his o ~ v t ~  taste. 

Mas5 I. 
Mass I I .  
Mass 111. 
Mass IV. 
Mass VI. 
Mass VII .  
Mass V I  I I .  
Mass 1X. 

Escellent throughout. 
T h e  Kyrie and Agnus Dei. 
'The Kyrie, Gloria and Sanctus. 
T h e  Icyrie, Gloria and Sa~ictus .  
T h e  Icyrie and Gloria. 
T h e  Icyrie atid Sanctus. 
Modern - t o  be avoided. 
Icyrie and Gloria. 
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XIass X. Kyrie and Agnus Dei. (The Kyrie of this Mass is an 
earlier and better version of the Kyrie of Mass IX.) 

Mass XI. Kyrie, Gloria and Sanctus. (A better version of this Kyrie 
is found in the Crc72tr~s nrt'Lzhztu71~, p. 80). 

Mass XV. Gloria and Sanctus. 
Mass XVII.  Kyrie, p. 81 of the C(zntus ad Libitz~uz should be substituted 

for this incorrect version. The  second Kyrie, the 
Sanctus and Agnus Dei, though relatively modern, are 
good of their kind and easy to sing. 

Mass XVIII .  Icyrie, Sanctus and Agnus Dei. 

T h e  Six Melodies for the Credo. 

Credo I. The  best according to Dom Mocquereau. 
Credo V. The  next best. 
Credo VI. The  next best. 
Credo 111. Frankly modern but unobjectionable. 
Credo IV. Kot Gregorian Chant but the soprano voice stripped off 

a polyphonic con~position. 
Credo 11. The worst of all. A poor, inixed up adaptation of Credo I. 

THE CANTUS AD LIBITUM. 

Manv treasures are found in this section, chants that should be better Itnown 
to our singers. 

The Kyries. 

No. I CZel~zens reclor is a superb composition, most effective where the voices 
of men ands boys alternate. 

No. 2 Sztfrzule Dezts is charming and rather easy. 
No. 3 Rector cosuzipie is a little more difficult blit charming. 
So .  4 Kyrie altissiuze is in the Major Mode (1) and should replace that of the 

all too popular Alissn di Ang-elij., 
Yo. 5 Conr2'itor Kyvie o~rzniufrz is beautiful and very easy. 
No. 6 ire Christe Rex supplices is a lovely composition, a variant of h?t,ie Lun 

et o7-&o (Mass I )  See the Christe eLP'oison. 

(') Our readers will note in this connectioll that ~vhenever a melody in Mode 5 or Mode 6 
contains a I: flat througl~out (not accidentally b u t  constantly) these melodies belong to the 
l la jor  3loclc. Thus  in Kyrie S instead of reading:  Ftz r-e j t r  Jm sol /'u ftzt la solfu, efc., n e  
~hould read : Do /a do (lo ye mi fa mi re do, etc. 
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No. 7 SfiZe~zdov aetevrze is a very interesting composit ia~~ in the first Mode. 
No. 8 Fznncz.tor sn~zctc. is in the Major Mode, vely easy to \ing, and should 

replace to ad\ antage that of the ~llzssn dz ArzgeLis. I t  should be one 
of the most popular pleces in the book. 

No. 9 0 Pater c.z-celsis is not particularly characteristic. 
No. ro O?,bisfiz~to?, we have already mentioned as reconime~ldecl to replace the 

lcyrie of Mass XI. 
S o .  r I ICyfie snl've, n e  hare mentioned as a better version of the Kyrie of 

Mass XVII,  for Advent and Lent, for which it should be substituted. 

The Glorias. 

Gloria No. 3 is beautiful but not easy. 
Gloria (Hmbrosian Chant p. 88) is a marvel of alternating simplicity and ecstatic 

enthusiasm. I t  is not difficult as regards the notes, but requires great 
vocal col~trol for the execution of the 1ongjh"zz~s on final syllables. 

These few notes may he of use to the student as a guide to the compositions 
of the most ellduring merit contained in the official ICyviale. The choice of a 
really good co1npositio11 rather than that of a shoddy one, will be a permanent 
addition to the repertoire of a choir or a congregation of which neither the 
director nor the sil~gers will tire during its preparation nor its repetition. 

QUESTIONS. 

I .  Give some arguments for and against the :iccompaniment of Gregorian 
Chant. 

2. Is it necessary to follo\v the order of Chants as given in ICyrinie or may 
Chants from the Ca~ztxs ad Lihitztm be substituted? I n  certain cases, 1s 
it advisable to substitute? Name some of these cases. 

3. At what pitch silould the chants be sung? 

4. il'hat is the meaning of the figures to the left of each composition? Of 
those to the right? LL7hen there are several figures, what conclusio~i 
should we draw? iVhen there are no figures a t  all at the right of a 
composition? 

5 .  From what source does the title attached to the Kyriale Masses come? 
6. \Vhen a melody uses a B flat constantly throughout and it is in the fifth 

or sixth Mode, what should we conclucle? 

7.  If we wish to encourage congregational singing, what are some of the 
means that will prove helpful? 



CHAPTER TWENTY. 

MUSICAL EXPRESSION. 

Xtnong the matters depending, of necessity, on individual culture is that of 
expression. IIolv much and what kind of expression is appropriate to 
a rendition of Gregorian Chant? Shall me give to our interpretation all the 
dramatic quality that the melodic progressions suggest or shall we restrain 
ourselves to a rendition that is dull, dl-a[) and impersonal? Evidently, perfrctiot~ 
lies somewhere between these two extremes. 

I remember directing a country choir in Italy. Suddenly I heard a loud, 
esplosivc crescendo follometi by an almost inaudible pianissimo. " What's 
that? ", I aslrecl. Aggrieved, the singers replied, " \Vhy that's expression! " 

In similar taste is the abuse of the "swell" or espression stop which some 
demon of impiety has attached for our sins to h;~rrnoniums and organs over 
which yonng latlies preside ancl from which they extract an expression that 
resembles the dying wheezes of a brolten winded horse. We miglit easily 
multi[)ly exa~nplcs of what not to do, these grotesques of music, for, as 
a contemporary author remarlis, "There is no end to the ways in which lnusic 
can make us suffer." (1) 

Let us malie a11 attempt, instcatl, to approach the subject in a constructive 
spirit and try to consider what legitimate, hoi~orahle expression should be ancl 
ho~v we may capture it. This is not a problem that applies to Gregorian Chant 
alone, but to all  nus sic, whether religious or secular. 

It  has been said by Paui Valerie, I think, that taste is made out of a thousand 
distastes. " Le gofit  cst f(zif dc 7nliLe dk'o~?t.r. " Good taste, which rnay be 
educated and cultivated if it be not a natural endowment, will save us from 
grotesque errors. Hut mere reaction frurn disgust will not suffice in itself to give 
that creative touc11,that mysterious magic that overflolvs in expression. Expression 
is sometlling more than good taste but which never co~~tradicts  its laws. 

" Music is a t  once sensuous ancl super-sellsuous. I t  has the lcey to  our  spirit 
if our spirit has the right 1;eyholc. It  can carry us beyond the realm of 
sense" ( 2 )  which is precisely ~ v h y  material rules are difficult to formulate. 
" \Vhy these combinations and juxtapositions of numbers i11 rhythmic succession 
should move us so deeply is beyond unc!erstallding. Is it because music seems 
to come nearer than the other arts to the pure act of creation? From the void 
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of silence and the chaos of inarticulate sound the  master takes what he needs 
and cunningly fashions music in patterns of time. This  is very like 1nal;ing 
something out of nothing. If the worlr turns out to  be a masterpiece it has 
added a new beauty to  the splendor of life and a new joy for those who in 
listening participate in its creation. " (I) This  participation depends on the 
qualities in our own souls and the degree of affinity we possess with the 
masterpiece to  which we listen or which we seek t o  interpret. 

I n  ~vl iat  does this magic of expression consist? Does it consist in dynamic 
changes, in carefully thought out musical accents, in rhythmic subtleties, in 
varieties of timbre, in well proportioned te~itpo f.ubnto? Any one of these things 
or all of them together may become elements of expression even as  they may 
become sins against honorable interpretation. For  expression, in the final 
analysis, is t ~ u t h .  I t  is truth perceived wit11 insight and imagination yet  truth 
conveyed according to the most strict integrity. I t  is implicitly contained in the 
composition itself and never something stuclc on from the outside, still less 
something pertaining to the temperament of the performer that  is not first found 
in the genius of the composer. 

Integrity, then, is the first virtue. Each composition, be it religious or secular, 
must be studied carefully as  a ~vhole and in each ininute detail so that it mill be 
performed with perfect accuracy. IIere, there is no question of good or bad 
taste. Accuracy is the minimum requirement for a n y  performance. This  
means, perfect rhythm, perfect pitch, perfect phrasing. These constitute the 
framework of the structure on which espression can be based, but only that. 
Over and above these essentials, what we might call the minimum required by 
integrity, comes a spiritual grace. T h e  performer, by a sort of musical 
contemplation, must enter deeply into the mood and itltetltions of the composer, 
remembering that he himself is nothing and the composer is everything; that  he 
himself is merely an instrument for giving life t o  the thought of another, t o  tllc 
feelings OF the master \\rho drew the composition "ou t  of the void of silence, out 
of the chaos of inarticulate sound." If a study of the master's life and times, 
his state of mind a t  the date  when he n-rote the piece in question, helps the 
interpreter t o  capture the mood, then such facts are not without value, but they 
are not essential to  insight. T h e  ~vliole problem is one of the spirit, of  
congeniality between the creator and the interpreter. 

T h e  first thing to capture is the general tempo of a compossition. This  is not 
always an easy matter. T h e  printed page is chary of indications and those 
given are often the opinions of publishers rather than those of authors. In  the 
Gregorian Chants, we have no indications a t  all. Perhaps we may seek 
enlightenment regarding the general tempo by  listening to recordings. Our  
confusion increases, for we find each choir inventing a tempo which differs from 



that of others, the sarne pieces sung now at a gallop, now at  a snail's pace. 
\Ve do learn, however, that haste robs the piece of its serenity and dragging 
causes the piece to fall apart and die. That conviction is something gained. 
Probably the best idea of general tempo may be obtained by listening to the 
Chant as sung by those who devote their lives to this particular lrind of \rorsliip, 
the Monlrs of Solesmes who have made some records, all too few and all too 
ancient, which can at least be imitated in the question of general tempo. ( I )  

I n  every composition, thcre is a tempo that is just right and all others are wrong. 
How to find this ideal tempo? Bruno Walter is credited with having said that. 
\vith Mozart, there is always some little point, a detail, a nuance, xvl~ich, when 
once found, gives the key to the master's idea and reveals the general tempo of 
the piece. No doubt the sarne is true of other composers if we take the trouble 
to search diligently. That nothing will be revealed to a superficial glance 
is obvious. i i s  regards the Chant, some scholars and musicians affirm that there 
is a fundamental relation between the pulse of the melodies and the heartbeat 
of a person in normal healtl~, which may be one of the characteristics of this 
music which makes it so satisfying from a physiological, psychological and 
spiritual aspect. 1f  this be true, an incorrect general tempo selected by a choir 
director ~vould be a serious blemish and would deprive the liturgical melodies 
of part of their efficacy. 

Let us assume that the interpreter has arrived at  technical efficiency, has given 
the composition serious study, has selected a general tempo, has drawn from the 
printed page all that it contains: is he sure of giving the compositio~i correct 
ex~ression? By no means. The result may be a cold, formal, illexpressive 
rendition. Merely to give out notes, rhythms, phrases accurately is not 
expression though it is the essential foundation on ~vhich expres5ion can be 
based and n~ithout which n o  legitimate expression is conceivable. Expression 
is something more than mere integrity but it is ?zot scl~zet/titaa,rr deferent. 

The artist must possess every detail of text and music as though there were 
his own. Next. he must be bossessed fiv thent. Onlv then will the s ~ i r i t  of the 

4 

compositioll be rendered u~ith the freshness of an improvisation, as though it 
were being given life for the first time. The technique so laboriously built 
up must be forgotten or rather so subconsciously possessed that all the artist's 
powers are given to maliing the composition speak for itself in its own language, 
its own form, its own spirit. 

Yet all will be in vain if the interpretor be mediocre. Do not let us confuse 
ignorance or inexperience with mediocrity. The former are curable, the latter, 
never. Mediocrity is a permanent state, a deformation of the soul. The 
mediocre musician can be recognized at  a glance; he is satisfied with himself and 
with his worli. \Vhy malre an effol-t to improve what seems to him fully 

( I )  Gregorian Clinnts. Solesmes Edition. l'ictor Company. No. 87. 'I'wo \,olurnes. 
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adequate? A word of advice is wasted upon hirn or is taken as  an insult. 
IVhereas the ignorant and the inexperienced are sorneti~ncs humble; they are 
capable of improving and of rising ultimately to  the stature of true artists. 

When the true artist has completed the technical worli, thoitght over and 
lived into the composition to the point where he  has become a flexible 
iti.itrurnctit through n.hich the composer can speak, then that :ecret thing that is 
above technique and beyond mere integrity will appear he 1;11o\vs not lion., that 
~nagical enchantment which xve call exjressiorz. I t  rnay reveal itself it1 the subtle 
highlight of a p11raseologic;;l accent, in the slight elasticity of a I-llpthrnic figure. 
in a change of tirnbre, in a dynamic or agogical nuance, through one or Inany ot 
these things, hut whatever form it takes \\rill be something real and penetrating, 
sornething altogether si~icerc and intrinsic to  tlle cornposition itself. I t  will not 
be a veneer nor something pertaining to the mood of the itlterpl-eter as  
clistinguishecl from that  of the composer. It  .ivill represent tlie intimate fusion 
of two natures which cxpress themselves as  one. I3eyoncl mere perfection, then. 
there is that illusive quality of genius which is sornething just a little n ~ o r e  but 
the snrm 2i~zd. 

"Genius is all-important to ar t  as it is to  religion, to science anti other 
spiritual and intellectual activities. I t  is the angel that cornes from time to 
time to trouble the waters of the sluggish pool, to give them fresh life and 
healing poncrs. IVithout these occasional and u~~prcd ic tab ie  visitations human 
reason, lilce the pool of 13etIlesda, wol~ltl grow s t a g i i a ~ ~ t  ancl unprofitable. 
\Ve use the lvord freely, I t n o w i ~ ~ g  vaguely what we mean Ily i t ;  but g e ~ ~ i u s  is 
llard to  define, for every definition irnplies a negation and the limits of geilius is 
beyond our ken. I t  transcends tliscuriive reason, fur  it has wings that discursive 
reason lacl;s and flies lightly over barriers tllouglit to  be impass;~ble. I t  heal-s to  
common aptitude the relation of the iourtll tiirnension of space t o  Euclidian 
geometry, of great love to  dutiful affection, of the religion of St.  Francis of 
;\ssisi to  that of the ordinary church-goer. Genius opens new 1vaj.s to  the 
spirit, paths that may lead to glory or t o  a tangled wilderness; their novelty anti 
their hazard are a part of their attraction." ( I )  

But the average student and singer who lrnons all too nrell that he laclts 
getlius, shall he remain totally inexpressive i l l  his music? Certainly a total lack 
of expression is preferable by far to  false expression. H e  ~riust avoicl the false 
as  a mere emotional self-indulgence. His task is to  malie thc soul of the music 
perceptible to  the soul of the listener and Ile can only do this i f  his own soul bc 
deeply moved. X singer, or other artist, must reveal a hidden treasure. 
Symbols on a printed page are the same t o  tlie eyes of a casual reader as  to  
those of a genius, but the treasure will remain forever concealecl fi-o~n the onc 
and revealed to the other. Thus, we bclieve that,  given ordinar). talent and 
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persevering study, we may reach the point of giving true expression to musical 
compositions, If we begin by practising the musical virtues of strict integrity 
and perseverance, the golden shower may be our reward; the angel may come to 
stir the sluggish pool. Whereas, sl~oulcl we start out on any other basis, the 
little talent that we possess might be talcen from us and \ye  ivoulcl stand 
revealed as charlatans. 

Expression in Gregorian Chant. 

\Vhat we have said so far applies to all music. If secular musicians give 
honorable service to provide a brief' moment's delight to concert audiences, 
how much rnore shouId the church musician, whose ideal is the glory of Gotl ancl 
the edification of the faithful, give to a preparatiotl that w ~ l l  be thorough, 
sincere, persevering, honorable. T o  God is clue our best efforts. Too often 
we offer to God what is un~vorthy of the lowest type of concert audience. 
Preparation is niggardly ant1 res~ilts are larnentable. W e  assume that none 
of our readers are nurnbel-ed among these miserrible, unregenerate bunglers. 

Preparation. 

As an operatic singer must enter i n t o  the personality of the cllaracter whose 
\>art he talcps in the drama, so the liturgical singer mu5t begin by considering: 

a) \\'ho is speal<it~g. 
b) Under hat circumstances, tlle mords \\ere uttered. 

c) How, under those cii-cumstances, he himself ~vould feel and act. 

On the other hand, sorne of the compositions will be matters of pure narratioll 
or description. 

These considerations will affect the type of expression required by the music. 
The  suggestions which follo~v are all based on the preliminary assumption 

that the principles regarding tecl~nique described in the foregoing chapters have 
been grasped and will be applied consciously or, better yet, subconsciously, 
by the student seeking true expression. 

Examples. 

I r ~ t ~ o i t .  D~IPZZ'PZZLS ~Jirit  ~zd me. Christmas (p. 392) 

a) ITJho speaks? God the Father. 
b) Untler what circumstances? At the birth of His Son in human flesh ITe 

recalls the Eternal Generation of the Second Person of the Holy 
Trinity. " I n  the beginning was the Word ". 

1'3 



T h e  atmosphere is one of mystery, of so le~nni ty  yet  of tenderness. T h e  
melody is one of thoie which we have called cofzcent?-ic, which moves over a 
small range with no dramatic character. T h e  interpretation will depend entirely 
on the interior spirit of the singers, their degree of intense contemplation. 
\\re cannot, evidently, put ourselves in the place uf God a ~ i d  feel as  H e  feels, but 
we can, a t  least appreciate \\hat H e  has done for us and  let our gratitude 
express itself through our voicei. 

Another example in so1nen.11at tlie same category, is the l ~ z t v o i t  fo r  Easter; 
Kesz~?.~*exi  e t  trd t ec i~ i~ l  S M I I I ,  ([I. 778). 

'The text ,  taken from Psalm C X X X V I I I ,  is placed by the Church on the lips 
of the  risen Saviour. T o  m h o ~ n  does he say these tirords? T o  the Eternal 
Father? Perhaps to  His  mother, Mary, to  whom many pious souls believe 
that  H e  appearcd first of all after IIis resurrection. Among these we number 
St.  Teresa of Avila to  n.hom Our  Lord i ~ i  a vision said " tha t  ~ v h e n  H e  rose 
again H e  showed 'lirnself t o  O u r  Lady  because she was in great trouble for 
sorrow had so  pierced her soul that  she did not recover herself a t  once in order 
to  have the fruition of that joy ... I-Ie rernainecl long with ller then because 
it was necessary t o  col~sole hcr (I) .  

If me adopt this c ircr~msta~lcc as  a subject for contemplation, the  ulords, 
" I have risen ancl a m  still \\,it11 you"  would be murmured gently, consolillgly 
and very tenderly. T l ~ e  melody itself lends itself to  such an interpretation. 
There is nothing in it  'esembling a s l ~ o u t  of triurnph. 011 the contrary, it  
is controlled, mysterious, almost hesitant, rejoicing \vith trembling, full of 
unhealed impressions of past pain and of, as  yet, but half-realized joy. 
'The melody is coace~itric,  the range limited. There is hardly a phraseological 
accent to  be fou~ld.  All is hushed, interior, mystical. 

These two Introits are  euarnplcs of ~nelodies whose rendition depends \vholly 
on the  result of contemplation of the mystecies themselves. N o  arnouut of mere 
technique will replace an appreciation and atloration of the Pctsons who spealc 
and of tlie circulnstances in which they d o  so. 

Other  melodies are  Inore dramatic, particularly those which are constructed 
on the principle of the Arch, as  nre have pointed out in Chapter Nine, lvliere me 
have listed many examples of these ~nelodies. Even it1 cases where the melody 
itself gives color and character, the  singer should not omit the a~ialysis  of what 
me might call s,.?N.itzhnZ or  ps~~choZo~ic~rl '  aspects of persons, places, circumstances. 
This  is a s  necessary as  studying the  R'lodes, the  l th )~ thms ,  the Incises, etc. Gre- 
gorian Chant cannot be sung even correctly from the  outside. T h e  same can 
be said of other music but perhaps to  a lesser extent  since the  Chants are  a t  
least ninety percent depentient on contemplation of spiritual truths ancl of heroic 
actions. ;Z painter o r  sculptor of religious subjects cannot  study a n a t o ~ n y  and 

( I )  St. Teresa's Relations, tr. Davis Lewis. The  Ne\vman Hoolrshop, p. 455. 
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color alone. \Vhen the interior spirit is lacking the results are mere trash. S o  
it is with the singer of Gregorian Chant. The  liturgical ~nelodies are an edu- 
cation of the souls, they must represent a growth in holiness as nell as in finenebs 
of lnusical perception. 

Pure Narrative or Simple Statement. 

Evidently, i f  no one speaks, there will he no d ra~na t i~a t ion  ol' person. Cir- 
cumstances, t h o ~ ~ g h ,  may be considerect. Some ~iarmtiotls al-e sung .;imply, 
clirectiy, without any expression at all. They are meant to convey facts. Other 
narratives are of a nature to call for expression; thme \vhercin we take spiritual 
part by placing ourselves atno:ig the spectators and tllur feel the repercussion of 
the scene described. 

An example of the former, is the Antiphon on a fixed fortnilla of the First 
;CZotle, Jesus iurte~n tl-(ttzsie?~s (p. 1089). This is a simple statement of fact. 
Atlother is the Antiphon, Subiit erg-o (11. 564) also on a formula of the First 
Mode. \Tliile this is a mere statement of the fact that Jesus \vent up  on a 
mountain ant1 there sat cloivn with His disciples, there is mor:: in this statement 
than would appear on the surface. \Ye k n o ~ \ ~  frorn the contest that this anti- 
phon prepares the Passion. It  uses the same rnelotlic formula as that selected 
for the dolorous antiphons at the encl of Matins in Holy Weeli. \\,'e also note 
episemas of expression over the last two incises. \Ve wonder whether Our Lord 
liad not ptherecl l I is  disciples a1)out Hirn to prepare them for 1Ii.s impencling 
I'assion. If we take this vicn-, Ive ~voulc! sing thc lnelocly \vith more solemnity 
than if we were interpreting it as a simple statement o f  fact: 

Hotlie ([). 413) is an ilntil)ho~l n.1iich we can interpret as a simple statement of 
three historical cvc~lts arld s i~ ig  it as a pure narration; or, on the other hand, 
\ve might co~iceive it as being sung by astoundecl and rejoicing angels, or, possi- 
bly, by a group of amazeti Shepherds. I t  will be a ~nat tc r  of personal taste 
\\.hether or not to personalize tliis ilul,iplion and others of  its kind. If we sing 
it as a pure ~iarration, it will be less expressive, more rapid than i f  \tie per~onalize 
it. The  rnelotly seems to lend itself to a certain breadth ant1 sentiment. 

A?zfz>/lo?~s : R~cl'c'i~rptz'otz~m (p. 41 2), E,Z-OI-~ZL~?Z est (p. 4 I z), ApzrcZ Dhzzizu~~z (p. 41 2 )  

I3erodcs ir-&f?~s (p. 413), Satin'vit, (p. 563) are cases in point. 'The students should 
examine tllei;e pieces \i.ith a view to deciding whether or not they are pure 
~larrative anrl, i f  not, what spiritual and psycl~ological preparation is advisable for 
those who propose to sing them. Other examples \\.ill be found in abu~ldance 
in the pages of the Libej, Usztnlis. 

The majority of the Antiphons, lio~\ever, even though they may merely 
recount eve1lt5 or state facts, are such a i  demand expression. Ilo112i?~z~s tir?uqunw 
nvis (p. 647)) I'osz~&z~?zt snpe?? C I Z # Z L ~  e j ~ ~ s ,  (p. 694)) M?~Zitt~-es, (11. j 3 S ) ,  0bZktrt.r 
r.rf, (p. 65 I ) ,  ale examples of this tl'pe. \Ire stand below the Crws of Christ ant1 
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watch the sign nailed above His  head in Posuerz~nt. I n  n/i?~fiel.ss we witness the 
sorrow of the mourning women sitting by  tlie tomb. In Ddu~ipzus tnnzpuar~z ovis, 
we watch Our Lord before His  judges, the victimized lamb, who opens not His 
lips. T h e  ~ne lody  itself is restrained t o  a pentachord. Yet the pathos loses 
~iotlling from this understatement. T h e  last incise carries tn.o episernas of 
expression over the words, st zan, which form the climax in that melotly of resi- 
gnation. In the Antiphon, OBlatz~s est tlie music broadens out as though under- 
lining the words voluit anti z>se that  we may realize the weight of the burden 
assumed willingl>; for us. T h e  s,tjressiotz is all there, the notes cannot be sung 
even correctly w~thout  being sung expressively. Yet  to  sing this music in a 
spirit of true appreciation and g r a t i t ~ ~ d e  we must place ourselves in spirit before 
the Cross. There is n o  other may in ~vliich to  capture and convey the full savor 
of these melodies save from tlie inside, the fruit of our personal meditation on the  
mysteries of the Redemption. If we are incapable of such meditation or simple 
contemplation or if we fail t o  give the required time to sucll spiritual prepa- 
ration, we can never sing the Gregorian Chants correctly even t l~ough  our voices 
might be as pure as those of tlie angels or exceed in range that  of Caruso. 

Hefore leaving the subject of the narrative chants, we must mention one of a 
highly colored descriptive nature ~vliicli approaches what we call today p-09-avz 
 sic \\'e speak of the Offertory R e p s  Thnt~sis (p. 461). Its elaborate, 
Oriental style of ornamentation, its repercussions, its repetition of melodic figures 
on different degrees of tlie scale (r~uu~~ern, ofs~.ent; ovznes,gentss, etc.) make it one 
of the most interesting chants in the boolc, and one of the most eloquent. W e  
sense the letigth of the journey througli the neums that  lead up t o  the adoration 
of the Infant Jesus by those strangers from afar, the first fruits of the Gentile 
world. \Ve journey ~ v i t h  them, participate in their fatigue, arrive with them a t  
the Crib and share their joy a t  the feet of the little King ant1 I-Iis mother. 

Speech by Individual Persons with and without Narrative. 

Antipllon, Pnier jltste (p. 578). \Tho speaks? Our  Lord. Under what cir- 
cumstances? T h e  melody is cornpriced in the extension of a hexachord. Our  
Lord speaks in confidence, almost in a whisper to  His  Eternal Father. T h e  
only emphasis comes on the nord ,  ego \n~hich contrasts wi t l~  f / rz~n~J~~s.  

Antiphon : L7icii?'i?llus stel'liz~~t, (p. 462). \Tho speaks? T h e  magi, and in 
haste until the point where the ~nelotly broadens out with deep expression a t  the 
words nrz'orrij*s Ddnzi~z~~~lt .  Note the melodic accent on 6- (jus). W e  seem to 
capture the personality of these men, their eagerness and rapidity in obedience, 
their respect and humility before tlle Infant Icing. If we want to  find the right 
musical expression, it will be found only if we look, not at them, but with them. 

t i ~ o i ,  l l e t r ,  (I. 4 3 6  An Angel speaks; a message of joy. 
Communion, (p. 462) T h e  Magi speak. 
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Communion, (p. 438) Our Lord speaks. 
Antiphon, FiCi quid fecisti, (p. 438) Our Lady speal<s. Jesus answers. 
Cornrnilnioll, FiLi guinlfecisti, (p. 481) Our Lady speaks. Jcsrls anslvcrs. 

Here we begin to see the outlines of a drama i l l  miniature. \ITe enter into the 
personality of the speakers, as far as we are able, and try to feel what each cha- 
racter felt in pronoucing those words. Tlle briefer version in t l ~ e  Xntipllon is 
almost more eloquent ancl more personal to each s[~edl<er than tlie tn6re elabo- 
rate Communion. 

Antiphon at Magnificat, /fztevro~(zhcrt i!-Ir~gi, (13. 482) 
a) Narration. 
b) Question by Herod. 
c) Answer by Magi. 

I n  this more developed drama the singer should bring out the distinction 
between mere state~nents contained in the narrative phrases, the personality 
of Herod, the hypocrite, and that of the Magi, full of sincerity aiid faith. 
The melodic imitation between the narrative phrase exposi~lg the question 
to be asked Herocl and the answer given the latter by tlie Magi is a veritable 
stroke of genius. This little drama loses none of its eloquence because of 
its brevity. 

Commu~iion, Di;t-it Dljllzi~~rls (p. 487). Here we have a more developed form 
of drama : a) Narrative or statement, b) Jesus speaks, c) Narrative, d) The chief 
steward speaks, e) Narrative or Statement. It  is iticonceivable that anyone could 
sing this Autiphon i l l  a stupid unifurrnity from beginning to end. The melody 
itself is now tranquil, now :~lmost explosive in its dramatic quality. Each section 
of the piece stands out in bold relief and contains the kind of expression 
required. Our Lord's command, while lirnited in range melodically, is almost 
dogmatic, definite, insistent yet suggestive of tlie impe~lcling mystery by the epi- 
serna of expression over tile word, nqun. The chief ste~vard, on tlie other liand, 
speal<s dramatically, lie can hardly contain hirnself, and we lnay sing his phrases 
of amazement almost without restraint. IIow, indeed, would we ourselves have 
felt at the sight of so uuexpectetl a transformation of water into \vine, and the 
best wine at that? The singer should separate the sections of this clratna by 
silences somewhat longer than usual because thzir character is so different. 
After the explosion of amazement by the chief steward, the simple narrative or 
commentary on the event is welcorne in its simplicity anrl serenity. 

Antiphon, Dduzitze sl' t z d  vis (p. 491). ;inother drama in miniature: a) the 
leper speaks, b) Narrative that prepares the miracle to come, c) Jesus speaks. 
Here it is the narrative portion of the melody that carries all the expression. 
The leper is too intent on his request to dralnatize or elaljorate melodically. 



Jesus is too po\\-erful for a~)ything save thc utmost simplicity. The ~iarrati\.c, 
hetiveen one speech atit1 tllc other, gives all the atmosphere of tile drama. 
\\Je seem to see the look in our S;tviour's eyes as he glances a t  the leper, toucl~es 
him with his haact ancl decides to cure him, perhaps spiritually as well as 
1111ysic;ilIy. The melody \rould lead one to think 50. The narrative, then, must 
he sung ~r i t l l  esl)ression, wit11 love. 

\Ve are tempted to ~nultiply the euarnplcs, l ~ u t  will confine oorselves to 
the enumerdtion of a few that arc typical and \\~hich will gibe tlie key to the 
rnanner of approacll i~~g the s t~ ldy  of the pieces that form the repertoire of the 
liturgical bool,\. (1)  

Antiphon, Co//&ite, (p. 494) 

a) A long sl~eech by Jes~is  on a fixed for~nula used with suprerne art. 

b) A inere suggestion of narrative. 

4ntiljhon. ni.2-it LIdl~lizus izd ACJ(ZUL (p. 496). 
a) Xarrative. b) Gocl the Father s1)eaks. 

a) Jesu.;, as tlie e~nployer, \pealrs. b) Sarrative. c) \\'orlimen answer in 
a tone of discouragernetit. The ~nelody as a n~hole is made oC f ~ a g ~ n e n t s  
gathered together and centoriizecl nith taste ancl charm. 

Alltiphon ;it Magnificat, Oin-itpntei, fnl~~i/i(zs, (p. 503). 
a) Xarrative, b) As pater familias, Jcsus spealis. c) Yarrative. d) \\iorl<men 

mnsiver; one fecls their einbarrassment a t  being itlle. e) Tlle pater fa~nilias 
speaks in a ~nelody high in pitch, full of hope, of encourage~nent, even of 
tenderness and pity, contrasting like a ray of sullslline with \vhat has gone 
before i l l  this little drama. Note particularly the word, I t p ,  with its signs of 
expression! those epise~nas ~vhich give a sense of i~isista~ice, o f  a pressing, warm, 
urgent iiivitatio~l. Note, also, the episerna over the wort1 vi,zt.ni~r. Note the 
little figure, J l i  f ~ z  //ti re ~e that concludes the phrase of cluestio11 " iVhy idle?" 
and that of tile invitation to vi?zeni/~ meizilr. Many are the ingenius rnelotlic 
devices in this little drarna mllich an attentive student will discover with delight. 
After the narrative of simple statement, comes the question, at) i~nplietl 
reproach. Broadetl out froin the wort1 Quid to full bar. I n  the next narrative 
the shame-faced attitude of the worlctnetl is felt. They know they sho~~lc l  
not be stantling idle, wasting their time, and are trying to find a valid 
excuse. They for~nulate it in subdued tones. Into this rnurl<y at~nosphere, 

(I) For those who desire a more detailed corlimeatary on expl.essiorl in (;regoria11 Chant, \r-c 
recommend a work in two ~ o l u ~ n e s  by U o ~ n  L. Baron, entitled, Lye-z$rrssion du C/r[z~rl 
Gr&ar.i~.iz \vl~icli contains :ui ;~nnlysis of test and  music of all the hfasses for t!le Sundays 
and Principal fe tsts of the Liturgic:~I Yeat-. 
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the luminous, I t e  of Our Lord penetrates, restoring, hope ancl conficletlcc. 
He forgives all, IIe does not ecen speak of the idlenes, nor of the insin- 
cerity of the excuse, but emphasizes the cure: rzow they must go at once 
ancl labor in thc vineyard. This little clrama is as expressive as anything 
contained in the Gregorian repertory, despite its brevity ancl condensation of a 
great theme. 

I n  the Antiphon, 1lIiser~7l-e m e i  (p. 518) there is t ~ o  narrative, no connecting 
link between the words of the two speakers. The melody ingeniously centonized 
is tender and profoundly moving in its siinplicity. a) The blind man speaks. 
b) Jesus speaks in  a phrase that suggests the lovir~g look that fell upon the blind 
man. c) The blincl Inan puts his request into words, Ilesitantly, as though 
lie feared that he was ask in^ too much. Our Lord's answer is not even ~ i v e n .  

0 ' 7  , 
nor a declaration of the cure. We Itnow what happened by the quality in 
that tender phmse of the Lord as he asl<ed the blind inan what it was he 
wanted. 

Five Antiphons give us a picture in soutlcl of Our Lord in combat; before the 
Temptor, Satan, and before his persecutors at Jerusalem. 

Norz in solo $axe (p. 538); D d / ~ ~ i n z d ~ ~ z  Deuur, (p. 538); E p  ST~I IL ,  (p. 568); E g o  
d & ~ / ~ o ~ t z i ~ n z ,  (p. 568) ; .Ego gldriauz,  (11. 569). They are all in the Eighth 
Mode, Note the strength of the affirmative intonation of the last three, 
and the subsequent detachment. The responsibility is left to the adver- 
saries. Here we [nust take part in the drama, with Our Lord's friends or with 
his enemies. 

In a totally different spirit we contemplate the scene of the Transfiguration. 
St. Peter, in his ardent voice spealts : Dduzitze, b(iltw est, (1). 5453 011 a centonized 
melody of the First Mode; and again, (p. 5491, in F ~ z ~ i c f ~ l l l d s  hZ;r using a type 
melody of the Fourth Mode transposed. In Visio'tzem (I). 5 j0) Our I,orcl warns 
the apostles to keep the vision secret until after His death ancl resurrection. 
Here, again, we have a celltonized melody of great beauty, this time in the First 
Mode. The prophccj. of His death and resurrection which apparel] tly passed 
allnost unnoticed by Peter, James and John, must not pass unnoticed by those 
n.110 listen to our singing. 

Extremelj- touching is the brief drama between the woman and Jesus in the 
Antiphcn, A7e'7/zu t e  cotzu 'e t~z~zh~i t ,  (p. 5 5 8) 

a) Jesus spealts, almost dryly at first, save for a suggestioii of sympathy 
coilrreyecl by that episerna over the word, ~rzzil'ier. 

b) The woman replies it1 a ,  murmur of shame and humility. There is a 
questioning up~vard glance ending the word Ud~l l i f ze .  

c) Jesus speaks ill a reassuring tone, followed by a note of warning which 
ends rlogmatically by a suclden fall to Xi. IVe think that none of these 
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delicate nuances of sentiment are contained in the words themselves, but that 
the music provides a commentary ~vhich is the result of the contemplation and 
inspiration of tlie holy anonymous cornposers who gave us these melodies 
with their musical implications of so profound a ~iature. I t  is this quality that 
makes Gregorian Chant so dear to persons seeking to lead an intense interior 
life. 

Students may look up the follo~ving Antiphons and analyse them 
from the point of view of persons, circumstances etc., a11rl also from the 
musical standpoint of fixed melodic types or centonization of thematic 
material : 

From Passioll Sunclay tl~rougli all of Holy \Veelt tlie singer mill find matter 
for deep ~neditation since much i f  not all of tlie text with its musical setting 
represents \vords either pronounced directly by our Lord or words placed on His 
lips by tlie Church. The music is i~ i te~lse  in expression but can only be 
interpreter1 i f  tlie person of tlie spealicr atld the circumstances be kept in 
mind. This study can produce deeper devotion to the Passion among the 
singers, and, through their interpretation, stir the devotion of the faithful 
who listen. Evidently we must begin by capturil~g the spirit of scene, of 
feast, or of season before we can prepare to give it musical expression. 

We  have drawn most of our examples from the Antiphons because of their 
brevity and concentratio~i. Some of them have the perfection of a cameo 
or a bit of car\ierl jade but are as glorious in their way as the sculptures on 
the frieze of the I'artheno~i. There are exquisite melodies the range of which is 
contained witl~in a Tetrachord, as, for instance, the Antiphons, Sn'izn Dd71ri?ze, 
(p. 1794)) D d l l l i ? ~ ~ ,  ([I. 303)~ and the familiar Agrzus L) i i  (p. 18 I j as also the 
Allelhia, (p. 292). Others confi~ie themselves to a Pentachord as the Antiphons 
A//e/ziin, (p. 298) and Betitus p(pz~/o,  (p. 309)) Al/e/ziia, (p, 294) and A//elziia, 
(p. 316). The 11~1mber of X~itiplions confined to the range of a Hexachord 
is legion, among them L)d~/ri?ze bdrzid?/z est, (p. 545), Q t ~ i  nun co//z;o'z't, (p. j56), 
17isidiie~lz, (13. 5 SO), Egu g/o'~~ialtz, (p. 569), Ego uine~~zdtzz'z~r~z (p. 468), Acce?it, 
(p. j 59)) Eg-o S Z I I I L  re~?~rrecfzdlze~lr, (p. I 804), Sif ~ ~ o ~ ~ z e i z  Dd?/~iyze (p. 1824). I t  is 
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perhaps more difficult to compose a great work in small compass than to 
compose one \\-ith unlimited space at one's disposal. 

Ho\vever it must not be thought that the principles of interpretation which wc 
have recommended apply to the smaller forms of cc)mposition only. The larger 
forms require similar stucly and treatment. 

The  words of the Introit, jzirlica me (p. 570) and the Tract which follo~l-s 
are taken from the psalms of David and placed by the Church on the lips of the 
suffering Recleerner in His Passion. Contemplation alone will help us to obtain 
the true ~xpression of that complaint, so calm, so dignified, yet giving 
expression to Our Lord's exhaustion from pain, physical and mental. 

Tlle Offertory, Confitebor and the Communion Hoc Cdf-pus, (p. 573) are 
similar pieces, the former full of confidence in God the Father; the latter, 
a restrained, concentric melody of almost narrative-like simplicity in under- 
statement of a tremendous fact falling frorn the lips of Jesus, foilowed by a brief 
statement, "iii1-zt UduzZ'Z~s'~. Then, suddenly, the melody takes wings as Jesus 
orders the apostles to do these things in memory of Him. Of course the singer 
will bring out the principal and general accents in this melody, but its true 
spirit, the heavenly manna it contains, mill be captured only by meditation 
on the scene, the circumstance and the persons. The form of the phrases, 
the choice of principal accents, all this is n~ha t  we have called, in the beginning 
of this chapter, the elements of integrity. The rest must flow from the soul of 
the interpreter. 

Offertory Mode 8, 172 monte Oli've'tz' (p. 580). The students will prepare 
this piece in the manner described above. 

liesponsory, >lode 2, Co//~giei*~r~zt (p. 579). The  students will note ivhicll 
passages are narratibe, I\-hich, speeches by person\, and by what person.;. 
They will also note any special features in the melody \vhich seem unusual, 
particularly eloquent or characteristic of a Mode; also ally phrases that seem to 
bring out the variations of temperament between persons, the violence of 
their sentiments, etc. etc. 

We have selected only a few of these larger compositions for comment 
leaving to the student the charm of further discovery. 

There is also great charm in entering into the spirit of a particular season. 
A single composition ta1;en out of its context can reveal little or notl~ing. 
We must taste and assimilate the music of a season as a whole to get its 
characteristic flavor. Take, for instance, the period between the resurrection of 
Christ and His ascension, that time ~vhen He  walked the earth in His glorified 
body. This music is so touching, so spiritually tender as to give us an advance 
flavor of Paradise. See p. 818, the verse of the AlLelzii~z where Jesus appears 
among His disciples passing through closed doors and says, Przx vbdis on a 
tnelocly wit11 a jubilus of prolonged tenderness. How much better we 



understand the I<edcerner in tl3,it jubilus than in tlle mere reading of t \ \u  
brief \\lords on a printed page! 

Note also, how EIe speaks to Thomas in the Communion (p. Sr  I ) ;  no reproof, 
no severity, a gentle leading on to faith by persuasion ant1 criclence. Note 
(p. 8 18) the Verse of the AZZeZziict, Gy-o S / L I / L  L'cfsfo~ 6dt~11s and (p. 882) the Verse 
of tlie Allelilia, Oflp07-te'hzt. Note the consoling pro~nise ill (p. 856) Ilia?z vos 
1-elinqua~n o~phri~ros, and in that of the Antip11011 (p. Sgj) E<yo s u 7 ~ ~  phzis v h z ~ s ,  
this last 011 a centonized melody of the First Mode. Note, also, (11. 1726) 
the Verse of the Alleluia Veiziltz ncl' me wit11 its i~isistant develop~nent of 
the word Zirbarcitis, as though unclerli~ling the length and weight of the \vork to 
be done, followed by the healing rnelody of reward in the jubilus after 
the words, et ego r~fz'cia~rr vos. \Ire group purposely the melodies for the Feast 
of ,411 Saints with those of the period bet~veen Easter ancl the ;Iscensio~l 
~vitllout historical justificatio~~ but with a co~?viction that the melodies speak 
the same language of superterrestrial light a~it l  love. Ancl so we ask the reader 
to study the Communion for All Saints (p. 1727)~ to note the sercne rnelody 
wliich enshr i~~es  the pure of heart and the lovers of peace, and the stormy waves 
that arise when ~nention is ~ n a d e  of those who are persecuted. Ilere one call 
almost hear the blows as they fall during the ~vords, q z ~ i  $el=r.rcuZid~ren~jntr 'z l~zk~l:  
The  piece has an affinity to program music, so dramatic is its descriptioli. 

l'erhaps it rnay not be a seasol], with its characteristic atmospllere that may 
fnscinate us. I t  may be some melodic device \vhich we find here and there used 
perhaps with intention, perhaps Ilapl~azard? Talte, for instance, the Xlitiphon, 
(p Soo), in \vhicll Mary hlagtlalen, heside llerself \vith anxiety, cries oat that 
they have talien away the Lord's body. The intonation in the Seventh Mode is 
dramatic in the estrcrne, ant1 tllerefore Ire seem to associate it with other 
events and circumstance. Then begins the I<ind of search \vhich \Ire described 
in tlie case of our Alleluia of Ligllt. This illtonatioti seems to be ~ ~ s e c l  where 
something of great importance is announced, tlius :Attciz(ZitL: (p. 736)) Cltf~~tmu', 
(p. 281), Ouine q i ~ o ~ i  ~Jrzt 71zihi (p. 1776), O i l f&~i t~l~z  pieflitis d1zd.r (p. 1459), 
7.74 es YL~I'ZLS (p. I j I j), A l;ye'?~fum et rir~i-z~n~ (p. I j I g), Di7-ige (p. I 782), 
Jl2j.h-eor (p. roog), atid others. I t  may be some different ~nelodic or rllytrnic 
figure that arouses our curiosity. I n  researches such as these, simple though 
they be, we begin to realize holv rn11cl1 more charming it is to study the music of 
the liturgical year as a whole rather than piecemeal. 

hlucli of the tlruclgery of this life, its labor ant1 its fatigues will fall away at  
the hour of death. 1<~1t song is to be our occupation for all Eterrlity, xvl~en 11-e 
cast off the shackles of flesh and rise in a glorified body. \Vhen that day comes 
and our voices join those of the Angels and Saints, let us hope there will be n o  
cliscorda~lt note, no false rhythm, above all no taste for the fleshpots of Egypt to 
defile the glory of the Eternal Sri~~rtzrs in \vllicll we are now preparing 
to take part. 
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QUESTIONS. 

I. Cf'hat do we mean by legitimate expression? By integrity? 

2. What are some of the means by which we can arrive at thegraceof expression? 

3. How can we capture the general tempo of a composition? Of a 
Gregorian composition ? 

4. Can Gregorian Chant be sung corrcctly if its technique alone is grasped? 

5. How should we study a Gregorian cornposition after the technique 
is already knolvn that we may give it true expression? 

6. Select an Atzt+ho?z, an Introit, an Ofert~lry and a Collzl~zunion among 
those which have not been mentioned in the forgoing chapter and, 
explain the manner in which you would study text and melody of each, 
with emphasis 011 the psychological a11d spiritual side of the process. 



CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE. 

ORIGIN, EVOLUTION, MUTILATION, REGENERATION. 

LVe cannot give a complete history of the Chant a t  this time but we may 
indicate, for the information of our students, where to place historically those 
musical treasures that he  has been studying. How old are the Gregorian 
Chants? Many antidate St. Gregory whose name they bear. The  majority 
were co~nposed in the period between 400 and 700 A. D. I n  the opinion 
of a reliable musicologist ( I )  many thousands of Antiphons were composed 
between the years 400 and 600. T h e  melisrnatic chants of the Mass (Graduals, 
Alleluias, Tracts), are probably older than the Mass Antiphons (Introits, 
Offertories and Communions) and were cornposed before the year 550. 
"The annual cycle had been arranged to form a whole before the year 750  ... 
The  music that one hears in the Catholic Church goes back mainly to t h e  
Roman melodies dcrived from a tradition that is more than twelve hundred 
years o ld . .  . Since siholarsllip, in the second half of the nineteenth century, has 
restored the original melodic line to these chants, it can be stated now, without 
exaggeration, that nowhere in the world can a musical repertoire be found that 
is so many centuries old, so extensive, and that has been handed down in such 
purity as the melodic treasury of Gregorian Chant. " ( 1 )  

Antz>hans served to define the h!Iode and give the pitch to psalms. T h e  
I~z t~o i t s ,  Oferto~ies and Conznzzsnions originally were Anfz$dzo?zs to psalms. All 
three of these compositions were, in a sense, action chcznts. As the centuries 
rolled by, the actions for which these pieces were composed were allowed to 
lapse and this fact had its repercussions upon the compositions themselves. 

The Intro i t .  

The  Int3,oit was related intimately to daily " Stations" a t  Rome. This 
custorn of celebrating Mass a t  a different Church each day during Lent was 
introduced probably under Pope St. Celestin I (422-434). Tlle Pope and clergy 
met at a church that was not too far from the stationalone. There they sang 
an Antz)hon ad ifztroit2~71~ with a psalm that continued long enough for the Pope 
to mount the steps of the Altar ~vhere he sang the Collect. The  procession 

(') Jos. Smits van Waesberghe, S. J. Gregorian Chant and its Place in the Catholic Liturgy. 
(') Jos. Smits van Waesberghe, o j .  cif. 
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then started out toward the stational church singing the psalm per vicznt. As 
the procession approached the church, the schola intoned the Litany which was 
taken up by the people and continued until the Pope reached the Altar. 
The Pontiff then n,ithdreiv into the Secretdri?~?~d \while the clergy and people 
took their places in the church. As the Pope emerged from the Sec~-efd~-iz~7~~, 
the Schola took up, once again, the chant of the I v z t ~ ~ o i ~ - A ~ t o ~ z  and 
psalln-which continued as long as was t~ecessary until the Pope had mounted 
the steps of the Altar and had taken his place on the throne. Thus it will be 
realized that the I~ztroit was originally a Processiollal chant, the length 
of which depended upon circumstances. I t  was adaptable to a sort of religious 
pageant. But today, since the I?zf~oit has no such function to fill and is merely 
the introductory chant of the Mass, it has been reduced to a single verse of a 
psalm with a Gkkia Pntli and to an Ant$/lon sung before and after the psalm. 
The Intloit, however, is in close relation, spiritually, to the feast of the day and it 
gives the keynote to the ~v l~o l e  Mass like a theme to be developed. The Introits 
are usually extremely interesting as compositions. They are rarely type 
melodies or centonizations. We  speak, of course, of the ancient I~ztr.oits. 

The Communion. 

The Cor~rl~runions bear a close relation to the mystery of the Eucharist and 
deal primarily with the fruit that the Sacrament should produce in souls. They 
are ~~sua l l y  calm, devotional, mystical. Originally, the Cout~nunion was sung 
during all the time that the holy Eucharist was distributed to the clergy and the 
people. It consisted of an Arztip/zo?~ and psalm, the A?zt~)hon being repeated as 
often as proved necessary. Thus, the Coriznzuniorz, also, was a sort of action 
chant. Today the psalm has disappeared entirely and the Corrz~~tunion consists 
of a single Aizt$ho?z. It1 these days of frequent Communion and rlumerous 
Communicants, the ancient custom might be singularly appropriate if  restored 
and could replace to advantage the singing of sweet lollipops during the Communion 
of the faithful that have no particular relation to the Mass of the day. 

The htlyoit and Co~/d~?tuvtion have rnucll ill common from a musical standpoint. 
Both are composed with a certain restraint. They are neither syllabic nor florid 
but keep within the neumatic style of composition. There are exceptions, but 
this is the general tendency. The I?ztroif, as we find it in our books, has kept a 
fragment of psalmody attached to its Ant$hon, the Co7~z~/rztnion has kept nothing 
but its Anti$kon or refrain. One is the Prelude, the other the Postlude to 
the Mass. 

The Offertory. 

The Uferto/y is another acl'lbn chatit, or was so originally. I t  is extremely 
a11cie13t and probably existed before the time of St. Gregory the Great, (VI c.). 
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I t  was sung continuously during the time that the faithful brought their offerings 
to the Altar. I t  consisted of an A?zt+hon, a psalm with GLorin Pn fr i  ant1 a 
repetition of the Antz$hon as often as required. A t  first the singing mas choral 
ant1 the melody simple. i'lt a period hard to fix exactly, the psalm with the 
GZorirz Prztri was suppre ;set1 ; the lnelody of the I?ferto~~l ' A  lrtipho?~ was grcatlji 
elaborated in a musical scnse, so that the singing had to be confided to a soloist 
or to the schola. From a simple A?ztifl/rorc, the Uflertory became an elaborate 
rcsponsorial chant, with verses and repetition of the original statement as a 
refrain. Rlauy of these ornate Qfet,~or.ies can still be seen in ancient 
manuscripts. The PuL'eog-~~(z~hie 11dz~si~irZc of Solesmes (Volume IV) s1lon.s no 
less than I O I  Ofe?-tu?*ies with Verses. Three of tllesc have one verse each; sixty- 
eight have two verses; thirty-two have three verses and one has four verses. 
Sornetirnes a n  Ojer to~y  which, in one manuscript, has a single verse, will, in  
another manuscript, have tnTo or more verses. 

Today the Ofe;%orit.s are sung ~vi thor~t  any verse, save ill the case of the 
liequie~tz Mass wtiere the early psalmotlic form with refrain still lingers in part. 
iVe may well regret that the Verses have been dropped fro111 our present O#e?-- 
ton'es for Inany of these Verses were masterpieces of the noblest possible lyrical 
art ant1 tlieir loss is a serious one for music and for piety. The time during nrhicll 
these tlelicious verses were once sung is filled totiap by what is known as a "sup- 
plementary offertory ", which seltlom 11;~s any relation to the liturgy of the feast. 

111 its true form the Oj2rto~y is a Kondo . 

but when deprived of its verses, there rc~nains only a 12efrain (A). 
I t  was during the Middle Ages that many of the changes mentioned above 

tool< place. After the year 1000, b;lroque elements began to appear in the 
liturgical compositions in the form of excessive ornamentation and exaggerated 
range. ( I n  this book we have selected models from the more ancient and 
typical chants). Finally, the growing popularity of polyphonic music in the 
12th ant1 13th centuries hastened the decline of tlie true Gregorian style which 
was not recaptured until its restoration began in the ninetcenth century mider 
Solesmes. Today, the Sleeping Beauty has been a~rakenecl from her long 
slumber. Tlle masterpieces of art and of sanctity are speaking once Inore 
their message. They are nlinning their n7ay against the flesh pots of Egypt. 
Schools for the formation of choirmasters and o r~un i s t s  are turning out cliurch 
musicians ~vell instructed in  liturgy and chant. First among therri all is the 
official Papal School at Rome, the Ponlz$cio Istit/bfo tli jldz~si~.(z S(ICI.(Z where 
Chant holtls the func1:lmental place it deserves, chant with the rhythmic signs ot 
Soles~nes without nhicll corl-ect interpretation is difficult ancl artistic interpre- 
tation, i~npossible. After Rome, \re must mention Paris with its /;trstit?tt 



Grkgoricu at the Cntliolic Uui\.ersity of Paris, where the Chant and the doctrines 
of Soles~nes animati all the teaching. The same n a y  be said for the Sisters 
College of the Catholic UniI~ersity of ilmerica in the United States, with many 
other institutes of higher lcaruing in this c o u ~ ~ t r y  and in Canada. Incleed, the 
old disp~ltes arc dying out atld tlie forn,artl ~novernent atlvarices unchecliecl 
by positive o1,position. Oillp indifference or negligence could interfere 11olv wit11 
the refor~ns so urgently proposed to us by the I-Ioly See. 

Modern psychology teach~s  that appropriate expression is neccssar!. to assimi- 
lation. This is true in religion as in other subjects. The Iluman soul is a1waq.s 
the same. There are a few irreco~~cilables, however, who still fail to understantl 
the intimate relation between rnl~sical expression and growth in holiness. They 
treat music as a matter in which personal taste plays a part or as a matter n:hich 
has no partic~ilar bearing on sanctity. This is caused ~~t~doi~btec l ly  by igiiorance 
of the power of the arts. 

\Vhile all tile arts - architecture, sculpture and paitltiug - are important 
elelnents of expressiotl, ivliile they certainty ~rli~iister to the life of the spirit, yet 
music has a more illtiinate relation to prayer atid liturgy tha11 any of the other 
arts. It is the voice of our mother, the Church, as she prays and teaches. Of 
all types of music the Gregorian Chant hcst typifies lier spirit. It is specialized 
in the esurcssion of her feclinrr to the uoint that text ailtl music seem not to be '> 

two distinct things but a unit). co~nl>oscd of trim substances. Moreover, the 
Chant is hallon.ed by age and sanctifiicl by use. 

Other settings of the Mass and Office exist, but in them we have to face the 
danger of contradicticx~s between the intellectual propositions prcsentcd to the 
mint1 and their e~nbodirnetit in forms of fecliug devised by individuals rvho rnay 
or [nay not have attailled to the tlegrce o f  l ~ o l i ~ ~ e s s  wllich ~vould cquip them to 
express the spirit of the Cl~urcll i l l  lier Liturgy. From them we \ t i l l  get more 
or less (getierally less) of the Church's mysticism and sanctity according to the 
degree of their spiritual culture, their individual talent and according to the 
fashion of the period in \vllich these cornposers lived. 

The result is not alnlaj,s 11appy. At times, the mind receives a message of 
humility through the text, \\,hereas the emotions receive a message of pride, of 
bombast, of exhibitionisin. Again, the mind rnay be turned tomarcl penance 
~rliereas the emotions are drawn toward sensuality. The mind may be lteyed to 
resignation and the emotions stirred illto despair. Such contradiction between 
the intellect and the emotions is precisely what the Church seeks to avoid and 
against which she has legislatetl, l y e  advise our stude~lts to read tne Afoftl 
P~,n#rio of Piux X, the Encyclical Divi~zi Cultz~s of Pius XI  and the encyclical 
J,Tediczfo~- l l c i  of our Holy Father Pius XI1 n~ith this tllougl~t in mind. The 
insistence on holiness, on good art whicll call gi\-e scanclal to no one, on effica cy 
added to the test,  these thoughts predominate and the sons and daughters of the 
Church arc 111-gcd ardetltlj- to carry out these \vise tlirectio~is lest, i f  they be 
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neglected, the scourges with 1vhic11 Our Lord drove the unworthy profaners from 
the Temple be renewed in our midst. These are the words of warning of that 
holy and gentle Pontiff, Pius X. 

Evidently, the Church admits music other than Grego~ian Chant in her 
worship, but only \vitli restrictions anti contlitions. No I T I L I \ ~ C  other than the 
Chant has ever been i//zposed and indeed Pope Pius X has noted that a 
Liturgical function loses none of its solemnity when accompanied by Gregorian 
Chant alone. Since no other music is imposed, we are free to use it alone or to 
admit other music to our programs. Sl~ould we decide in favor of music other 
than the Chant nre run the danger of violating the restrictions, perhaps 
unwittingly, a danger which we can avoid by restricting our choice volu~ltarily to 
that music which our musician-Pope has called the hzg-heste @fie of Sacred Music 
and the norm by which other types must be judged. To select the best shoulct 
be no great 5acrifice. - 

In so limiting ourselves should we be more narrow than the Church, more 
papal than the Pope? Evidently not, since the Church leaves us free. She does, 
indeed, impose one type of music for certain parts of her Liturgy - (we can 
hardly imagine the Preface or the Patel- ~zoster set to a waltz or a barcarolle) but 
she has never imposed any other type. In principle, then, we may readily admit 
that music other than Gregorian Chant rnay satisfy the needs of musical prayer, 
even of liturgical prayer. In practice, it rarely does so, even n~hcn rendered by 
a c o m p e t e ~ ~ t  choir and an expert director. There is something so absorbing in 
the music itself that it draws a t t e ~ ~ t i o n  away from the Altar. In po!yphony, even 
in the great masterpieces of a l'alestrina, a Vittoria, a Lassus, the ~~itel l igence is 
fascinated by the movement of the voices, their unfolding patterns; in harmonic 
compositions, by the sequence of cliortls their resolution which the ear awaits 
with curiosity and ilnpatience. Moreover, reminiscences of nun-sacred music 
creep in to clistract the mind and stirnulate the imgination in a sense that is not 
always along the lines of prayer. T o  draw attention to this fact is not to deny 
the overwhelming beauty and nobility of many of these compositions. But their 
very charm rnay be our undoing if we have come to church wit11 the intention of 
praying. \Ve fi11cl ourselves i~~ocula ted  with a serum that produces automatic 
distractions. Moreover, the very complexity of this music makes it difficult to 
follow the liturgical text, so mucli so that music substitutes itself for the 
il~tellectual food that we have a right to expect. I t  is a screen between us anc-l 
the Liturgy. T h e  Gregorian Chant, on the contrary, with its single but significant 
line of melody, its unisonous rendition of the text, sets us free from these 
artifically created dan, aers. 

IVhatever rnay be the merits of figured music for adults, there is no valid 
argument that applies to its use among children. The  problem, with these little 
ones is simple a~it l  direct. Ifre have a duty to teach them to pray in musical 
strains that will form their hearts to sanctity. Sentiments deviate easily from 
the pure to the less pure, from the less pure to the frivolous, aud from there 
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down to the sensuous. It  is well to remenber that music can be an ausillary of 
angels or devils. It can fill functions of the highest as well as the lowest nature. 
No teacher in a Catholic or other school xvould knowingly become an instrument 
of depravation. Yet, due to uncultivated taste or inexperienced judgment, on 
the part of the teachers, musical phrases are sometimes heard in our classrooms 
that would make the devils themselves chuckle. It is important to realize that 
we are not all gifted with the wisdom to recognize exactly what a musical phrase 
contains, nor with the prudence to judge whether its influence will he elevating or 
degrading. Of one thing we may be sure : it will never be neutral. Music 
insinuates itself and leaves the soul either better or worse. It forms the child, 
orientating him toward good or toward evil. 

We might consider Gregorian Chant as the song of safety. I t  will not flatter 
the senses though it is full oi feeling. It  cannot degrade and, once known, it is 
bo~und to elevate. From a practical standpoint, it is meant for congregational 
singing. save certain complicated melodies reserved for the Schola or certain 
simple recitations reserved for the officiating clergy. It is composed in a range 
suitable for the average voice. It  is unisonous and therefore appropriate for 
children with their voices of equal range. It  is free from vulgar associations 
and equally free from merely secular ones. Through the Chant, a whole 
generation of children now in our classrooms can learn to worship God sincerely, 
intensely, borne on the wings of beauty. For Gregorian Chant is not only the 
song of safety, it is the song of mystical prayer: holy, Catholic, Apostolic. 

QUESTIONS. 

I .  How old are the Gmduals, AlleLzrins and Ykacts? 

2. Elow old are the Intg-oits, Ofe~,tovics and Co~rz~izunions? 

3. \Vhat was the original form of the Ip~troit and what happened to it in 
the course of the centuries? 

4, iVas the Co~rzmuniorz originally an action chant and what change came 
over it during the Middle Ages? 

5. Describe the original type of Ofe~tory, its evolution and final mutilation. 
What modern form did it resemble? 

6. Mention some of the great schools of Sacred Music that place Gregoria~n 
chant in its fundamental place and that use the rhythmic signs of 
Solesmes. 

7. In what sense is Gregorian Chant superior to all other types of sacred 
music from a spiritual standpoint? 
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